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Rezime
AKTIVNA GALAKTIQKA JEZGRA Danas je opxte prihvaeno da se u sredixtu
svake masivne galaksije nalazi supermasivna crna rupa. Uoqen je vei broj ko-
relacija izmeu masa ovih crnih rupa i dinamiqkih i strukturnih osobina galak-
sija u kojima se nalaze. Konkretno, korelacija izmeu masa crnih rupa i masa
sredixih ovala ihovih galaksija sugerixe da postoji i veza izmeu ihovog
rasta (Kormendy & Richstone, 1995; Kormendy & Gebhardt, 2001). Aktivno galaktiqko
jezgro (AGJ) predstav	a fazu u razvoju galaksije tokom koje okolna materija inten-
zivno upada u supermasivnu crnu rupu raste prilikom qega se ena masa uveava.
Pojam AGJ obuhvata mnoxtvo energijski snanih fenomena koji su posledica takvog
pada materije, tj. akrecije, u crnu rupu.
Zraqee koje potiqe iz AGJ nastaje usled konverzije gravitacione potencijalne en-
ergije u termalnu, tokom spiralnog pada materije u supermasivnu crnu rupu kroz
akrecioni disk (Lynden-Bell, 1969).  ihova luminoznost moe da bude i do 10000
puta vea od luminoznosti obiqne galaksije. Izraqeni kontinuum pokriva xirok
spektralni opseg, od X do radio podruqja, delimiqno je polarizovan i promen	iv
u toku vremena. Zraqee iz ovog centralnog regiona jonizuje okolnu sredinu,
stvarajui uslove za pojavu jakih emisionih linija, superponiranih na kontinuum.
Pod odreenim uslovima moe doi do pojave uskih snopova materije (\mlazeva")
normalno na akrecioni disk.
Jox od otkria da orijentacija Sejfert 1 galaksija nije nasumiqna uoqeno je da os-
obine AGJ zavisi od ugla posmatraa (Keel, 1980). Ovo je dovelo do tzv. \ujediea
po orijentaciji" (Antonucci, 1993; Urry & Padovani, 1995), po kojem su AGJ u osnovi
sliqni objekti, qija prividno drugaqija pojava zavisi od ugla pod kojim se posma-
traju (vidi sl. 1). U ovom objedienom modelu, centralna crna rupa je okruena
geometrijski tankim i optiqki debelim akrecionim diskom koji je izvor jakog
X-zraqea i UV/optiqkog kontinuuma (Jovanovic´, 2012). Disk je okruen turbu-
lentnim, gustim gasom koji je izvor emisionih linija, tzv. xirokolinijska oblast
(Gaskell, 2009). Akrecioni disk i xirokolinijska oblast su obavijeni geometri-
jski i optiqki debelim pojasom praxine, priblino rasporeene u vidu torusa,
koja apsorbuje upadno zraqee i ponovo ga emituje u infracrvenom delu spektra.
Pored ovih komponenti, prisutan je i gas koji karakterixe maa gustina i brzina
kretaa, koji je izvor uskih emisionih linija - tzv. uskolinijska oblast. Xiroke
linije i termalni kontinuum mogu biti uoqeni samo pri malim inklinacijama,
kada ih torus praxine ne zaklaa, i tada se objekat oznaqava kao aktivna galaksija
tipa 1. Pri veim inklinacijama, torus praxine apsorbuje UV/optiqki kontinuum
i xiroke linije i takav objekat e biti svrstan u aktivnu galaksiju tipa 2. Ako
se objekat u kome je prisutan mlaz materije izbaqen normalno na akrecioni disk,
posmatra du tog mlaza, bie detektovan snaan netermalni kontinuum, koji je po-
x
Slika 1 Xema standardnog objedienog modela AGJ. U zavisnosti od ugla posma-
traa razliqite emisione oblasti su izloene pogledu posmatraqa koji e shodno
tome objekat svrstati u odgovarajui tip AGJ. (M. Polletta, na osnovu Urry & Padovani,
1995).
larizovan i veoma promen	iv u toku vremena (vidi Antonucci, 2012 za sveobuhvatan
pregled razliqitih tipova AGJ).
Mase supermasivnih crnih rupa se mogu lako odrediti kod nekih tipova AGJ, (Dibai,
1977). Pored toga, AGJ trenutno predstav	aju jedini naqin za izuqavae evolu-
cije supermasivnih crnih rupa tokom kosmiqkog vremena. AGJ spadaju u najsjajnije
kvazi-stabilne izvore zraqea u univerzumu, i kao takvi predstav	aju dragocene
izvore informacija o kosmiqkoj evoluciji sve do velikih crvenih pomaka. Da bismo
razumeli kako crne rupe rastu tokom kosmiqkog vremena i ihovu vezu sa rastom
galaksija, neophodno je da u potpunosti razumemo kako funkcionixu AGJ. Stan-
dardni model koji je predstav	en u prehodnom delu teksta mora biti proxiren da
bi bio u stau da objasni neke od posmatranih fenomena.
CI TEZE Ci	 ove teze je da se naqini korak napred ka bo	em razumevau
strukture AGJ, sa naglaskom na torus praxine, koji ima veoma vanu ulogu u stan-
dardnom modelu AGJ. Materija koja upada u supermasivnu crnu rupu preko akre-
cionog diska potiqe upravo iz ovog torusa, koji, iako predstav	a k	uqni element
AGJ, jox uvek nije dovo	no dobro ispitan. Osnovna slika je jasna ve neko vreme
xi
ali postoje mnoga nerazjaxena pitaa. Meu ima su posmatrani intenzitet i
oblik tzv. silikatne karakteristike (emisiona ili apsorpciona traka koja se po-
jav	uje na 10 i 18 µm) qijim prouqavaem se moe doi do uvida o raspodeli i
hemijskom sastavu praxine u torusu. Naime, posmatrani intenzitet i oblik ove si-
likatne karakteristike qesto odstupa od teorijskih predviaa. Jox jedan problem
prisutan u mnogim istraivaima je nedostatak emisije u bliskom infracrvenom
podruqju kada se porede posmatrane spektralne energijske raspodele sa onim koje
predviaju teorijski modeli. Meu ostalim nerazjaxenim problemima su i pitaa
porekla, formiraa i stabilnosti torusa. Iako je glavni deo istraivaa u ovoj
tezi posveen modelovau i analizi torusa praxine, takoe su ispitani i neki
srodni fenomeni, kao xto su perturbacije u akrecionom disku. Razvijeni mod-
eli torusa i diska su primeeni u ispitivau uticaja gravitacionih mikrosoqiva
na zraqee torusa i promen	ivosti fotocentra kvazara. U da	em tekstu ukratko
emo izloiti rezultate istraivaa prikazanih u ovoj tezi i navesti najvanije
zak	uqke do kojih se doxlo.
TORUS PRAXINE Konstruisan je novi, fiziqki realniji model torusa, u kome
je praxina predstv	ena kao tzv. dvofazna sredina, sa grudvama visoke gustine koje
su uroene u homogeno rasporeenu praxinu niske gustine. Za izraqunavae spek-
tralnih energijskih raspodela i slika torusa na razliqitim talasnim duinama,
koristili smo skirt, 3D kod za prenos zraqea zasnovan na Monte Karlo metodi
(Baes et al., 2003, 2011). Generisali smo mreu modela za razliqite parametre, anal-
izirali karakteristike infracrvene emisije i uporedili ih sa karakteristikama
modela u kojima se praxina nalazi isk	uqivo u grudvama i modela u kojima je prax-
ina homogeno rasporeena. Na osnovu naxe analize, izveli smo sledee zak	uqke
(Poglav	e 2; Stalevski et al., 2011, 2012a; Stalevski, 2012c):
(i) Oblik i koliqina emisije u bliskom i sredem infracrvenom podruqju su
odreeni uslovima i staem u kojem se nalazi praxina blizu unutraxe ivice
torusa: modeli sa identiqnim parametrima ali sa razliqitim nasumiqnim
rasporedom grudvi mogu da rezultiraju sasvim drugaqijim spektralnim energi-
jskim raspodelama.
(ii) Raspodela praxine, optiqka dubina, veliqina grudvi i konkretan raspored
grudvi utiqu na pojavu silikatne karakteristike na 10 µm. Silikatna karak-
teristika je prirodno oslab	ena u grudvastim modelima, ali i modeli sa ho-
mogeno rasporeenom praxinom mogu da imaju silikatne karakteristike raznih
intenziteta.
(iii) Praxina niske gustine, koja se nalazi izmeu grudvi, znaqajno doprinosi
emisiji u bliskom infracrvenom domenu. Prema tome, praxina kao dvofazna
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sredina moe da predstav	a prirodno rexee za problem nedostatka emisije
u bliskoj infracrvenoj oblasti, sa kojim se susrelo vixe autora prilikom
poreea posmatranih spektralnih energijskih raspodela sa onim koji predviaju
trenutno dostupni modeli.
Na sl. 2 date su uporedo spektralne energijske raspodele dvofaznog, grudvastog i
modela sa homogenom raspodelom praxine.
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Slika 2 Poreee spektralnih energijskih raspodela razliqitih modela. Puna
linija predstav	a model sa homogenom raspodelom praxine, isprekidana linija
dvofazni model, taqkasta linija grudvasti model. Levi panel: pogled na torus
odozgo. Desni panel: pogled na torus sa strane.
UTICAJ GRAVITACIONIH MIKROSOQIVA Objekti kod kojih usled efekta
gravitacionih soqiva dolazi do pojave vixe likova predstav	aju veoma moan alat
za izuqavae veliqine i strukture i galaksije koja ima ulogu soqiva i izvora koji
se nalazi u pozadini. U odreenom broju ovakvih sistema u kojima je izvor kvazar,
odnos flukseva izmeu likova odstupa od vrednosti koje predviaju jednostavni
modeli soqiva. Kada se ispituje ova anomalija odnosa flukseva, vano je da se
utvrdi stvarni odnos flukseva, u odsustvu uticaja mikrosoqiva. U principu, to
moe da se uradi ako se posmatraju emisione linije, infracrveno ili radio po-
druqje, jer svaka od ovih emisionih oblasti bi trebalo da je dovo	no velika da
efekti mikrosoqiva ne dou do izraaja. Meutim, u svim radovima do sada prisut-
nim u literaturi nisu korixeni realni modeli torusa praxine kada je ispitivan
uticaj mikrosoqiva. Koristei nax dvofazni model torusa praxine kao izvor,
simulirali smo uticaj mape pojaqaa mikrosoqiva usled zvezda u galaksiji-soqivu,
sa ci	em da ispitamo da li mikrosoqiva mogu znaqajnije da utiqu na infracrvenu
emisiju torusa. Iz naxeg istraivaa izdvajamo sledee zak	uqke (Poglav	e 3;
Stalevski et al., 2012b):
(i) Uprkos veliqini torusa praxine AGJ, mikrosoqiva mogu znaqajno pojaqati
egovu infracrvenu emisiju. Kako se efektivna veliqina torusa mea sa
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talasnom duinom, tako i amplituda pojaqaa zavisi od talasne duine (vidi
sl. 3). Pojaqae je najvee u blisko infracrvenom podruqju, brzo opada ka
sredem infracrvenom i ostaje gotovo konstantno u dalekom infracrvenom
domenu.
(ii) Poxto uticaj mikrosoqiva zavisi od veliqine izvora, parametri koji odreuju
veliqinu torusa imaju veoma znaqajnu ulogu. Torusi qiji radijus ne prelazi
10 pc mogu biti pod znatnim uticajem mikrosoqiva.
(iii) Proceena vremena izmeu poqetka i maksimuma pojaqaa se kreu od nekoliko
desetina do nekoliko stotina godina.
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Slika 3 Simulirane krive sjaja pod uticajem mikrosoqiva za razliqite talasne
duine (oznaqene u legendi), za galaksiju-soqivo koja se nalazi na crvenom pomaku
od 0.05 (levi panel) i 0.5 (desni panel). Uoqiti razliqiti raspon vrednosti na y
osi na prikazanim panelima.
Imajui u vidu tako dugaqke vremenske skale, izuqavae efekate mikrosoqiva nije
naroqito pogodan metod za odreivae parametera torusa praxine. Meutim, rezul-
tate ovog istraivaa treba imati na umu kada se ispituje anomalija odnosa fluk-
seva kod kvazara sa vixe likova jer je tada bitno utvrditi stvarni odnos flukseva,
u odsustvu uticaja mikrosoqiva. Rezultati istraivaa pokazuju da infracrveno
zraqee torusa praxine moe biti pod znaqajnim uticajem mikrosoqiva u nekim
sluqajevima, tako da posmatraa u ovom domenu predstav	aju mae pouzdan metod
za odreivae stvarnog odnosa flukseva.
PERTURBACIJE U AKRECIONOM DISKU Neka fiziqka razmatraa ukazuju
da varijabilnost akrecionog diska ne moe biti osno-simetriqna, ve se jav	a
na odreenom delu diska u vidu oblasti visoke emisivnosti, tzv. sjajne \pege".
Ukoliko je varijabilnost izazvana sjajnom pegom znaqajna, to moe imati bitne
posledice po metod reverberacije za odreivae strukture AGJ kao i za potrage za
dvojnim supermasivnim crnim rupama. U ovom istraivau modelirali smo per-
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Slika 4 Perturbovana emisivnost akrecionog diska i odgovarajui perturbovani
i neperturbovani profili Hβ linije. U zavisnosti od poloaja, sjajna pega utiqe
samo na jedno od krila linije ili na jezgro linije.
turbacije u akrecionom disku u vidu sjajne pege. Razvijen model smo primenili na
posmatrane profileHβ linije kod kvazara 3C 390.3. Iz ovog istraivaa izdvajamo
sledee zak	uqke (Poglav	e 4; Jovanovic´ et al., 2010; Stalevski et al., 2010:
(i) Model perturbacije emisivnosti akrecionog diska u vidu sjajne pege moe us-
pexno da objasni razliqite oblike profila i varijabilnost linija sa dva
pika. (vidi sl. 4).
(ii) Koristei ovaj model, uspexno smo reprodukovali posmatrane varijacije pro-
fila Hβ linije kod kvazara 3C 390.3, uk	uqujui dva velika izliva energije
koja su primeena u datom periodu.
(iii) Naxi rezultati podravaju hipotezu da su perturbacije emisivnosti akre-
cionog diska najverovatnije uzrokovane fragmentacijom spiralnog kraka u
disku.
VARIJABILNOST FOTOCENTRA KVAZARA U ovom delu istraivaa ko-
ristili smo oba prethodno razvijena modela torusa praxine i perturbovanog akre-
cionog diska radi izuqavaa promena poloaja fotocentra kvazara, izazvanih ve-
likim promenama emisivnosti diska i promenama u strukturi torusa, a u kontekstu
budue Gaia misije. Gaia misija e nositi astrometrijski interferometar sa ci	em
da sa visokom preciznoxu odredi astrometrijske parametre za qak milijardu ob-
jekata. Oqekuje se da e se meu ovim objektima nai i oko 500 000 kvazara. Na
osnovu ovih kvazara bie saqien novi nebeski referentni sistem. Razmatrali
smo perturbacije u akrecionom disku i promene zraqea rasejanog na praxini u
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torusu. Procenili smo koliko ovi efekti mogu da doprinesu pomerau fotocentra
i da li e Gaia biti u mogunosti da ih detektuje. Na osnovu naxeg istraivaa,
izdvajamo sledee zak	uqke (Poglav	e 5; Popovic´ et al., 2012):
(i) Perturbacije u akrecionom disku mogu da izazovu pomeraj fotocentra koji
e misija Gaia biti u stau da detektuje. Oqekivani maksimalni pomeraj (u
sluqaju kada je sjajna pega na ivici diska) je reda veliqine nekoliko mili
luqnih sekundi.
(ii) Znaqajan pomeraj fotocentra moe se javiti i usled promena u strukturi
torusa, u sluqaju kada je centralni izvor zakloen praxinom. Maksimalni
pomeraj iznosi nekoliko mili luqnih sekundi, xto e Gaia takoe moi da
detektuje.
(iii) Posmatrana varijabilnost fotocentra kod dva posmatrana kvazara ne moe
biti objaxena promenama u ihovoj unutraxnoj strukturi (tj. u akrecionom
disku i torusu praxine). Posmatrane varijacije mogu da budu objaxene u
sluqaju da se u sredixtima izvora nalaze po dva promen	iva regiona. Ovo,
kao i kompleksni oblici xirokih linija, ukazuju da su ova dva objekta dobri
kandidati za sisteme dvojnih supermasivnih crnih rupa.
BUDUI RAD Rad predstav	en u okviru ove teze je deo tekueg istraivaa
koje e biti nastav	eno u nekoliko pravaca. Nastaviemo i proxiriti rad na
modelirau torusa praxine sa unapreenom verzijom skirt koda. Razmotriemo
sloenije raspodele praxine, poput vixefazne, vlaknaste sredine kakve proizilaze
iz hidrodinamiqkih simulacija. Takoe emo nastaviti i proxiriti predstav	eno
istraivae uticaja gravitacionih soqiva, uzimajui u obzir efekte mili i makro
soqiva, xto e omoguiti bo	e razumevae anomalije odnosa flukseva kod kvazara
sa vixe likova.
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Samenvatting
Actieve galactische kernen Het is vandaag door de meeste sterrenkundigen aanvaard dat alle
massieve melkwegstelsels een supermassief zwart gat in hun kern herbergen. Er blijken ook
een aantal correlaties te bestaan tussen de massa van dit supermassief zwart gat en de struc-
turele en dynamische eigenschappen van de gastgalaxie. De correlatie tussen de massa’s van
supermassieve zwarte gaten en de bulten van hun gastgalaxiee¨n suggereren een verband tussen
de groei van beiden (Kormendy & Richstone, 1995; Kormendy & Gebhardt, 2001). Een actieve
galactische kern (AGN) is een fase in het leven van een melkwegstelsel, waarbij de groei van het
supermassieve zwarte gat rechtstreeks waarneembaar is. De term AGN is een verzamelnaam
voor een reeks van verschillende energetische fenomenen in de kernen van melkwegstelsels, die
allen worden aangedreven door materie die in een redelijk hoog tempo invalt op een supermas-
sief zwart gat.
De straling van AGNs onstaat door de omzetting van gravitationele potentie¨le energie in ther-
mische energie, via materie die op een supermassief zwart gat invalt langs een accretieschijf
(Lynden-Bell, 1969). De lichtkracht van een AGN kan tot 10000 keer groter zijn dan de totale
lichtkracht van een normaal melkwegstelsel. De uitgestraalde continuu¨menergie bestrijkt een
breed gedeelte van het elektromagnetisch spectrum (gaande van Ro¨ntgenstraling to radiostra-
ling), is gedeeltelijk gepolariseerd en veranderlijk in de tijd. Straling van de centrale motor
ioniseert het omliggende medium, waardoor het de voorwaarden cree¨ert voor de productie van
sterke emissielijnen bovenop het continuu¨m. In sommige gevallen verschijnen ook sterk gecol-
limeerde en snelle jets loodrecht op de accretieschijf.
Sinds de ontdekking van Keel (1980) dat de orie¨ntatie van Seyfert 1 galaxiee¨n (e´e´n van de deel-
klassen van de AGN familie) niet willekeurig is, is het algemeen aanvaard dat de schijnbare
aard van een AGN varieert naargelang de hoek waaronder die gezien wordt vanop aarde. Dit
heeft geleid tot het beeld van de orie¨ntatie-unificatie (zie Antonucci, 1993; Urry & Padovani,
1995). Het centrale punt van deze theorie is dat de intrinsieke structuur van AGNs grotendeels
gelijkaardig is, maar wat we waarnemen een sterke functie is van de orie¨ntatie (zie Figuur 5).
In dit geu¨nificeerde model is het centrale supermassieve zwarte gat omgeven door een geome-
trisch dunne accretieschijf die de bron is van de sterke continuu¨mstraling in Ro¨ntgen, UV en
optische straling (zie Jovanovic´, 2012, en referenties daarin). Boven en onder de accretieschijf
bevindt zich het bredelijnengebied, dat bestaat uit een turbulent en snel bewegend gas met een
hoge dichtheid dat rond het supermassieve zwarte gat roteert (zie Gaskell, 2009, voor een over-
zicht). Zowel de accretieschijf als het bredelijnengebied zijn omgeven door een geometrisch
en optisch dikke, ruwweg toroı¨dale structuur van gas en stof, de zogenaamde stoftorus. Deze
stoftorus absorbeert de invallende straling zeer efficie¨nt en zet deze om naar infraroodstraling.
Naast deze componenten bevindt zich ook nog een gascomponent met een lagere dichtheid en
rotatiesnelheid, met een ruimtelijke schaal gelijkaardig of groter dan de stoftorus. Dit gas kan
worden waargenomen wanneer het wordt opgelicht door de kegel van ioniserende straling die
wordt uitgezonden binnen de torus. Het is een bron van nauwe emissielijnen en is dan ook
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Figuur 5 Het standaard unificatiemodel voor AGNs. Afhankelijk van de orie¨ntatie, zal een waar-
nemer verschillende gebieden van de AGN kunnen zien en worden intrinsiek identieke objecten
waargenomen als verschillende types van AGNs. c©M. Polletta, naar (Urry & Padovani, 1995).
gekend als het nauwelijnengebied. Het bredelijnengebied en het thermische continuu¨m kunnen
enkel worden waargenomen wanneer de torus vrijwel loodrecht op de gezichtslijn staat (d.w.z.
in vooraanzicht); zulke systemen worden aangeduid als type 1 AGNs. Wanneer we hetzelfde
systeem zouden zien in zijaanzicht, blokkeert de stoftorus de straling van de accretieschijf en
het bredelijnengebied. In dit geval zijn de UV en optische continuu¨mstraling en de brede emis-
sielijnen niet waarneembaar, en zien we een type 2 AGN. Als een jet van materie, loodrecht
op de accretieschijf, aanwezig is en we kijken recht in deze jet, dan zien we een krachtig, niet-
thermisch, gepolariseerd en sterk variabel continuu¨m. Voor een uitgebreide bespreking van de
verschillende types van AGNs verwijzen we naar Antonucci (2012).
In sommige klassen van AGNs kunnen de massa’s van de supermassieve zwarte gaten onmid-
dellijk worden geschat (Dibai, 1977); dit is belangrijk aangezien AGNs momenteel de enige
methode zijn om de evolutie van supermassieve zwarte gaten op kosmische tijdschalen te be-
studeren. Bovendien zijn de helderste AGNs de lichtkrachtigste quasi-stabiele compacte stra-
lingsbronnen in het heelal, waardoor we hun evolutie kunnen traceren tot op zeer hoge roodver-
schuiving. Om de groei van supermassieve zwarte gaten in functie van de kosmische tijd en het
verband tussen supermassieve zwarte gaten en hun gastgalaxiee¨n te begrijpen, moeten we eerst
goed begrijpen hoe AGNs zelf zijn opgebouwd. We moeten het standaardmodel dat hierboven
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is geschetst testen; in het bijzonder moeten we een verklaring zoeken voor waarnemingen die
dit model momenteel klaarblijkelijk tegenspreken, en zo nodig het standaardmodel verfijnen en
bijstellen.
Opzet van dit doctoraat Het doel van deze doctoraatsscriptie is een stap voorwaarts te zetten
naar een beter begrip van de structuur van AGNs, in bet bijzonder van de stoftorus. Deze stof-
torus heeft een belangrijk effect op de manier waarop AGNs zich vertonen aan de waarnemer.
Hoewel de torus een vitaal onderdeel is van het standaardmodel, is ons begrip ervan ondermaats
en zijn er nog vele onopgeloste problemen. Een eerste probleem is de intensiteit en de vorm
van waargenomen lijnprofielen van silicaten op 10 en 18 µm. Deze lijnprofielen geven een
unieke kijk op de verdeling en chemische samenstelling van het stof in de torus, maar de waar-
nemingen komen niet overeen met de theoretische verwachtingen. Een tweede probleem dat in
verschillende werken is vermeld is het tekort aan straling in het nabije infrarood in state-of-the-
art modellen voor de stoftorus, in vergelijking met de waargenomen spectrale energieverdeling
van AGNs. Verdere open vragen betreffen de oorsprong en vorming van de stoftorus en het
fysische proces dat ervoor zorgt dat de vereiste schaalhoogte van de torus behouden blijft. Het
voornaamste doel van deze thesis is de ontwikkeling van een nieuw model voor de stoftorus in
AGNs dat deze fenomenen kan verklaren. Daarnaast hebben we nog enkele andere, verwante
fenomenen behandeld, zoals perturbaties in de accretieschijf. We hebben de modellen die we
hebben ontwikkeld voor stoftorus en accretieschijf ook toegepast in een onderzoek naar de ef-
fecten van microlensing en de fotometrische variabiliteit van quasars. We presenteren hier een
beknopte samenvatting van het onderzoek verricht in het kader van dit doctoraatswerk en geven
de belangrijkste conclusies weer.
De stoftorus Wij hebben een nieuw, fysisch gemotiveerd model geı¨ntroduceerd voor de stof-
torus als een klonterig twee-fasig medium. Het bestaat uit klonters met een hoge dichtheid die
zijn ingebed in een ijler medium. We hebben de 3D stralingsoverdrachtscode skirt (Baes et al.,
2003, 2011) gebruikt om de spectrale energieverdelingen en beelden van de torus te genereren
op verschillende golflengten. We hebben een grote set van modellen berekend met verschil-
lende waarden voor de belangrijkste parameters, voor elk van deze modellen de eigenschappen
van de infraroodemissie geanalyseerd, en deze vergeleken met de eigenschappen van gelijkaar-
dige modellen met enkel klonters, of volledig zonder klonters (t.t.z. modellen met een smoothe
verdeling). De voornaamste resultaten van deze analyse zijn de volgende (zie Hoofdstuk 2;
Stalevski et al., 2011, 2012a; Stalevski, 2012c):
(i) De vorm en de sterkte van de emissie in het nabije en mid-infrarood worden bepaald
door de toestand van het stof in de binnenste regionen van de torus: modellen die enkel
verschillen in een verschillende random verdeling van klonters kunnen sterk verschillende
spectrale energieverdelingen opleveren.
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(ii) De ruimtelijke verdeling van het stof, de optische diepte, de grootte van de klonters en
de feitelijke ruimtelijke verdeling van de klonters in de binnenste gebieden van de torus
hebben allen een impact op het waargenomen lijnprofiel van silicaten op 10 µm. Deze
silicaatlijn wordt op natuurlijke wijze onderdrukt in modellen met klonters, maar ook
modellen met een smoothe verdeling van stof kunnen sterk verschillende sterktes van de
10 µm lijn genereren.
(iii) Het diffuse stof tussen de klonters kan een belangrijke bijdrage leveren aan de emissie
van de torus in het nabije infrarood. Ons model met twee fases biedt zo een natuurlijke
oplossing voor het probleem dat al vaak is aangekaart, namelijk dat modellen met enkel
klonters een nabij-infrarood deficiet vertonen ten opzichte van waargenomen spectrale
energieverdelingen van AGNs.
Het verschil in de spectrale energieverdeling in het nabije en mid-infrarood tussen een twee-
fasig model, een model met enkel klonters en een smooth model is geı¨llustreerd in Fig. 6.
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Figuur 6 De spectrale energieverdeling in het nabije en verre infrarood voor een model met typi-
sche waarden voor de parameters. Alle drie modellen zijn identiek, behalve the structuur van de
stoftorus: de drie lijnen in elk paneel corresponderen met het smoothe model, het twee-fasige
model en het model met enkel klonters. Het linkse paneel correspondeert met vooraanzicht
(type 1 AGN), het rechtse paneel met zijaanzicht (type 2 AGN).
De invloed van microlensing Gravitationeel gelensde systemen met meervoudige beeldvor-
ming vormen zijn uiterst handig om de grootte en de structuur van zowel de lens als de gelensde
achtergrondbron te bestuderen. In een aantal gelensde systemen waarin een quasar de achter-
grondbron is, blijkt de verhouding van de fluxen van de verschillende beelden van de quasar af
te wijken van de verhouding die wordt voorspeld door eenvoudige lensmodellen. Microlensing
door sterren in de lensgalaxie zou hierbij een rol kunnen spelen. Wanneer we deze anomalie
willen begrijpen, is het belangrijk om de echte fluxverhouding van de beelden te kennen, zon-
der de bijdrage van microlensing. In principe kan dit gerealiseerd worden door te kijken naar
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gebieden van de quasar die emissielijnen, infraroodstraling or radiostraling uitzenden, aange-
zien deze gebieden groot genoeg zijn om ongevoelig te zijn voor de effecten van microlensing.
Tot nu toe heeft geen enkel werk in de literatuur echter een realistisch torusmodel in rekening
gebracht in de studie van de effecten van microlensing. Wij hebben onze twee-fasige modellen
voor stoftori gebruikt als een model, daarvan magnificatiekaarten gemaakt, en daarmee micro-
lensing door sterren in de gastgalaxie gesimuleerd. Het doel hiervan is om te onderzoeken of
microlensing de infraroodstraling van quasars kan beı¨nvloeden. Uit deze studie hebben we de
volgende conclusies kunnen trekken (zie Hoofdstuk 3; Stalevski et al., 2012b):
(i) Ondanks hun aanzienlijke dimensie, kunnen de stoftori van AGNs in sommige gevallen
sterk worden versterkt door microlensing. Aangezien de grootte van de torus golflengte-
afhankelijk is, hangt ook de amplitude van de magnificatie sterk af van de golflengte (zie
figuur 7). De magnificatie is het grootst in het nabije infrarood, zwakt sterk af naar het
mid-infrarood toe, en blijft dan ongeveer constant in het verre-infrarood gedeelte van de
spectrale energieverdeling.
(ii) Aangezien microlensing gevoelig is aan de grootte van de bron, spelen de parameters die
de geometrie en de schijnbare grootte van de torus bepalen een heel belangrijke rol. Tori
met een dimensie kleiner dan ongeveer 10 pc kunnen aanzienlijk sterker onderhevig zijn
aan microlensing.
(iii) De geschatte tijdsschaal van microlensing events met een grote magnificatie, gemeten als
de tijdsspanne tussen het begin en de piek van het event, varie¨ren van enkele tientallen tot
verschillende honderden jaren.
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Figuur 7 Gesimuleerde microlensing lichtkrommen voor verschillende golflengten (aangegeven
in de legende), voor een gravitationele lens op een roodverschuiving van 0.05 (links) en 0.5
(rechts). Merk op dat het vertikale bereik van beide figuren verschillend is.
Aangezien de tijdsschalen voor microlensing events zo groot zijn, is het moeilijk om micro-
lensing te gebruiken als een praktisch hulpmiddel om de eigenschappen van stoftori rond AGN
te bepalen, zoals dat wel het geval is bij de accretieschijven van AGN. De resultaten van onze
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studie zijn echter wel van belang voor het interpreteren van de anomalie in de fluxverhouding
van gelensde quasars met meervoudige beeldvorming in verschillende golflengtegebieden. We
hebben aangetoond dat de infraroodstraling van stoftori wel degelijk onderhevig kan zijn aan
microlensing, en dus een minder betrouwbare maatstaf voor de intrinsieke fluxverhouding van
meervoudige beelden.
Perturbaties in de accretieschijf AGNs vertonen vaak een variabiliteit in hun UV en optische
emissie, wat wijst op een variabiliteit in de emissie van de accretieschijf. Een aantal fysische
overwegingen suggereren dat deze variabiliteit sterk niet-axiaal-symmetrisch moet zijn. Als
zogenaamde off-axis variabiliteiten belangrijk zijn in AGN accretieschijven, dan heeft dit be-
langrijke gevolgen voor de zogenaamde reverberatiemethode die gebruikt wordt om de structuur
van AGNs te onderzoeken, en voor de zoektocht naar binaire supermassieve zwarte gaten. Wij
hebben zulke off-axis perturbaties in de emissiviteitsverdeling van AGNs gemodelleerd door
middel van een heldere vlek in de accretieschijf. We hebben dit model toegepast op de waar-
genomen Hβ lijnprofielen van de quasar 3C 390.3. Uit dit onderzoek konden we de volgende
besluiten trekken (zie Hoofdstuk 4; Jovanovic´ et al., 2010; Stalevski et al., 2010):
Figuur 8 Illustratie van de verstoorde emissiviteit van een accretieschijf rond een AGN, ge-
modelleerd als een heldere vlek, en de daarbij horende verstoorde (stippellijn) en onverstoorde
(volle lijn) Hβ lijnprofielen. Afhankelijk van de positie van de heldere vlek, wordt e´e´n van de
twee vleugels of het centrum van de lijn aangetast.
(i) Het model waarbij we de emissiviteitsperturbaties als een heldere vlek in de accretieschijf
voorstellen kan met succes de verschillende waargenomen vormen en de variabiliteit van
dubbel gepiekte lijnprofielen verklaren (zie figuur 8).
(ii) Met dit model zijn we erin geslaagd om de waargenomen variaties van het Hβ lijnprofiel
van 3C 390.3 te modelleren en reproduceren, inclusief de twee grote uitbarstingen die zijn
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waargenomen tijdens de periode waarbinnen we de data hebben geanalyseerd.
(iii) Onze resultaten ondersteunen de hypothese dat perturbaties in de emissiviteit van de ac-
cretieschijf veroorzaakt worden door fragmenten van spiraalarmen in de schijf.
Fotocentrische variabiliteit van quasars We hebben de nieuw ontwikkelde modellen voor
de stoftorus en de verstoorde accretieschijf rond AGNs toegepast om de veranderlijkheid van
het fotometrische centrum van quasars te bestuderen. Het fotocentrum kan immers worden
beı¨nvloed door een uitbarsting in de lichtkracht van de accretieschijf of veranderingen in de
structuur van de torus, en dit heeft mogelijk gevolgen voor de toekomstige Gaia missie. Gaia is
een globale astrometrische interferometrische missie die als doel heeft om met hoge astrometri-
sche nauwkeurigheid de positie van meer dan een miljard objecten in de ruimte te meten. Naar
schatting zullen daarbij 500 000 quasars zijn. Deze quasars zullen worden aangewend om een
nauwmazig optisch referentiekader aan de hemel te construeren. Wij hebben perturbaties in de
accretieschijf en veranderingen in het stralingspatroon door verstrooiing aan stofdeeltjes in de
torus beschouwd als mogelijke oorzaken voor fotocentrische variabiliteit. We hebben ingeschat
in welke mate deze effecten kunnen bijdragen aan de variabiliteit van het fotocenter van qua-
sars, en of deze effecten kunnen worden waargenomen met Gaia. Dit onderzoek leidde tot de
volgende conclusies (zie Hoofdstuk 5; Popovic´ et al., 2012:
(i) Perturbaties in de accretieschijf kunnen een verschuiving van het fotocenter teweegbren-
gen, en het is goed mogelijk dat we dit effect zullen kunnen waarnemen met Gaia. De
verwachte maximale verschuiving, die wordt gerealiseerd door een heldere vlek aan de
rand van de accretieschijf, bedraagt van de orde van enkele milliboogseconden.
(ii) Een fotocentrische verschuiving kan worden veroorzaakt door veranderingen in de struc-
tuur van de stoftorus als gevolg van verschillende belichtingspatronen van deze torus als
deze de centrale bron verduistert. De maximale verschuiving kan verschillende milliboog-
seconden bedragen, en dit effect kan ook worden waargenomen met Gaia.
(iii) De waargenomen fotocentrische variabiliteit van twee quasars kan niet worden verklaard
door variaties in hun binnenste structuur (d.w.z. van de accretieschijf en de stoftorus). Het
blijkt dat de waargenomen fotocentrische variabiliteit goed verklaard kan worden door een
scenario met twee variabele bronnen in het centrum van deze systemen. In samenspel met
de complexe vorm van de brede lijnen, is dit een indicatie dat deze twee systemen goede
kandidaten zijn voor galaxiee¨n met een binair supermassief zwart gat.
Toekomstig werk Het onderzoek uitgevoerd in het kader van dit doctoraatsproefschrift maakt
deel uit van een breder onderzoekskader, dat op verschillende manieren zal worden verdergezet.
Wij zullen ons werk omtrent het modelleren van de stoftorus rond AGN verderzetten en uitbrei-
den met een vernieuwde versie van de SKIRT code. Ingewikkelder verdelingen en geometriee¨n
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voor het stof in de torus, zoals deze die worden gegenereerd in numerieke hydrodynamische
simulaties, zullen worden beschouwd. We zullen ook de uitgevoerde studie over microlensing
uitbreiden door ook de effecten van millilensingen en sterke lensing in rekening te brengen, wat
hopelijk tot een beter begrip van de anomalie in de fluxverhouding van gelensde quasars zal
leiden.
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Introduction 1
1.1 The phenomena of active galactic nuclei
Nowadays it is widely accepted that every massive galaxy harbors a supermassive black hole
(SMBH) at its center. A number of apparent correlations between SMBH mass and host galaxy
structural and dynamical properties have been observed. The correlation between the masses
of SMBHs and their host galactic bulges suggests a link between their growth (Kormendy &
Richstone, 1995; Kormendy & Gebhardt, 2001). The growth of SMBHs and the relationship be-
tween them and their host galaxies is one of the most vigorous areas of research in astrophysics,
with about 200 papers per year. Active galactic nucleus (AGN) represents a phase in the life of
a galaxy, during which the SMBH growth is directly observable. The term AGN encompasses
a variety of energetic phenomena in galactic centers, powered by SMBHs accreting matter at a
relatively high rate.
The radiation coming from AGNs originates in the conversion of gravitational potential energy
into thermal energy as matter spirals towards the SMBH in an accretion disk (Lynden-Bell,
1969). Their luminosity can be up to 10000 greater than the total luminosity of a normal galaxy.
The radiated AGN continuum covers a broad range of spectrum, from the X to radio domain,
it is partially polarized and variable in time. Radiation from the central engine is ionizing the
surrounding medium, creating conditions for the strong emission line spectrum, superimposed
on the continuum. Sometimes AGN spectra are showing absorption lines as well. These could
originate in the AGN itself, or from the host galaxy or the intergalactic medium (e.g. Ly α
forest). Sometimes, highly collimated and fast outflows (“jets”) emerge perpendicular to the
accretion disk.
Figure 1.1 Artist’s impression of an AGN – a supermassive black hole surrounded by an accre-
tion disk and enshrouded in a dusty doughnut-shaped torus. Credit: ESO/M. Kornmesser.
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The masses of SMBHs can be readily estimated in some types of AGN, (Dibai, 1977) and AGNs
are currently our only way of studying the evolution of SMBHs over cosmic time. Furthermore,
the brightest AGNs are the most luminous quasi-steady compact sources of radiation in the
universe and hence they are valuable probes of cosmic evolution up to very high redshifts.
In order to understand black hole growth across cosmic time and the connection between galax-
ies and black holes, we need to understand how AGNs work. We need to test the basic picture
outlined above and, in particular, to be able to explain observations which presently challenge
this picture and might force modifications of it. A beautiful artist’s impression of an AGN is
shown in Fig, 1.1.
1.1.1 Classification of AGNs
According to the properties of their spectra, AGNs are classified into Seyfert galaxies of type
1 and 2, quasars of type 1 and 2, blazars, LINERs, radio-galaxies with narrow lines and radio
galaxies with broad lines (Antonucci, 2012).
Figure 1.2 Characteristic spectra of different AGN types. Credit: W. C. Keel, http://
astronomy.ua.edu/keel/agn/spectra.html
Seyfert galaxies This class of AGN are named after Carl Keenan Seyfert, who first identified
the class (Seyfert, 1943). Seyfert 1 galaxies are showing both broad and narrow emission lines
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in their spectra. Their absolute magnitudes are Mbol 6 −21. Seyfert 2 galaxies have only
narrow emission lines in their spectra. They are usually of lower brightness (Mbol 6 −20) and
their continuum is usually weaker than in Seyfert 1s. Depending on the strength ratios between
broad and narrow lines, there are several intermediate types: Seyfert 1.5, 1.8, 1.9 (Osterbrock,
1989; Osterbrock & Ferrland, 2006).
Quasars Quasars are similar to Seyfert galaxies, but with much higher luminosities. His-
torically, the term quasar was associated with ‘quasi-stellar radio sources’ before their exact
nature was known (Schmidt, 1963). Later on it was found that not more than 10% quasars have
strong radio emission (are ‘radio-loud’), so the term QSO (quasi-stellar object) was coined to
refer to both the ‘radio-loud’ and the ‘radio-quiet’ objects. However, today the terms ‘quasar’
and ‘QSO’ are used virtually interchangeably, noting explicitly whether it is radio-loud or radio-
quiet if needed (see Antonucci, 2012, for further discussion on the radio-loud and -quiet AGNs).
Similarly as in Seyfert galaxies, we also distinguish two types of quasars: type 1 quasars, with
both broad and narrow emission lines, and type 2 quasars, with narrow lines only. Type 2
quasars are only recently discovered and although there are many candidates, there are still
only a few confirmed objects in this class (see Urrutia et al., 2012, and references therein). Ow-
ing to their extremely high brightness (Mbol 6 −23), the quasars can be observed at very high
redshifts (to date z = 7.085, Mortlock et al., 2011)).
Blazars Blazars make up only a few percent of the entire AGN population. Two type of ob-
jects are classified as blazars: BL Lac objects (Schmitt, 1968) and Optically Violently Variable
quasars - OVVs. BL Lac objects are characterized by a strong continuum and very weak or
absent both emission and absorption lines. These are radio-loud objects, with strong, mostly
non-thermal, highly polarized radiation, varying rapidly (∼ 1 day) with large amplitudes. OVVs
are similar to BL Lac objects, with the difference that their spectra are showing strong broad
emission lines (Antonucci, 2012).
LINERs LINERs are the least luminous and the most common AGNs. Approximately one-
third of all nearby galaxies may be classified as LINER galaxies (Ho et al., 1997). Most of these
objects are assumed to have a nucleus similar to those in Seyfert galaxies, but with much lower
luminosities. The narrow line spectrum of LINERs is clearly distinguished from that of Seyfert
galaxies, in having a much lower degree of ionization. Their spectra typically include line emis-
sion from weakly ionized atoms, while line emission from strongly ionized atoms is relatively
weak. Hence the name LINERs – Low-Ionization Nuclear Emission Line Regions. It is be-
lieved that such properties of LINERs are consequence of low accretion rate compared to other
types of AGN. However, the exact nature of LINERs is still a matter of debate. Some authors
advocate that LINER emission is powered by star forming regions (Ho et al., 1993).
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Radio galaxies Radio galaxies are a class of active galaxies that are very strong radio sources
(see Antonucci, 2012, and references therein). In these objects, the luminosity at radio wave-
lengths is dominated by the contribution from the material ejected perpendicular to the accretion
disk – jets and the lobes they inflate. They are split in two groups, based on the properties of
their optical spectra: Broad Line Radio-Galaxies (BLRGs) and Narrow Line Radio-galaxies
(NLRGs). Radio galaxies, together with radio-loud quasars and blazars are referred to as the
radio-loud family of AGNs; Seyfert galaxies, radio-quiet quasars and LINERs are radio-quiet.
The main difference between these two classes is the presence/absence of the strong extended
radio emission. Low-power radio galaxies are a plausible parent population for BL Lac objects,
i.e. seen at small angles, they appear as BL Lac (Browne, 1983).
Figure 1.3 The standard AGN unification scheme. Depending on the orientation, an observer
will see different emitting regions and thus, an intrinsically same objects would appear to him
as a different type of AGN (M. Polletta, adapted from Urry & Padovani, 1995).
The AGN terminology can be confusing, since the distinctions between different types of AGNs
sometimes reflect historical differences in how objects were discovered or initially classified,
rather than real physical differences. For an in-depth discussion and overview of different AGN
types, see review by Antonucci (2012).
Characteristic optical spectra of various kinds of AGNs are presented in Fig. 1.2. The BL Lac
object has a virtually featureless spectrum, with a strong non-thermal continuum. In the spec-
trum of the Seyfert 1 galaxy, the mean quasar and the BLRG, both broad and narrow emission
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lines are present, while the Seyfert 2 galaxy, the LINER and the NLRG have only narrow lines.
In the bottom left panel, the spectrum of a normal galaxy is given for comparison. Its spectrum
is characterized mostly by absorption lines from the atmospheres of individual stars, with weak
emission lines from gas in star-forming regions ionized by hot young stars.
1.1.2 AGN unification model
Since the discovery by Keel (1980) that the orientation of Seyfert 1 galaxies is not random,
it has been recognized that the appearance of an AGN in the optical and UV depends on the
viewing angle. This has led to the picture of “orientation unification” (see Antonucci, 1993;
Urry & Padovani, 1995) where the structure of AGNs is believed to be basically similar but
what we see is a strong function of orientation. In this unified model, the central black hole
is surrounded by a geometrically-thin and optically-thick accretion disk which is the source
of the strong X-ray emission and UV/optical continuum (see Jovanovic´, 2012, and references
therein). Above and below the disk is the broad-line region (BLR), a flattened distribution
of turbulent, rapidly-moving and dense emission-line gas orbiting the black hole (see Gaskell,
2009, for a review). Both the accretion disk and the BLR are surrounded by a geometrically-
and optically-thick, roughly toroidal structure of dust and gas (the “dusty torus ”). In addition
to these components, there is lower density, more slowly moving gas present on a scale similar
to or significantly larger than that of the torus. This gas can be seen when it is illuminated by
the cone of ionizing radiation emanating from inside the torus. It is a source of narrow emission
lines and thus is know as the “narrow-line region” (NLR). The broad emission lines and the
thermal continuum emission can only be seen when the torus is close to face-on and thus, such
an object appears as a type 1 active galaxy. For close to edge-on orientations, the dusty torus
blocks the radiation coming from the accretion disk and the BLR. In this case, the UV/optical
bump and broad emission lines are absent in the observed spectrum and the object appears as a
type 2 active galaxy. If a jet of matter, ejected perpendicular to the accretion disk is present, then
viewing such an object along the jet would exhibit strong non-thermal, polarized and rapidly
variable continuum, and thus it would be classified as a blazar. For the comprehensive overview
of AGN phenomenon, see Krolik (1998).
However, rather than being separate isolated regions, as is commonly depicted in simplified
cartoons of the unified model of AGNs (Fig. 1.3), the torus, broad-line region and accretion
disk are intimately connected. The BLR is accreting material from the torus that has passed
within the dust sublimation radius (Gaskell et al., 2007; Elitzur, 2007; Gaskell, 2009). The dust
in the torus (and also, possibly, dust found in the outermost parts of the BLR) can affect BLR
line profiles due to extinction and scattering. Furthermore, in recent studies it was found that, in
contradiction with the simplest unification model, the classification of a Seyfert galaxy as a type
1 or type 2 depends more on the intrinsic properties of the material obscuring the central regions,
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Figure 1.4 Scheme for AGN evolution with decreasing accretion rate (Elitzur, 2007).
rather than on its mere inclination towards an observer (Ramos Almeida et al., 2011; Ricci et
al., 2011). In one possible scenario of a more realistic formulation of the unification scheme
(Elitzur, 2007), the BLR and the dusty torus are, respectively, the inner and outer segments,
across the dust sublimation radius, of a continuous cloud distribution. Obscuration of the X-
ray continuum comes mostly from the inner, BLR clouds. All clouds are embedded in a disk
wind, whose mass outflow rate is diminishing as the accretion rate (i.e. AGN luminosity) is
decreasing. The torus disappears at lower luminosities because mass accretion can no longer
sustain the required cloud outflow rate. With further luminosity decrease, the BLR disappears
as well. This evolutionary scheme is sketched in Fig. 1.4.
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1.2 The dusty torus
As noted in the previous section, the dusty torus has a major effect on the appearance of an AGN.
The dust surrounding the central regions of the AGN absorbs radiation from the accretion disk
and re-emits it in the infrared (IR). Observations of the mid- to far-IR bump and of the silicate
feature at 10 µm in the spectral energy distribution (SED) of AGNs are consistent with this
picture. In type 1 sources, hot dust in the inner regions can be seen directly and the feature is
expected to be detected in emission. Recent mid-infrared observations obtained with the Spitzer
satellite confirm the silicate emission feature in type 1 AGNs (Siebenmorgen et al., 2005; Hao
et al., 2005). In type 2 objects, the dust feature is observed in absorption (e.g., Jaffe et al., 2004)
due to obscuration by the cold dust. Interferometric observations provide additional evidence
for the presence of the dusty torus. Using speckle interferometry, the nucleus of NGC 1068
was successfully resolved in the K-band (Wittkowski et al., 1998) and in the H-band (Weigelt
et al., 2004). This resolved core is interpreted as dust close to the sublimation radius. Tristram
et al. (2007) reported VLTI interferometric observations with strong evidence of a parsec scale
dust structure in the Circinus galaxy. Kishimoto et al. (2011) reported indications of a partial
resolution of the dust sublimation region in several type 1 AGNs using the Keck interferometer.
Observed polarized nuclear emission in type 2 sources, scattered by electrons and tenuous dust
(Antonucci & Miller, 1985; Pier et al., 1994; Packham et al., 1997), supports the unification
model. It proves that an active galactic nucleus is present, even though no direct emission from
the accretion disk is observed. The toroidal geometry also explains several other observables
such as, the presence of ionizing cones (Pogge, 1988, 1989; Tadhunter & Tsvetanov, 1989) and
high hydrogen column densities in the X-ray domain, usually associated with type 2 sources
(e.g. Shi et al., 2006).
Figure 1.5 IR SEDs of two AGNs showing the 10 µm silicate feature in emission (left panel,
Siebenmorgen et al., 2005) and absorption (right panel, Lutz et al., 2000).
There are, however, still many unresolved issues regarding the dusty torus. Among the most
interesting ones are those related to the intensity and shape of the silicate features, at 10 and
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18 µm, which represent a unique window into the dust distribution and chemical composition
even in relatively distant quasars. Two issues are particularly puzzling, and are worth more
investigation: the intensity of the feature as a function of the AGN type, and its shape. As
for the intensity, this was one of the main reasons why clumpiness, opposed to a homogenous
dust distribution, was advocated: a clumpy distribution of dust would naturally give rise to a
less intense feature, both in emission and absorption. That the shape of the silicate feature was
different from the theoretical expectations, had already been found from the very first detections
(Siebenmorgen et al., 2005; Hao et al., 2005). Modeling this discrepancy has been attempted
both with smooth (Fritz et al., 2006)) and clumpy (Nikutta et al., 2009) models, with poor
results. Whether this different shape is to be attributed to the different chemical composition,
different emissivity properties or to geometrical effects, is at present still completely unclear.
Another common problem reported in a number of papers, is the lack of the near-IR emission
when trying to apply state-of-the art clumpy models to the observed infrared SEDs of AGNs
(Polletta et al., 2008; Mor et al., 2009; Ramos Almeida et al., 2009; Alonso-Herrero et al.,
2011; Mor & Netzer, 2012; Deo et al., 2011). This issue could represent either a failure of the
modeling or contamination by some other emission component. Although different solutions
have been suggested in the literature, none of the studies so far have taken this into account to
obtain consistent models.
The origin and formation of the torus (i.e., how material from the nuclear region of the galaxy
enters the torus) is yet another unresolved question. The biggest theoretical challenge is the
question how the required scale height of the torus is maintained. Both the ratios of type-1 (=
face-on) and type-2 (= edge-on) AGNs (Maiolino & Rieke, 1995) and the amount of repro-
cessing in the IR (Maiolino et al., 2007) point to the scale height of the torus being luminosity
dependent (the so-called “receding torus” Lawrence, 1991), but the reason for this is still un-
clear. We do not know whether the thickness of the torus is due to turbulent motion, or due
to radiation pressure (see Wada, 2012). The covering factors of the BLR and torus are similar
(Gaskell et al., 2007) and the BLR is certainly turbulent, but if the torus is turbulent then colli-
sions between dust clouds must be inelastic. These questions are tightly related to the evolution
of AGNs and related issues, such as, the disappearance of the torus at low Eddington ratios
and the transition to “non-thermal” AGNs (“true” type-2 sources, without hidden BLR – see
Antonucci (2012), Elitzur (2012) and references therein).
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1.3 Gravitationally lensed quasars
Gravitational lensing is the phenomenon of light bending in the gravitational field of massive
objects. The trajectories of photons from distant sources are perturbed by the inhomogeneous
distribution of matter. Many sources appear to us slightly displaced and distorted in comparison
with the way they would appear in a perfectly homogeneous and isotropic universe. This phe-
nomenon is called weak gravitational lensing. Weak lensing shows up statistically as a preferred
direction of stretching and orientation of background objects, so it can be detected only by sta-
tistically analyzing a large number of sources. Under some circumstances, the deflection caused
by foreground mass overdensities such as galaxies, groups, and clusters is sufficiently large to
create multiple images of a distant light source (Fig. 1.6). This phenomenon is called strong
gravitational lensing. Depending on the mass of lensing object, strong lensing can produce
different effects: multiple images in the case of galaxy lensing, giant arcs and large-separation
lenses in the case of lensing by clusters of galaxies, and microlensing magnification in the case
of lensing by stars. In the case of microlensing, the lensing object is a stellar-mass compact ob-
ject (e.g. a normal star, a brown dwarf or a compact stellar remnant). Stellar mass microlenses
also produce multiple images (Fig. 1.7). However, these micro-images are splitted only by mi-
croarcseconds, and therefore are not accessible to present-day instrumentation. But the change
of magnification of images over time due to microlensing is observable. The perturbations of
lensing effects introduced by substructure of a lens galaxy is referred to as millilensing.
Both strong and weak gravitational lensing have a wide range of applications, such as the de-
tection of distant objects (Richard et al., 2011), constraining cosmological parameters (Oguri
et al., 2012; Cao et al., 2012; Jovanovic´ & Popovic, 2010), studies of dark and visible matter
distribution (e.g. Massey et al., 2007; Zakharov et al., 2004), investigation of innermost regions
of AGNs (see e.g. Jovanovic´ et al., 2009c, and references therein), and the study of extrasolar
planets, not only in our Galaxy, but even in nearby galaxies such as Andromeda and Magellanic
Clouds (e.g. Ingrosso et al., 2009; Zakharov, 2009).
Gravitationally lensed quasars represent a particularly interesting case. In these systems, differ-
ent lensing regimes can be present: multiple images of the quasar by a lens galaxy, microlensing
magnification by stars in a lens galaxy, and millilensing due to cold dark matter (CDM) sub-
structure in a lens galaxy. Lensed quasars with multiple images represent a powerful tool to
study the structure of both the galaxy which acts as the lens and the background quasar. In a
number of lensed systems in which a quasar is the source, the flux ratios between the lensed
images deviate from those predicted by simple lens models (see e.g. Kochanek, 1991; Keeton
et al., 2003; Goldberg et al., 2010). The fluxes, in different wavebands, can be contaminated by
different effects such as microlensing by stars (e.g. Schneider & Wambsganss, 1990), millilens-
ing by a massive structure in the lens galaxy (e.g. Mao & Schneider, 1998), dust extinction
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Figure 1.6 Quadruply imaged quasar Q2237+0305, also known as the “Einstein cross”. The
images in the two panels are taken three years apart; the noticable brightness change of the
images relative to each other is due to microlensing (G. Lewis, M. Irwin).
(e.g. Elı´asdo´ttir et al., 2006), and also by the time delay itself (e.g. Popovic´ & Chartas, 2005).
Consequently, the flux ratio anomaly observed in some lensed quasars can be caused by extinc-
tion and/or gravitational microlensing/millilensing (see e.g. Popovic´ & Chartas, 2005; Yonehara
et al., 2008).
The size of the source has a large effect on the fluctuations due to microlensing. As an extended
source covers a larger area of a microlensing magnification pattern at any given time than a
point source, its brightness varies less as it moves relative to the lens and observer (Mortonson
et al., 2005). As a general rule, the variability of a lensed source is significantly affected by mi-
crolensing only if the source is smaller than the relevant microlensing length scale (Einstein ring
radius – see section 3.2.1) (Courbin et al., 2002). Since the sizes of different emitting regions
of quasars are wavelength-dependent, microlensing by the stars in the lens galaxy will lead to
a wavelength-dependent magnification. The X-ray radiation is coming from a very compact re-
gion in the innermost part of the accretion disk, and therefore, it will be magnified more and its
variations will be faster than for the radiation in the UV and optical bands, coming from outer,
larger parts of the disk (Jovanovic´ et al., 2008). Thus, although the phenomenon of gravitational
lensing is achromatic, due to the complex structure of emission regions, “chromatic” effect may
arise in a lensed quasar system (see e.g. Popovic´ & Chartas, 2005; Popovic´ et al., 2006; Jo-
vanovic´ et al., 2008; Mosquera et al., 2009, 2011). The “chromaticity” in lensing effect can
be used to investigate both an unresolved structure of the innermost region of quasars (see e.g.
Wyithe et al., 2002; Abajas et al., 2002; Popovic´ et al., 2003, 2006; Bate et al., 2008; Mosquera
et al., 2009; Dai et al., 2010; Blackburne et al., 2011; Garsden et al., 2011) and the structure
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Figure 1.7 Schematic representation of microlensing by stars in a doubly imaged system. The
unresolved stars in the lens galaxy are responsible for microlensing of one of the quasar images
(Courbin et al., 2002).
of the lens galaxy (see e.g. Inoue & Chiba, 2005; Chiba et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010). More-
over, comparing flux ratios at different wavelengths makes it possible to constrain the amount of
micro- and milli-lensing present in the system, and the sizes of the perturbers (see e.g. Goldberg
et al., 2010).
Since the X-ray and UV/optical radiation is coming from relatively compact regions (from
several light days to a light month), the flux ratios in these waveband are sensitive to both
microlensing by stars and millilensing by CDM substructure (see e.g. Metcalf & Madau, 2001;
Zakharov et al., 2004; Popovic´ & Chartas, 2005; Dobler & Keeton, 2006; Jovanovic´ et al.,
2008; Goldberg et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010). On the other hand, the infrared emitting region
of a quasar is assumed to be a toroidal structure of dust, with dimensions significantly larger
than the projection of the Einstein radius of a microlens into the source plane. Therefore one
would expect that the IR radiation of lensed quasars would only be affected by the relatively
massive subhalos (millilensing) (see Inoue & Chiba, 2005; Chiba et al., 2005; Sluse et al.,
2006; Yonehara et al., 2008; Minezaki et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2010; Fadely & Keeton, 2011).
However, certain geometrical and physical properties of the dusty torus can conspire to allow
non-negligible microlensing effects in even in the infrared domain.
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1.4 The scope of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to take a step forward towards a better understanding of the structure
of AGNs. The main focus of the research reported in this thesis is the modeling and analysis
of the dusty torus, with applications in studies of microlensing and photometric variability of
quasars. In particular, we want to address the issues such as the intensity and shape of the
silicate features, which represent a unique window into the dust distribution and chemical com-
position, and lack of near-IR emission when trying to apply the state-of-the art clumpy models
to the observed IR SEDs of AGN. In order to make further advances, more detailed, physically-
motivated models of dusty torus are needed. We introduce a new model of the dusty torus as a
clumpy two-phase medium, with high-density clumps and low-density medium filling the space
between them. We use a 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer code to simulate SEDs and images
of the torus at different wavelengths. We present a grid of models for different parameters, ana-
lyze the properties of IR emission and compare them to the properties of the corresponding sets
of clumps-only models and models with a smooth dust distribution.
As noted in the previous section, microlensing by stars can be used to probe the size and struc-
ture of the different emitting regions of lensed quasars. Furthermore, when investigating the
flux ratio anomaly of lensed quasar images, it is important to determine the true magnification
ratios between the images, in the absence of microlensing. In principle, this could be done by
looking at the emission-line, infrared, and radio-emitting regions of quasars, as they all should
be large enough to safely disregard microlensing effects. However, none of the works presented
in the literature so far has exploited a realistic torus model in microlensing studies. We use
our two-phase models of the dusty torus as the source and generate magnification maps char-
acteristic for lensed quasars to confirm whether, when investigating flux ratio anomaly in IR,
one can safely disregard magnification due to the stars in the lens galaxy, or microlensing can
contaminate flux ratios even in the IR.
Gaskell (2008) argued that, from physical considerations, the variability of the accretion disk
has to be highly non-axisymmetric. He has proposed (Gaskell, 2010, 2011) that a wide range
of AGN puzzles can be solved by non-axisymmetric variability. This represents a significant
paradigm change from the normal assumption of axisymmetry. If off-axis variability is impor-
tant, this has significant implications for using reverberation mapping to probe the structure
of AGNs, and for searches for binary SMBHs. We model such non-axisymmetric emissivity
perturbations of an AGN accretion disk, showing that it can explain variability of some double-
peaked line profiles. The developed model is applied in the case of observed Hβ line profiles of
the quasar 3C 390.3.
Finally, we use both this non-axisymmetric accretion disk model and the dusty torus model
to study variations of quasar photocenters, caused by an outburst of accretion disk luminosity
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and changes in the dusty torus structure, in the context of the future Gaia mission. Gaia is
a global astrometric interferometer mission that aims to determine high-precision astrometric
parameters for one billion objects. It is foreseen that 500 000 quasars will be among these
objects. These quasars will be used to construct a dense optical quasar-based celestial reference
frame. We consider perturbations in the accretion disk and changes in the pattern of radiation
scattered by the dust particles in the surrounding torus. We estimate how much these effects
may contribute to the variability of the photocenter and the possibility of detecting this effect
with Gaia mission.
This thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2 we give an overview of the other works in literature on modeling of the dusty
torus, present our new physically motivated model, and analyze and discuss properties of a grid
of models we calculated. In Chapter 3 we use our dusty torus model to investigate microlensing
effects in the case of lensed quasars in infrared. In Chapter 4 we present our model of off-axis
emissivity perturbations of the accretion disk, and apply it in the case of observed line profiles
of the quasar 3C 390.3. In Chapter 5 we present our study of variations of quasar photocenter
due to perturbations in the accretion disk and changes in the structure of the dusty torus.
We used a flat cosmological model with the following parameters: ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73
and H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Jarosik et al., 2011).
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The dusty torus as a clumpy two-phase medium 2
2.1 Introduction
As noted in Section 1.1.2, the AGN unification model requires a roughly toroidal structure of
dust and gas that surrounds the central regions. In order to prevent the dust grains from being
destroyed by the hot surrounding gas, Krolik & Begelman (1988) suggested that the dust in
the torus is organized in a large number of optically thick clumps (Fig. 2.1). However, due
to the difficulties in handling clumpy media and lack of computational power, early work was
conducted by adopting a smooth dust distribution. Several authors explored different radial and
vertical density profiles (Pier & Krolik, 1992, 1993; Granato & Danese, 1994; Efstathiou &
Rowan-Robinson, 1995; van Bemmel & Dullemond, 2003; Schartmann et al., 2005; Fritz et al.,
2006). The first effort of developing the formalism for the treatment of clumpy media was
undertaken by Nenkova et al. (2002, 2008a, 2008b). They utilized a 1D radiative transfer code
to compute the SED of a single irradiated clump. In a second step a statistical generalization is
made to assemble the SED of the torus. They claim that only clumpy tori are able to reproduce
the observed properties of the silicate feature. However, Dullemond & van Bemmel (2005)
modeled the torus as a whole, using 2D radiative transfer calculations. They adopted a geometry
with axial symmetry and modeled clumps in the form of rings around the polar axis. They
made a direct comparison of models with clumps and corresponding smooth dust distributions
and concluded that there is no evidence for a systematic suppression of the silicate emission
feature in the clumpy models. Ho¨nig et al. (2006), with an upgrade of their model in Ho¨nig
& Kishimoto (2010), adopted a similar method as Nenkova et al. (2002), but they employed a
2D radiative transfer code and took into account various illumination patterns of clumps. They
reported that a suppression of the silicate emission feature strongly depends on the random
distribution and density of the clumps in the innermost region. More recently, Schartmann et al.
(2008) presented 3D radiative transfer models of clumpy tori. Their findings are in agreement
with those by Ho¨nig et al. (2006). On the other hand, Feltre et al. (2012), using the models
developed by Fritz et al. (2006), found that a smooth distribution of dust is also capable of
reproducing the observed variety of the silicate feature strength. A further study of the silicate
feature and its properties, such as the unexpected appearance in emission in some type 2 objects
and the apparent shifting toward long wavelengths in some objects, is presented in Nikutta et al.
(2009).
A problem which the obscuring torus hypothesis faced from the beginning was formation of the
dynamically stable structure and maintenance of the required scale-height. Krolik & Begelman
(1988) presented a scenario according to which the scale-height is maintained through regu-
lar elastic collisions between the clumps (see also Beckert & Duschl, 2004). In the case of a
continuous dust distribution, Pier & Krolik (1992), followed by Krolik (2007), suggested that
radiation pressure within the torus may be enough to support the structure. Wada & Norman
(2002), with model update in Wada et al. (2009) and (Wada, 2012), performed a 3D hydrody-
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of clumpy torus model. An interesting consequence of
clumpiness is that the difference between the type 1 and 2 objects is not truly an issue of orien-
tation, but rather a matter of probability of directly viewing the central regions. Credit: Jacopo
Fritz.
namical simulations, taking into account self-gravity of the gas, radiative cooling and heating
due to supernovae. They found that such a turbulent medium would produce a multiphase fila-
mentary (sponge-like) structure, rather then isolated clumps (see Fig. 2.2). A scenario where the
effects of stellar feedback from a nuclear cluster play a major role is discussed in Schartmann
et al. (2009).
In this chapter, we present our modeling of AGN dusty tori. We model the torus as the whole,
using the 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer code skirt. We take a step further toward a more
realistic model by treating the dusty torus as a two-phase medium, with high density clumps
and low density medium filling the space between them. We calculated SEDs and images of the
torus for a grid of parameters. This approach allows us to, for each two-phase model, generate
a clumps-only model (with dust distributed to the clumps exclusively, without any dust between
them) and a smooth model with the same global physical parameters. Our aims are: (a) to
investigate the influence of different parameters on model SEDs and their observable properties,
(b) to put to a test reports that the observed SEDs in the mid-infrared domain unambiguously
point to a clumpy structure of dusty tori; if that is indeed the case, a comparison of clumpy and
smooth models should show a systematic difference of their observable properties, such as the
strength of the silicate feature.
In this chapter, we first provide a general overview of the continuum radiative transfer problem
and the code we used for modeling (Section 2.2). The details of our model are presented in
Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we discuss how different parameters affect modeled SEDs, analyze
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Figure 2.2 Face-on and edge-on views of cross sections of gas density distributions resulting
from the hydrodynamical simulations by Wada et al. (2009). The resulting medium is not a
collection of isolated clumps, but a multiphase filamentary structure.
their observable properties and compare two-phase, clumps-only and smooth models. Finally,
in Section 2.5 we outline our conclusions. The results presented in this chapter have been
published in Stalevski et al. (2011) and Stalevski et al. (2012a).
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2.2 The radiative transfer code SKIRT
We have used the radiative transfer code skirt (Baes et al., 2003, 2011) for the modeling of
AGN dusty tori. skirt is a 3D continuum radiative transfer code based on the Monte Carlo
algorithm (Cashwell & Everett, 1959; Witt, 1977), initially developed to study the effect of dust
absorption and scattering on the observed kinematics of dusty galaxies (Baes & Dejonghe, 2001,
2002; Baes et al., 2003). It has been extended with a module to self-consistently calculate the
dust emission spectrum under the assumption of local thermal equilibrium – LTE (Baes et al.,
2005a). This LTE version of skirt has been used to model the dust extinction and emission of
galaxies and circumstellar disks (Baes et al., 2010; de Looze et al., 2010; Vidal & Baes, 2007).
Recently, the code was adapted to include the emission from very small grains and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (Baes et al., 2011).
Similar to most modern Monte Carlo codes (e.g. Gordon et al., 2001; Wolf, 2003; Niccolini,
Woitke, & Lopez, 2003; Bianchi, 2008), the skirt code contains many deterministic elements
which makes the Monte Carlo technique orders of magnitude more efficient than the naive
Monte Carlo recipe. These include the peeling-off technique (Yusef-Zadeh, Morris, & White,
1984), continuous absorption (Lucy, 1999; Niccolini, Woitke, & Lopez, 2003), forced scattering
(Cashwell & Everett, 1959; Witt, 1977) and smart detectors (Baes, 2008). For the simulations
presented in this thesis, we used the technique of frequency distribution adjustment presented
by Bjorkman & Wood (2001) and critically discussed by Baes et al. (2005b). This technique
ensures that at each moment during the simulation, the wavelength distribution from the photon
packages emitted from the cell are in agreement with the cell’s current temperature. The main
advantage of this technique is that no iteration is necessary.
2.2.1 The continuum radiative transfer problem
The continuum radiative transfer equation we consider here describes how the radiation field
varies as a result of interactions with a medium filled with sources and sinks (typically a multi-
population dust medium). The physical processes we take into account are emission by sources
and absorption, multiple anisotropic scattering and re-emission by dust grains. We consider a
dusty medium consisting of Npop populations of different dust species. Each population con-
tains spherical dust grains of different radii a. The number of dust grains of population j of a
particular size is characterized by a size distribution function dn j = f (a)da, which we define as
the total number of dust grains per unit dust mass of type j with size between a and a+ da. The
absorption and scattering cross sections are denoted as Cabsλ, j (a) and C
sca
λ, j (a). When we assume
that the optical properties of the dust are independent of the location in the system, the general
LTE radiative transfer equation can be written as
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dIλ
ds
(r,k) = j∗λ(r)
− ρ(r)
Npop∑
j=1
∫ max, j
amin, j
dn j
da
(a)Cabsλ, j (a) Iλ(r,k) da
− ρ(r)
Npop∑
j=1
∫ max, j
amin, j
dn j
da
(a)Cscaλ, j (a) Iλ(r,k) da
+ ρ(r)
Npop∑
j=1
∫ max, j
amin, j
dn j
da
(a)Cscaλ, j (a) ×
[∫
4pi
Iλ(r,k′)Φλ, j(k,k′) dΩ′
]
da
+ ρ(r)
Npop∑
j=1
∫ max, j
amin, j
dn j
da
(a)Cabsλ, j (a) Bλ (T j(r, a)) da.
(2.1)
The left-hand side of this equation represents the change of the intensity Iλ(r,k) of the radiation
field over an infinitesimal pathlength ds along the path determined by the position r and the
propagation direction k. The right-hand side contains the three source terms and two sink terms
that are responsible for this change. The first term, with j∗λ(r) represents the primary source
of radiation. The second and third terms, with ρ(r) the dust density and Cabsλ, j (a) and C
sca
λ, j (a)
represent the attenuation due to absorption and scattering respectively, for dust grains of type
j and radius a. In the fourth term, Φλ, j(k,k′) represent the scattering phase function for dust
grains of the j’th family with size a. It is defined as the probability that a photon which comes
from the direction k′ will have k as its new direction. By convention it is normalized as
∫
4pi
Φ(k,k′, a) dΩ′ =
∫
4pi
Φ(k,k′, a) dΩ (2.2)
where dΩ is element of solid angle.
The fourth term represents the gain in radiation that is due to scattering into the line of sight.
Finally, the last term on the right-hand side represents the contribution to the radiation field due
to thermal emission of the dust grains; in this formula, Bλ (T j(r, a)) represents the spectral
radiance for the equilibrium temperature of dust grains of type j with size a at the position
r. Whereas the absorption and scattering cross sections and the scattering phase functions are
fundamental properties of the dust grains (for spherical grains, they can be obtained using Mie
theory, Mie, 1908), the equilibrium temperatures of the dust grains must be determined from
the condition of thermal equilibrium,
∫ ∞
0
Cabsλ, j (a) Bλ (T j(r, a)) dλ =
∫ ∞
0
Cabsλ, j (a) Jλ(r) dλ, (2.3)
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where Jλ(r) is the mean intensity of the radiation field,
Jλ(x) =
1
4pi
∫
4pi
Iλ(r,k) dΩ. (2.4)
The direct radiative transfer problem comes down to solving this integro-differential equation
for the intensity Iλ(r,k) and the dust temperature distribution Ti(r) when the spectral and spa-
tial distribution of the primary source emission and the spatial distribution, the size distribution
and the optical properties of the various dust populations are known.
2.2.2 Monte Carlo radiative transfer
The key principle in Monte Carlo radiative transfer simulations is that the radiation field is
treated as a flow of a finite number of photon packages. A simulation consists of consecutively
following the individual path of each single photon package through the dusty medium. The
journey or lifetime of a single photon package can be thought of as a loop: at each moment in
the simulation, a photon package is characterized by a number of properties, which are gener-
ally updated when the photon package moves to a different stage on its trajectory. The trajectory
of the photon package is governed by various events such as emission, absorption and scattering
events. Each of these events is determined statistically by random numbers, generated from the
appropriate probability distribution p(x) dx. Typically, a photon emitted by a primary source,
undergoes a number of scattering events and its journey ultimately ends when it is either ab-
sorbed by the dust or it leaves the system. A Monte Carlo simulation repeats this same loop for
every single one of the photon packages and analyzes the results afterwards.
The mathematical details and practical implementation of Monte Carlo radiative transfer have
both been described in detail by various authors (e.g. Cashwell & Everett, 1959; Mattila, 1970;
Witt, 1977; Fischer et al., 1994; Bianchi et al., 1996; Gordon et al., 2001; Niccolini, Woitke,
& Lopez, 2003; Wolf, 2003; Stamatellos & Whitworth, 2003; Juvela, 2005; Jonsson, 2006;
Bianchi, 2008) and will not be repeated here in full detail. The overall approach in skirt is
comparable to the dirty (Gordon et al., 2001; Misselt et al., 2001) and trading (Bianchi, 2008)
radiative transfer codes and we refer the interested reader to these papers for more details. We
will only give a compact description of the general characteristics of the skirt code and not
describe all the details.
2.2.3 General overview of a SKIRT simulation
Each skirt simulation consists of three phases: the initialization phase, the emission phase and
the clean-up phase.
The initialization phase consists of adopting the correct unit system, setting up the random
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number generator, computing the optical properties of the various dust populations, constructing
the dust grid, setting up the source geometry and setting up the instruments of the various
observers. Once this initialization is finished, the actual simulation can start.
In the emission phase, we consider the transfer of the primary source of radiation (in our case
AGN emission, but it can also include stellar emission or nebular line emission) through the
dusty medium. The total bolometric luminosity of the primary source is divided into a very large
number of photon packages (typically around 108), which are launched one by one through the
dusty medium in random propagation directions. The entire routine is basically a single loop
over all these photon packages. Once a photon package is launched into the dusty medium (ei-
ther after an emission event or following a scattering event), it can be absorbed by a dust grain,
it can be scattered by a dust grain, or it can travel through the system without any interaction. In
a naive Monte Carlo routine, these three outcomes are possible and it is randomly determined
which of them will happen. This is generally an inefficient procedure, though, which leads to
poor signal-to-noise both in the absorption rates in the different cells and in the scattered light
images. To overcome these problems, skirt employs a combination of the peeling-off tech-
nique (Yusef-Zadeh, Morris, & White, 1984), continuous absorption (Lucy, 1999; Niccolini,
Woitke, & Lopez, 2003), forced scattering (Cashwell & Everett, 1959; Witt, 1977) and partly
polychromatic photon packages (Baes et al., 2005a).
For the simulations presented in this thesis, we used the Bjorkman-Wood Monte Carlo approach
with frequency distribution adjustment technique, presented by Bjorkman & Wood (2001) and
critically discussed by Baes et al. (2005b). Contrary to the iterative Monte Carlo simulations,
simulations based on the Bjorkman & Wood technique do not use separate phases for the pri-
mary source emission, dust self-absorption and dust emission, but it uses one single loop with-
out iteration to handle both the primary source and dust emission. Bjorkman & Wood (2001)
proposed a scheme in which, immediately after each individual absorption event, the dust tem-
perature of the absorbing cell is recalculated and a new photon package is re-emitted at the
position of the absorption. A mechanism called frequency distribution adjustment is included
to ensure that the wavelength of each re-emitted photon package is chosen in such a way that it
accounts for the incorrect wavelength distribution of the photon packages that have been emit-
ted before from this cell (they were emitted with an incorrect wavelength distribution because
the cell had a wrong temperature then). This technique ensures that at each moment during the
simulation, the wavelength distribution from the photon packages emitted from the cell are in
agreement with the cell’s current temperature. As a result, no iteration is necessary at all.
The life cycle of a photon package ends when it either leaves the system or when the package
contains virtually no more luminosity. The last phase of the Monte Carlo simulation starts when
the last of the photon packages has lost 99.99% of its initial luminosity. It simply consists of
calibrating and reading out the instruments (all output is written to FITS files) and other useful
information, such as 3D absorption rate maps and dust temperature distributions.
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2.2.4 Setup of the dust grid
A critical aspect in Monte Carlo radiative transfer simulations is the choice of the dust grid.
The dust grid consists of tiny cells, each of which have a number of characteristics that fully
describe the physical properties of the dust at the location of the cell. The choice of the grid
has a significant impact on both the run time and the memory requirement of the simulation.
Indeed, each photon package typically requires several integrations through the dust (i.e. the
determination of the optical depth along the path and the conversion of a given optical depth to
a physical path length), and the calculation time of a single optical depth typically scales with
the number of grid cells crossed. Different kinds of dust grids can be applied in the skirt code.
The most general grid is a 3D cartesian grid in which each dust cell is a rectangular cuboid. For
simulations with a spherical or axial symmetry, we also have 1D spherical and 2D cylindrical
grids (the elementary dust cells being shells or tori respectively). The distribution of the grid
points (in 1D spherical, 2D cylindrical or 3D cartesian grids) can be chosen arbitrarily; linear,
logarithmic, or power-law cell distributions have been pre-programmed, but any user-supplied
grid cell distribution is possible.
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2.3 A new dusty torus model
2.3.1 Dust distribution and properties
We approximate the spatial dust distribution around the primary continuum source with a con-
ical torus (i.e. a flared disk). Its characteristics are defined by (a) the half opening angle Θ,
which also defines the maximum height extent to which the dust is distributed, (b) the inner
and outer radius, Rin and Rout respectively, and (c) the parameters describing dust density dis-
tribution, p and q (see below). A schematic representation of the adopted geometry is given in
Fig. 2.3. For the inner radius of the dusty torus we adopted the value of 0.5 pc, at wich the
dust grains are heated to the temperature of ∼ 1180 K, according to the prescription given by
Barvainis (1987):
Rin ' 1.3 ·
√
LAGN46 · T−2.81500 [pc], (2.5)
where LAGN46 is the bolometric ultraviolet/optical luminosity emitted by the central source, ex-
pressed in units of 1046 erg s−1 and T1500 is the sublimation temperature of the dust grains given
in units of 1500 K.
We describe the spatial distribution of the dust density with a law that allows a density gradi-
ent along the radial direction and with polar angle, as the one adopted by Granato & Danese
(1994):
ρ (r, θ) ∝ r−pe−q|cos(θ)|, (2.6)
where r and θ are coordinates in the adopted coordinate system (see Fig. 2.3).
The dust mixture consists of separate populations of graphite and silicate dust grains with a
classical MRN size distribution (Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck, 1977):
dn(a) = Ca−3.5da, (2.7)
where the size of grains, a, varies from 0.005 to 0.25 µm for both graphite and silicate. The
normalization factors for size distribution are C = 10−15.13 and C = 10−15.11 cm2.5 for graphite
and silicate, respectively (Weingartner & Draine, 2001). Optical properties are taken from Laor
& Draine (1993) and Li & Draine (2001).
The dust is distributed on a 3D cartesian grid composed of a large number of cubic cells. The
dust density is constant within each cell. The standard resolution for our simulations is 200
cells along each axis (8 × 106 cells in total). However, to properly sample the dust properties,
an increase in the torus size requires an increase of the resolution of the computational grid as
well. Thus, to simulate a torus twice the size of the ‘standard model’, one needs to employ a
grid with 400 cells along each axis, that is, 64 × 106 cells in total.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of the adopted model geometry and coordinate system.
The dust distribution is approximated with a conical torus (i.e. a flared disk)
In the case of a smooth density distribution, the axial symmetry in our model reduces the 3D ra-
diative transfer computations to a 2D problem, with a significant gain both on the computational
time and the memory usage. However, the prescription we use for generating clumpy models
demands a 3D cartesian grid. Therefore, such a grid was used throughout all our simulations,
in order to avoid any possible differences due to the adoption of different grids. To ensure that
the adopted resolution is sufficient to properly sample the dust, for each simulation we compare
the actual and expected values of (a) the face-on and edge-on central surface density and (b) the
total dust mass.
The emission for all models was calculated on an equally spaced logarithmic wavelength grid
ranging from 0.001 to 1000 µm. A finer wavelength sampling was adopted between 5 and 35
µm, in order to better resolve the shape of 10 and 18 µm silicate features. Each simulation is
calculated using 108 photon packages.
2.3.2 Spectral energy distribution of the primary source
The primary continuum source of dust heating is the intense UV-optical continuum coming
from the accretion disk. A very good approximation of its emission is a central, point-like
energy source, emitting isotropically. Its SED is very well approximated by a composition
of power laws with different spectral indices in different spectral ranges. The adopted values
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Figure 2.4 The SED of the primary source, i.e. the accretion disk, which we assume to irradiate
as a composition of power laws, with different indices for different wavelengths ranges (see text
for details).
are:
λL(λ) ∝

λ1.2 0.001 6 λ <6 0.01 [µm]
λ0 0.01 < λ 6 0.1 [µm]
λ−0.5 0.1 < λ 6 5 [µm]
λ−3 5 < λ 6 50 [µm]
(2.8)
and the resulting SED is plotted on Fig. 2.4. These values have been quite commonly adopted
in the literature, and come from both observational and theoretical arguments (see e.g., Schart-
mann et al., 2005). We have anyway verified that changes in the shape of the primary source
SED affect only very marginally the infrared re-emission. For the bolometric luminosity of the
primary source we adopted the value of 1011 L (see e.g., Davis & Laor, 2011).
As mentioned above, an isotropic emission of the central source is commonly adopted in the
literature (e.g. Schartmann et al., 2005; Ho¨nig et al., 2006; Nenkova et al., 2008a). However,
the disk emission is inevitably anisotropic (see, for example, Kawaguchi & Mori, 2011, and
references therein). Therefore, we have performed additional calculations assuming anisotropic
radiation of the central source, in order to investigate the resulting influence on the model SEDs.
Radiation flux (F) from a unit surface area of an optically thick disk toward a unit solid angle
at the polar angle of θ decreases with an increasing θ according to the formula given by Netzer
(1987):
F = F0 cos θ(1 + 2 cos θ), (2.9)
where F0 represents the flux along the z axis (θ = 0◦), the first term represents the change in the
projected surface area, and the the latter represents the limb darkening effect. For simplicity, in
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Figure 2.5 Dust density distribution at the meridional plane, given in logarithmic color scale.
Density law parameters are p = 1 and q = 2. The smooth dust distribution is presented in
the top left panel. The top right and bottom left panel present two-phase dust distribution for
two different sizes of clumps: each clump is composed of one cubic grid cell (top right) and
8 × 8 × 8 grid cells (bottom left). In the bottom right panel, a clumps-only dust distribution is
presented. The contrast parameter between high- and low-density phases in the two-phase and
clumps-only models is 100 and 109, respectively.
our calculations we take into account only the first term. As the accretion disk radiation varies
with θ, the dust sublimation radius also depends on it:
Rin = Rin,0(2| cos θ|)0.5, (2.10)
where Rin,0 is the dust sublimation radius estimated assuming isotropic emission. As a result,
the inner edge of the torus is (a) closer to the central source than suggested by the Eq. 2.5 and
(b) the structure of the edge is concave (Kawaguchi & Mori, 2010, 2011). Also, Kawaguchi &
Mori (2010) found that the dust sublimation radius can decrease down to 0.1Rin,0, all the way
to the outermost radius of the accretion disk. However, due to the numerical constraints, that
is, the minumum size of the dust cell in the computational grid we are currently limited to, we
cannot allow the dust to be placed all the way to the primary source. Instead, we are forced to
put a limit on the minimum allowed dust sublimation radius at 0.225 pc (0.45Rin,0). We discuss
the influence of the anisotropic central source radiation on the dusty tori model SEDs in the
Sec. 2.4.4; throughout the rest of this work, the isotropic emission is assumed.
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2.3.3 Two-phase medium: the approach
Models of emission in which the dust is uniformly, smoothly distributed within the toroidal
region are obtained starting from Eq. 2.6. The density gradient is determined by the two
parameters, p and q. The total amount of dust is fixed based on the equatorial optical depth
at 9.7 µm (τ9.7). While for the smooth models distributing the dust is straightforward, for the
clumpy model this process is non-trivial. As hydrodynamical simulations of Wada & Norman
(2002) demonstrated, dust in tori is expected to take the form of a multiphase structure, rather
than isolated clumps. Therefore, we adopted the approach which allows us to generate such a
medium. We start from the corresponding smooth models, i.e. the one with the same global
parameters, and then apply the algorithm described by Witt & Gordon (1996) to generate a
two-phase clumpy medium. According to this algorithm, each individual cell in the grid is
assigned randomly to either a high- or low-density state by a Monte Carlo process. The medium
created in such a way is statistically homogeneous, but clumpy. The filling factor determines
the statistical frequency of the cells in the high-density state and can take values between 0 and
1. For example, a filling factor of 0.01 represents a case of rare, single high-density clumps
in an extended low-density medium. The process for the clump generation is random with
respect to the spatial coordinates of the individual clumps themselves. Thus, as the filling factor
is allowed to increase, the likelihood that adjoining cells are occupied by clumps increases as
well. This leads to the appearance of complex structures formed by several merged clumps. For
filling factor values & 0.25, clumps start to form an interconnected sponge-like structure, with
low-density medium filling the voids. We form larger clumps by forcing high-density state into
several adjoining cells.
To tune the density of the clumps and the inter-clump medium, we use the ‘contrast parameter’,
defined as the ratio of the dust density in the high- and low-density phase. This parameter can
be assigned any positive value. For example, setting the contrast to one would result in a smooth
model. Setting extremely high value of contrast (> 1000) effectively puts all the dust into the
clumps, without low-density medium between them. An example of dust density distributions at
the meridional plane for smooth, two-phase and clumps-only models is given in Fig. 2.5.
2.3.4 Parameter grid
In this section we present the adopted values of parameters used to calculate a grid of models
for our analysis.
For the inner and outer radius of the torus we adopted the values 0.5 and 15 pc, respectively.
The half opening angle of the torus – Θ – is fixed to 50◦ for all of our model realizations. All
models are calculated at 7 different line-of-sight inclinations, namely 0◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦, 70◦,
80◦ and 90◦, where i = 0◦ represents a face-on (type 1) AGN and i = 90◦ an edge-on (type 2)
AGN. Inclinations between 0◦ and 40◦ (dust-free lines of sight) were omitted since their SEDs
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Figure 2.6 Dependence of the modeled SED on the viewing angle: i = 0◦ (solid line), i = 30◦
(dash-double-dotted), i = 50◦ (dotted), i = 70◦ (dashed), i = 90◦ (dash-dotted). The first
two, almost identical (in fact, they lay upon each other) are associated with dust-free paths. The
inner and outer radii of the torus are 0.5 and 15 pc, respectively, the half opening angle of the
torus, Θ, is 50◦, the optical depth is τ9.7 = 5, the parameters of the dust density distribution are
p = 1 and q = 2, the clump size is 1.2 pc (or σ = 12.5), the filling factor 0.25 and the contrast
parameter 100.
show no appreciable difference with respect to the full face-on view. The equatorial optical
depth τ9.7 takes the values 0.1, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0. We note here that this is the optical depth of the
initial smooth model, before the dust is redistributed to make the clumpy one (see Sec. 2.3.3).
Thus, the exact value along the given line of sight will vary due to the random distribution of
clumps. The parameters defining the spatial distribution of the dust density (Eq. 2.6) are p = 0,
1 and q = 0, 2, 4, 6.
Defining the relative clump size, σ, as the ratio of the outer radius of the torus over the clump
size:
σ = Rout/Dclump (2.11)
we explored the clumpy models for two different clump sizes, 0.15 pc and 1.2 pc, that is,
σ = 100 and σ = 12.5, respectively. The number of clumps in the former case is 9 × 105, and
each clump occupies one grid cell. In the latter case there are ∼ 3000 clumps, each one being
composed of 8× 8× 8 grid cells. The adopted filling factor values are 0.15 in the case σ = 100,
and 0.25 in the case σ = 12.5 models. Both values allow us to have single, as well as clusters
of high-density clumps immersed into a low-density medium. The contrast between high- and
low-density phases is fixed at 100.
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Table 2.1 The grid of parameters for which the models have been computed.
Parameter Adopted values
L 1011 L
Rin 0.5 pc
Rout 15 pc
τ9.7 0.1, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0
p 0, 1
q 0, 2, 4, 6
Θ 50◦
Filling factor 0.15, 0.25
Contrast 100 , 109
Size of clumps 0.15 pc, 1.2 pc
Inclination 0◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦, 70◦, 80◦, 90◦
We generated three sets of models with the same global physical parameters: (a) models with the
dust distributed smoothly, (b) models with the dust as a two-phase medium and (c) models with
a contrast parameter set to an extremely high value (109), effectively putting all the dust into the
high-density clumps. We will refer to these models as ‘smooth’, ‘two-phase’ and ‘clumps-only’,
respectively. For clumpy models (both two-phase and clumps-only) we generated another set
of models with the same parameters, but with a different random distribution of clumps.
For each model we calculated SEDs and images of torus for all the points in the wavelength grid.
Calculated flux is scaled for the torus distance of 10 Mpc from the observer. The parameter grid
is summarized in Table 2.1.
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2.4 Properties of the IR emission: analysis and discussion
In this section we discuss the influence of different parameters on the general shape of the SEDs
of the two-phase models and analyze their observable properties. The following analysis refers
to the two-phase models with σ = 12.5. We will address how the properties of these models
compare to properties of models with σ = 100, clumps-only, and smooth models in Sections
2.4.9 and 2.4.10.
2.4.1 SED dependence on the viewing angle
As it was demonstrated in early works (e.g. Granato & Danese, 1994), the SED of a dusty torus
depends on the viewing angle. In Fig. 2.6 we show the SED dependence on the inclination of
the torus. There is a clear distinction between cases of dust-free lines of sight (i = 0◦, 30◦) and
those that pass through the torus (i = 50◦, 70◦, 90◦). For the adopted value of half opening angle
(Θ = 50◦), this transition occurs at inclination i = 40◦. The most notable difference is found
shortward of 1 µm. In the case of dust-free lines of sight, we directly see the radiation coming
from the accretion disk, while in the case of dust-intercepting paths most of the radiation is
absorbed and scattered at different wavelengths. This is especially pronounced in those systems
where the density remains constant with the polar angle. In the case of a non-constant density,
the transition from face-on to edge-on view is smoother. An exception is the case of very low
optical depths, where it is possible to directly ‘see’ the central source even when viewed edge-
on. Another important difference between dust-free and dust-intercepting lines of sight is the
10 µm silicate feature, which is expected to appear in the emission in the former case and in
the absorption in the latter. The properties of this feature is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.5.
Images of the torus at different wavelengths, for the type 1 and type 2 lines of sight are shown
in Fig. 2.7. From the figure it is clear that, at shorter wavelengths, it is the radiation from the
inner (and hotter) region that dominates. At longer wavelengths, the emission arises from the
dust placed further away. Thus, the size of the torus is wavelength dependent. In Fig. 2.8 we
present the total SED and its thermal and scattered components, along with the primary source
emission, for the face-on and edge-on views. As it can be seen from this figure, the thermal
component is dominant in the mid- and far-infrared part of the SED and its shape is similar for
both type 1 and type 2 orientations. The shape and amount of the scattered component is quite
different; in the edge-on view it determines the total SED at shorter wavelengths, while in the
face-on view it is negligible compared to the primary source emission.
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Figure 2.7 Images of the torus at different wavelengths. Top row is the face-on view, bottom
row edge-on view. From left to right, panels represent images at 4.6, 9.7, 13.9, and 30.7 µm.
Images are given in logarithmic color scale. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.6. The
visible squared structure is due to clumps which in the model are in the form of cubes.
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Figure 2.8 The total (solid line), thermal (dotted line), scattered (dashed line) and primary source
(dash-dotted line) emission are plotted. Left panel: face-on view; right panel: edge-on view.
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.9 Dust density distribution at the meridional plane for different filling factors, in loga-
rithmic color scale. The filling factors are: 0.15 (top left panel), 0.25 (top right), 0.35 (bottom
left), and 0.45 (bottom right). All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.6.
2.4.2 SED dependence on the filling factor and contrast
As described in Section 2.3.3, the two parameters that determine the characteristics of the two-
phase medium are the filling factor and the contrast. The filling factor determines the percentage
of grid cells in a high-density state. Models with low values for the filling factor (e.g. < 0.1) rep-
resent systems with rare, single high-density clumps in extended low-density medium. As the
filling factor increases, the number of clumps will increase as well, forming clusters of clumps,
or even single, interconnected sponge-like structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.9, where we
show dust density distributions at the meridional plane for different filling factors. Fig. 2.10
shows SEDs of models for different filling factors, compared with SED of the corresponding
smooth model. From this figure one can see that, as the filling factor increases, the overall mid-
infrared emission increases as well. For filling factor value of ∼ 0.25, in the face-on view, the
silicate feature is attenuated. As the filling factor increases, clumps start to form sponge-like
structures, more and more resembling a smooth dust distribution, and the strength of the silicate
feature approaches the strength in the corresponding smooth model. In the edge-on, a filling
factor value of ∼ 0.25 produces silicate features in weaker absorption than in the corresponding
smooth model. As the filling factor increases, the strength of the silicate feature approaches the
strength of the feature in the smooth models.
The ‘contrast’ parameter sets the density ratio between the high- and low-density phases. Fig.
2.11 shows the model SED dependence on this parameter. In the face-on view, for increasing
contrast, both the hot dust emission (∼ 1 − 6 µm) and the strength of the silicate feature de-
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Figure 2.10 Model SEDs for different filling factors: dashed line: 0.15; dotted line: 0.25; dash-
dotted line: 0.45. For comparison purposes, the SED of a corresponding smooth model is also
plotted (solid line). All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.6. Left panel: face-on view;
right panel: edge-on view.
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Figure 2.11 Model SEDs for different values of contrast parameter. Contrast have values of 10
for solid line, 50 for dashed, 100 for dotted, and 500 for dash-dotted. All other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2.6. Left panel: face-on view; right panel: edge-on view.
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Figure 2.12 Temperature distribution at the meridional plane for the three different random
distributions of clumps (three rightmost panels) and corresponding SEDs for face-on view (left
panel). The solid line corresponds to the left panel, the dashed to the middle, and the dotted
to the right. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.6. Temperature images are shown in a
logarithmic color scale, which is for clarity of the images cut off at 800 K.
crease. From the same figure we also see that, for higher contrast values, the peak of the silicate
feature is slightly shifted toward longer wavelengths. In the edge-on view, the silicate feature
in absorption gets weaker with increasing contrast.
2.4.3 SED dependence on the random distribution of clumps
The shape and overall near- and mid-infrared emission strongly depend on the distribution of
dust in the innermost region. Changing the random arrangement of clumps, along with choosing
a particular line of sight, can affect the resulting SED significantly, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12.
As described in Section 2.3.3, the process for clump generation is random with respect to the
spatial coordinates of the individual clumps. As a consequence, adjoining cells can be occupied
by individual clumps, forming complex structures of several connected clumps. In models with
a higher concentration of clumps in the innermost region, due to the shadowing effect, the
absorption is increased and silicate feature is suppressed.
This characteristic imports a degree of the degeneracy in the features of the SEDs, which will
be less directly dependent on the physical input parameters. Even though the spatial position of
the clumps is not related to the physical properties of dusty tori, their re-arrangement has a clear
impact on the infrared emission. It is, in some way, mimicking a change in the optical depth,
which might appear either to increase or decrease, depending on the clumps re-arrangement,
especially in the innermost regions.
Some random arrangements of clumps have interesting repercussions. Because of clumpiness,
the difference between the SED of type 1 and 2 objects is not truly an issue of orientation;
it is rather a matter of probability of directly viewing the main energy source of the AGN
(Nenkova et al., 2008b). As a result, type 1 sources can be detected even from what are typically
considered as type 2 orientations (see Fig. 2.1). Such a scenario provides an explanation for the
few Seyfert galaxies with type 1-like optical spectra whose 0.4 − 16 µm SED resembles that
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of a type 2 AGN (Alonso-Herrero et al., 2003). Conversely, if a clump happens to obscure the
central engine from an observer, that object would be classified as type 2 irrespective of the
viewing angle. In such cases, the clump may move out of the line-of-sight, creating a clear path
to the nucleus and a transition to a type 1 spectrum. Such transitions between type 1 and type
2 line spectra have been observed in a few sources (see Aretxaga et al., 1999, and references
therein).
2.4.4 Anisotropy of the primary source radiation
As described in Sec. 2.3.2, an isotropic source emission is commonly adopted in the radia-
tive transfer modeling of dusty tori; however, the accretion disk emission is actually anisotropic
(Netzer, 1987; Kawaguchi & Mori, 2011). In this section, we discuss the influence of anisotropic
source radiation on the model SEDs. Dependence of the accretion disk radiation on the direc-
tion is taken according to Eq. 2.9 and the corresponding change of the dust sublimation radius
according to Eq. 2.10. In Fig. 2.13 we present the resulting model SEDs if the anisotropic ra-
diation of the primary source is assumed (dotted line) and compare them to the corresponding
SEDs obtained in the case of the isotropic source (solid line) for different inclinations. SEDs
were calculated for the inclinations between 0◦ and 90◦ with the step of 10◦; for the clarity of
the figure, only SEDs for three inclinations, 0◦, 50◦ and 90◦ are shown.
We found that, when anisotropy of the central source is assumed, the IR SED can indeed change,
resulting in a lower emission, though roughly keeping the same shape. This is a logical conse-
quence coming from the fact that, for a given bolometric luminosity of the accretion disk, an
anisotropic source whose characteristics are those as described above, is emitting more power
in the dust-free region: the overall result is a less luminous torus. The excess of emission short-
ward of ∼ 3 µm is seen in the dust-free lines of sight, because, at these wavelengths the primary
source contribution is still significant. Again, as expected from the properties of radiative trans-
fer (Ivezic´ & Elitzur, 1997), we found that the shape and the features of the SED (e.g. the 10 µm
feature) are not affected. Therefore we conclude that our analysis in the rest of the chapter is
not affected by the isotropic approximation for the central source radiation.
2.4.5 The silicate feature strength
As it was mentioned above, an important characteristic in the infrared part of an AGN SED
is the so-called silicate feature. This silicate feature is caused by stretching modes of Si-O
molecules, giving rise to either emission or absorption band, peaking at ∼ 10 µm. All of the
early models were dealing with the following issue: while they were properly predicting it in
the absorption in type 2 objects –in agreement with what was indeed observed–, observations
from that period were not supporting the models’ prediction of a silicate feature in emission in
type 1 AGN. In fact, one of the main issues driving the development of clumpy models, aimed
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Figure 2.13 Model SEDs assuming isotropic (solid line) and anisotropic (dotted line) accretion
disk radiation. Inclinations are indicated in the plot. All the torus parameters are the same as in
Fig. 2.6, except for the q parameter which here takes the value of 0.
at addressing this discrepancy between models and observations. Later observations performed
by Spitzer with its infrared spectrometer IRS, showed that for a number of type 1 objects this
feature is indeed observed in the emission, partially solving this issue. Recently, Hony et al.
(2011) reported the detection of a very strong 10 µm feature in emission. On the other hand,
Fritz et al. (2006) showed that smooth models are also able to properly reproduce the observed
emission in this range. Furthermore, the comparative study performed by Feltre et al. (2012)
showed that clumpy and smooth dust distributions are equally able to reproduce both observed
broad-band SEDs and mid-infrared Spitzer spectra.
The strength of the 10 µm feature can be characterized by the dimensionless parameter S , the
natural logarithm of the peak-over-continuum ratio (Pier & Krolik, 1992; Granato & Danese,
1994). The continuum is defined by a power law connecting the fluxes at 6.8 and 13.9 µm. S
assumes positive values for a feature in the emission and negative ones if it is in the absorp-
tion.
In a face-on view, S takes values in the range ∼ 0.1 − 1. The silicate feature is present in a
strong emission in the models with lower optical depths (τ9.7 = 0.1, 1). Models with an optical
depth of τ9.7 = 5 are showing a wider range of intensities, most of them of moderate strength,
with a few cases of strong or weak emission. The strength of the feature in models with high
optical depth (τ9.7 = 10) is also showing a wide range of intensities, but with overall lower
values, and is significantly attenuated in some cases.
For the majority of the edge-on models with optical depths of τ9.7 = 5 and 10 the silicate
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Figure 2.14 Model SEDs for different optical depths. The solid line represents the case of an
optical depth of τ9.7 = 0.1, the dashed of τ9.7 = 1.0, the dotted of τ9.7 = 5.0, and the dash-
dotted of τ9.7 = 10.0. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.6. Left panel: face-on
view; right panel: an edge-on view.
feature is in the absorption, with −2.2 ≤ S ≤ −0.2. Models with low optical depths (τ9.7 = 0.1
and 1) do not provide enough dust to absorb the silicate feature and, in this case, it is present
in emission even in the edge-on view. Fig. 2.14 shows SED dependence on the optical depth.
To further illustrate dependence of the strength of the silicate feature on different parameters, in
Fig. 2.15 we plot its intensity, S , as a function of the optical depth (τ9.7), of the dust distribution
parameters (p and q) and of the clumps size σ. For these calculations, the following values
of the parameters were chosen: τ9.7 = 10, p = 1, q = 0, σ = 12.5 and then each of these
parameters was varied while all the others were kept constant.
2.4.6 SED width
Following Pier & Krolik (1992) and Granato & Danese (1994), SED width, W, is defined as the
logarithmic wavelength interval in which the power λFλ emitted in the infrared is more than
one third of the peak value. For a black body this parameter has a value of ∼ 0.7, while in the
observed spectra its value is always larger than 1.3. The vast majority of model SEDs, both in
the face-on and edge-on views, have a width spanning the 1.2 ≤ W ≤ 1.7 range. SEDs with
widths W > 1.55 are produced by models with optical depths of 5 and 10 because (a) these are
the models with the larger amounts of dust and (b) the high values of the optical depth provide
a better shielding of the primary source, allowing colder dust temperatures causing, in turn,
the broadening of the SED. A small fraction of model SEDs have W < 1.15. These widths
are almost exclusive to models with the optical depth of 0.1 and the density law parameter
p = 1, which produce the silicate feature in the very strong emission. Since the maximum of
the infrared emission often coincides with the peak of the silicate feature, such models produce
lower W values.
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Figure 2.15 Dependence of the strength of the silicate feature (S ) on the different parameters.
From top to bottom, panels illustrate dependence on the optical depth (τ9.7), clump size (σ) and
dust distribution parameters (p and q). Panels on the left present values for the face-on view,
panels on the right for the edge-on view.
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Another parameter that affects the SED width is the size of the torus. Increasing the radius,
while keeping the optical depth constant, means that the amount of dust in the outer (and colder)
regions increases. As these regions emit in the far-infrared, an increase in the radius makes the
SED wider. For the same reason (amount of cold dust) W increases with the total amount of
dust, that is, with the optical depth (see Fig. 2.14).
The edge-on orientations produce wider SEDs than the face-on ones, with almost 50% of them
having W > 1.6. This is because in the edge-on view the silicate feature is usually in absorption.
As a result, the peak of the infrared emission decreases, leading to wider SEDs. Furthermore, in
the edge-on view the received radiation is mainly coming from the outer regions that contribute
to the far-infrared emission.
2.4.7 Isotropy of the infrared emission
Following Dullemond & van Bemmel (2005) we define the isotropy parameter, I, as the ratio
of the total integrated infrared flux in an edge-on view over the total integrated infrared flux in
a face-on view. A larger value of I implies there is more isotropy.
Anisotropy in the infrared emission is expected in all systems with the torus-like geometry. This
is because in the face-on view the observer has a direct view of the primary source and the inner,
hotter region of the torus, while in the edge-on view they are obscured. The values of I strongly
depend on the optical depth. Models with a low optical depth are almost perfectly isotropic:
models with τ9.7 = 0.1 produce I > 0.95 and in models with τ9.7 = 1, I takes values around
∼ 0.75. Models with a higher optical depth have an anisotropic emission, with most I values
being around ∼ 0.50 and ∼ 0.40 for optical depths of 5 and 10, respectively. The lowest I value
in our models is ∼ 0.37.
2.4.8 The peak of the infrared emission
Another important feature characterizing the infrared SED of AGNs is the wavelength at which
it peaks. We measure this quantity in our model SEDs expressed in λFλ. The majority of the
models in our grid peak around ∼ 9.4 µm, more or less corresponding to centre of the silicate
band. A small fraction of models has its maximum in the ∼ 20 to ∼ 29 µm range: all of these
models have a high optical depth (either 5 or 10). In the face-on view, almost all models peak
at λ = 9.4 µm. In the edge-on view, models exhibiting the silicate feature in emission (i.e.
models with low optical depths of τ9.7 = 0.1, 1) also peak at 9.4 µm, due to the prominence
of the 10 µm feature in emission in low-optical depth systems and lower dust content. Edge-on
models with higher optical depths peak beyond ∼ 20 µm.
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Figure 2.16 Comparison of smooth and clumpy model SEDs. Full solid line represents smooth
model, dotted line two-phase model with σ = 100, dashed two-phase model with σ = 12.5
and dashed-dotted clumps-only model with σ = 12.5. All other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 2.6. Left panel: face-on view; right panel: edge-on view.
2.4.9 Comparison between two-phase and smooth models
In this section we present investigation of differences between models with homogeneous dust
distribution (smooth models) and models with dust as a two-phase medium. In order for this
comparison to be as consistent as possible, for each two-phase model we have generated its
corresponding smooth configuration, using the same global physical parameters. Furthermore,
we have generated two different sets of two-phase models using a relative clump size (see Eq.
2.11) value of σ = 100 and σ = 12.5, respectively: in the latter case, the clumps are eight
times bigger than in the former.
We found that two-phase models with σ = 100 (small clumps) tend to have a less pronounced
emission in the 1− 6 µm range, when compared to the smooth ones. If we compare the intensity
of the 10 µm silicate feature, we find virtually no difference in type 1 view, while slightly lower
absorption is measured in two-phase SEDs for the type 2 lines of sight. As expected, the dust
distributed in a large number of small clumps, embedded in a smooth, homogeneous medium,
will closely resemble the characteristics of a smooth SED.
Two-phase models with bigger clumps (σ = 12.5) are showing more difference compared to
both smooth and σ = 100 models. In the face-on view, they tend to have even less pronounced
emission and also a different, flatter, slope in the 1 − 6 µm range. Depending on the parameters
of the dust distribution and on the optical depth, the silicate feature is in general less pronounced.
This behavior can be attributed to the shadowing effect caused by the clumps in the innermost
region, where the dust is hotter and the feature is produced. In the edge-on view, the silicate
band absorption is less deep compared to both smooth andσ = 100-models because we are able
to see between clumps deeper in the torus. Fig. 2.16 presents a comparison of SEDs of typical
models with the smooth and the two-phase dust distributions for the two sizes of clumps.
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Figure 2.17 SEDs of our standard model grid, in the 1 − 50 µm wavelength range. Solid line:
smooth models; dashed line: two-phase models; dotted line: clumps-only models. The columns
correspond to optical depths of τ9.7 = 0.1, 1, 5, 10.0, from left to right. The rows correspond to
inclinations of i = 0, 70, 90◦, from top to bottom. The dust distribution parameters (p and q)
are given in the top left corner of each panel.
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Figure 2.17 - continued
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For the face-on view, although both smooth and two-phase models are able to produce almost
the same range of values of the silicate feature strength, two-phase models tend in general
to produce an attenuated emission compared to those produced by the corresponding smooth
models. The majority of both smooth and two-phase model SEDs have their infrared emission
maximum around ∼ 9.4 µm. However, while no smooth model peaks beyond 12 µm, there are
several two-phase models that peak around ∼ 20 µm. This is because the two-phase models tend
to produce an attenuated silicate emission feature, and when it is very weak or absent, the peak
of the emission is shifted toward the longer wavelengths. In the edge-on view, the two-phase
models produce a weaker silicate absorption feature, with the lowest strength around −2.4. The
smooth models produce a deeper silicate feature, with the strength value reaching a minimum
of −4.4.
Two more characteristics which are of interest when comparing smooth and two-phase models,
are the isotropy of the infrared emission and the SED width (see sec. 2.4.7 and 2.4.6 for defi-
nitions). Both two-phase and smooth models produce a similar range of values of the isotropy
parameter I. However, compared individually, two-phase models are more isotropic than the
smooth ones. Regarding the SED width, W, we found that clumpiness does not have a profound
effect on this parameter.
In Fig. 2.17 we present plots of SEDs covering our standard parameter grid, for three char-
acteristic inclinations (0◦, 70◦, 90◦). This figure illustrates how SEDs of smooth, two-phase
and clumps-only models compare to each other and evolve with the different parameters, i.e.
inclination, optical depth and the two parameters determining the dust distribution. In models
with a low optical depth, the silicate feature appears in a strong emission and the difference
between smooth and clumpy models is marginal. With increasing optical depth the difference
is increasing as well. Also, the difference between smooth and clumpy models is greater in the
cases of the constant dust density along the polar angle (q = 0 in Eq. 2.6), and non-constant
dust density in the radial direction (p = 1).
2.4.10 Comparison between two-phase and clumps-only models
As it can be seen from Fig. 2.17, the major difference between SEDs of two-phase and clumps-
only models arises in the near-infrared range and mainly for the face-on view. At these wave-
lengths, the most of the two-phase models with the type 1 inclination have a flatter SED when
compared to the corresponding clumps-only models. This difference is caused by the presence
of the smooth component in which the clumps are embedded. Dust in this component, exposed
to the radiation field of the central source, can reach high temperatures and will give rise to the
higher luminosity in the 2 − 6 µm range.
Regarding the 10 µm silicate feature, we do not find any significant difference between the
two dust configurations: depending on parameters, in clumps-only models it could be slightly
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attenuated compared to the one in the two-phase models, but the difference is in the most
cases marginal. A similar behaviour can be observed in SEDs of edge-on views, in which
the smooth low density component is responsible for an additional absorption, so the silicate
feature is slightly deeper in the two-phase models. The dissimilarities between SEDs in these
two dust configurations increase as the optical depth increases: from models with the lowest
value (τ9.7 = 0.1), where SEDs are identical, to models with the highest value (τ9.7 = 10)
which display the most evident differences. The difference is the most pronounced in the cases
of the constant dust density with the polar angle (q = 0), and non-constant dust density in the
radial direction (p = 1).
It is very interesting to note that such a behaviour of the near- and mid-infrared SED of the two-
phase dust distribution, would overcome an issue that seems to be common to the most clumpy
models currently available in the literature. Exploiting the model of Nenkova et al. (2008b),
Mor et al. (2009) fited a sample of mid-infrared spectra of 26 luminous quasar, finding the need
of an extra hot-dust component, which they add to the clumpy torus SED, in order to properly
reproduce the shorter wavelengths part of the Spitzer spectrum. The addition of this hot dust,
whose emission is represented by a black-body with a temperature of about the sublimation
limit of graphite, is required by the lack of emission from the adopted clumpy model at these
wavelengths. More recently Deo et al. (2011), adopted the same clumpy model to reproduce
a combination of the observed broad-band photometry and mid-infrared spectrum of 26 high
redshift type-1 quasars. Similarly to Mor et al. (2009), the adopted clumpy models are not able
to simultaneously reproduce the intensity of the silicate feature and the near-infrared continuum
emission: models that would properly fit the continuum were overestimating the silicate feature
emission. An analogous problem was also spotted by Vignali et al. (2011), when using the
same clumpy models to fit the observed photometry and IRS spectrum of a z ∼ 0.44 type-2
quasar. Adopting the clumpy models developed by Ho¨nig et al. (2006), to fit both photometry
and mid-infrared spectroscopy data, Polletta et al. (2008) reached similar conclusions.
As we have shown, a torus model with the dust distributed in a two-phase medium, has a more
pronounced (‘hotter’) emission in the 2 − 6 µm range while displaying, at the same time, a
silicate feature whose intensity is almost identical to that of the corresponding clumps-only
model. This is further validated by Roseboom et al. (2012). They considered the optical to
mid-IR properties of a sample of quasars selected from a combination of the WISE, UKIDSS
and SDSS datasets. They estimated a number of quasar properties, including the IR SED shape
characterised by the ratio of near-IR (1 − 5 µm ) to total IR luminosity. The typical ratio of
the near-IR to the total IR luminosity in their sample is ∼ 40 %. They found that this ratio is
achievable within Nenkova et al. (2008a) models only in a limited range of parameter values.
On the other hand, in our set of models, they found that near-IR to total IR luminosity ratios
similar to that in their observed sample are easily achievable.
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2.4.11 Other results in the literature
Making a detailed comparison of our modeling approach with models previously developed
in the literature and their results, is quite a tricky task, and is beyond the scope of our work.
Furthermore, what we describe in this work is a model which would ideally put itself in between
smooth and clumpy models approach, and it is hence not directly comparable to any of formerly
published work. In this section we give a very brief description, which is by no means meant to
be exhaustive, of some of the aforementioned works, limiting ourselves to models that consider
a clumpy dust distribution.
The exploitation of radiative transfer codes to model the AGN IR emission, taking into account
the clumpy nature of the dust surrounding the central source, includes at present only few works:
Nenkova et al. (2002, 2008a,b), Dullemond & van Bemmel (2005), Ho¨nig et al. (2006); Ho¨nig
& Kishimoto (2010), Schartmann et al. (2008) and Kawaguchi & Mori (2011). Each of these
works exploits different techniques and approximations.
In their series of works, Nenkova et al. used the radiative transfer code DUSTY (Ivezic´ & Elitzur,
1997) to solve the radiative transfer equation for the single clouds, that where modeled as an
1-D dust slab. The final torus SED was obtained by adding the emission from different slabs
at different viewing (phase) angles, after statistically weighting them. They find that 5 to 15
clumps in an equatorial line of sight, each with an optical depth in the range τV ∼ 30 − 100,
are successful in reproducing the observed characteristics of AGNs. Models in which clouds
are more concentrated at shorter distances from the central source, i.e. with a radial distribution
following a power low, are favoured.
Another approach was followed by Dullemond & van Bemmel (2005), who exploit a 2-D
Monte-Carlo code, in which clumps where modeled as concentrical rings. Once the temper-
ature of the dust is known throughout all cells, the torus SED is calculated by means of ray
tracing techniques. Starting from models with dust continuously distributed, they calculate the
respective clumpy models, finding that it is not possible to use observed infrared data to distin-
guish between the effects due to the two different distributions.
The model developed by Ho¨nig et al. (2006) and its further development (Ho¨nig & Kishimoto,
2010), also adopts a Monte-Carlo technique to solve the radiative transfer problem, calculating
the SEDs for various phase angles, for each cloud, setting up in this way a database of the clump
emission. They consider that both the clouds optical depth and their size (radius) are related
to their distance from the central source. The clouds are then randomly displaced, according
to a spatial distribution function, and the torus SED is calculated by summing the emission
of directly and non-directly illuminated clumps. This approach also allows them to study the
dependence of the dust SED on the arrangement of the clouds: relevant differences are found
especially for intermediate angle line of sights.
Monte-Carlo, coupled to ray tracing techniques, was used by Schartmann et al. (2008). They
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were not using any prescription for the dust distribution which is instead computed from the
equilibrium between the gravitational potential and pressure forces. They explore the effect of
the filling factor, of changing the dust mass, of the clump size and their positions. Again, their
analysis of the SED for different arrangements of the clumps, shows non-negligible differences
which tend to be the highest for the edge-on views. The case of a non–isotropically emitting
central source, whose emission is varying according to a | cos(θ)| law, was also studied by
Schartmann et al. (2005), but their results are not directly comparable to ours since in their case
the dust was continuously distributed.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented our investigation of the infrared emission of AGN dusty tori. Fol-
lowing theoretical predictions coming from hydrodynamical simulations, we modeled the dusty
torus as a 3D two-phase medium with high-density clumps and low-density medium filling the
space between the clumps. We employed a 3D radiative transfer code based on the Monte Carlo
technique to calculate SEDs and images of torus at different wavelengths. We calculated a grid
of models for different parameters and analyzed the properties of the resulting SEDs. For each
two-phase model we have calculated two corresponding models with the same global physical
parameters: a clumps-only model and a model with a smooth dust distribution. For both two-
phase and clumps-only models, another set is generated keeping all the parameters constant but
varying the random distribution of the clumps. From the analysis of the SED properties and
comparison of the corresponding models, we conclude the following (Stalevski et al., 2011,
2012a):
(i) The SED at the near- and mid-infrared wavelengths is determined by the conditions of
dust in the innermost region of the torus: different random distributions of the clumps
may result in the very different SEDs in otherwise identical models.
(ii) The shape of the silicate feature is not only a function of the torus inclination. Optical
depth, dust distribution parameters, clump size and actual arrangement of clumps, all have
an impact on the appearance of the silicate feature. Low optical depth tori produce silicate
feature in a strong emission. Models with high-density clumps occupying the innermost
region will have the emission feature attenuated due to the shadowing effects.
(iii) The clump size has a major impact on the SED properties. SEDs of the clumpy models
with small clumps (σ = 100 or clump size of 0.15 pc) are very similar to the ones ob-
tained by a homogeneous distribution of the dust. The silicate feature in absorption in
these models is shallower and they tend to have less near-infrared emission than the cor-
responding smooth models. However, the silicate feature in emission is not suppressed.
Clumpy models with bigger clumps (σ = 12.5 or clump size of 1.2 pc) are showing more
differences compared to both small clump and smooth models. The silicate feature in ab-
sorption in these models is even less deep and they have less near-infrared emission than
the small clump and smooth models. The silicate feature in emission is in general less pro-
nounced. We stress that suppression strongly depends on the dust distribution parameters.
The effect is the most notable in the case of a non-constant density in the radial direction
and constant density in the polar direction (p = 1, q = 0); as q is allowed to increase the
effect is weaker or even absent.
(iv) Although the silicate emission feature could be suppressed in the clumpy models for cer-
tain parameters, the smooth models are able to reproduce almost the same range of the
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silicate feature strength. Our analysis shows that, overall, when considering characteris-
tics of the silicate feature, models with the three dust configurations (smooth, two-phase,
clumps-only) are not distinguishable.
(v) The low density dust, smoothly distributed between the clumps in the two-phase model,
significantly contributes to the near-infrared emission in the type 1 view. This is the main
difference with respect to the clumps-only models that typically show a deficiency in this
range. This peculiar characteristic of the two-phase models might represent a possible so-
lution to a similar issue found when fitting observed SED with currently available clumpy
models from the literature.
A grid of model SEDs calculated for this study, in the form of ascii files are available on
the following address (see Stalevski, 2012c, for more details): https://sites.google.com/
site/skirtorus/ . Images, in the form of fits files are available upon request.
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Gravitational microlensing of AGN dusty tori 3
3.1 Introduction
Infrared spectra of most quasars are dominated by thermal emission from hot dust in their tori,
with possible addition of non-thermal synchrotron emission from the regions near their central
black holes (Agol et al., 2000). Variability in the infrared band due to gravitational microlensing
could be used to constrain the size and structure of the infrared emission region, and hence to
distinguish between the thermal and synchrotron mechanisms. If the infrared radiation varies
on timescales shorter than decades, then its emission region is smaller, located closer to the
central black hole, and its emission is non-thermal, while longer time-scales indicate a larger,
thermal region (Neugebauer & Matthews, 1999). Additionally, chromatic effects in the infrared
band have been observed in some of the lensed quasars, where the color differences between
their multiple images were detected (Yonehara et al., 2008). The most realistic scenario that
can explain the observed color differences is gravitational microlensing, in contrast to the dust
extinction and the intrinsic variability of quasars (Yonehara et al., 2008).
Some previous theoretical and observational studies suggested that the infrared emission of
quasars is not significantly affected by microlensing, implying that it is most likely produced in
their dusty tori. For instance, Agol et al. (2000) studied the mid-IR emission of Q2237+0305
observed by Keck and found that it was not affected by microlensing, which ruled out the syn-
chrotron mechanism and supported the model with hot dust extended on a length scale of more
than 0.03 pc. Wyithe et al. (2002) used mid-IR and V-band flux ratios for images A and B of
Q2237+0305 to infer the size of the mid-IR emission region and found that it was comparable
to or larger than the Einstein Ring Radius (ERR) of the microlens, and hence at least two orders
of magnitude larger than the optical emission region. They used simple Gaussian and annular
intensity profiles of the dusty torus and found that the results were dependent on the assumed
source profile (Wyithe et al., 2002). Recent Spitzer observations of the same gravitationally
lensed quasar (Agol et al., 2009) showed that a dusty torus model with a small opening an-
gle could satisfactorily explain the shape of the observed infrared SED, excluding an offset in
wavelength of the silicate feature. However, the same authors found that the near-IR fluxes are
increasingly affected by microlensing toward shorter wavelengths and that this wavelength de-
pendence is consistent with a model in which a dusty torus and an accretion disk both contribute
to the infrared radiation near 1 µm (Agol et al., 2009).
In this chapter we present simulations of gravitational microlensing of AGN dusty tori in the
infrared domain. We consider microlensing by stars in the lens galaxies, in the case of lensed
quasars. For generating microlensing magnification maps, a ray-shooting method was used
(Kayser et al., 1986; Schneider & Weiss, 1986, 1987; Wambsganss et al., 1990). We simulated
microlensing magnification events for different configurations of the lensed system and different
values of the torus parameters. The aims of this investigation are to estimate: (a) amplitudes
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and timescales of high magnification events, and (b) the influence of geometrical and physical
properties of dusty tori on microlensing light curves in the infrared domain.
In this chapter, in Section 3.2 we first provide a description of the method we used to calculate
microlensing magnification map and the parameters we adopted in this study. We present and
discuss the results of simulated microlensing light curves of the dusty torus in Section 3.3. In
Section 3.4 we outline our conclusions. The work presented in this chapter has been published
in Stalevski et al. (2012b).
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3.2 Model
3.2.1 Microlensing magnification map
Different mirolensing models can be used for explaining the observed microlensing phenom-
ena in quasars, such as microlensing by an isolated compact object (Chang & Refsdal, 1979,
1984), or by a number of microdeflectors located within an extended object – the model called
”straight-fold caustic” (Schneider, Ehlers & Falco, 1992). However, the most realistic model is
the so-called microlensing map (pattern) or caustic network which is usually applied in order
to obtain a spatial distribution of magnifications in the source plane (where the dusty torus of
quasar is located), produced by randomly distributed stars in the lensing galaxy (for more de-
tails see e.g. Schneider, Ehlers & Falco, 1992). The lensing galaxy can be assumed as thin when
compared with the whole light path, since its extent in the direction of the optical axis is much
smaller than the angular diameter distances between observer and lens, observer and source and
lens and source. In such case the dimensionless lens equation reads (Schneider, Ehlers & Falco,
1992):
y = x −α (x) , (3.1)
where x and y are normalized image and source positions, respectively, and α (x) is the de-
flection angle due to light banding in the gravitational field of the lens. The deflection potential
is then given by:
ψ (x) =
1
pi
∫
κ (x′) ln |x −x′|d2x′, (3.2)
and it is related to the deflection angle by: ~α (x) = ∇ψ (x) and to the dimensionless surface
mass density κ by the 2-dimensional Poisson equation: ∇2ψ = 2κ. For a field of point masses
with an external shear γ and a smooth mass distribution κc, the normalized lens equation (3.1)
is usually written as (Kayser et al., 1986):
y =
N∑
i=1
mi
x −xi
|x −xi|2
+
 1 − κc + γ 00 1 − κc − γ
x, (3.3)
where the sum describes light deflection by stars with masses mi and the last term is a quadrupole
contribution from the lensing galaxy. The total surface mass density or convergence can be writ-
ten as κ = κ∗ + κc, where κ∗ represents the contribution from the compact microlenses. The
magnification map for some specific microlensing event can be generated if the following two
parameters are known: the convergence – κ, and the shear due to the external mass – γ.
For generating microlensing magnification maps we used a ray-shooting method (Kayser et al.,
1986; Schneider & Weiss, 1986, 1987; Wambsganss et al., 1990; Shalyapin, 1995). In this
method, rays are followed backwards from the observer through the lens plane, to the source
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plane. First, a random star field in the lens plane based on the parameter κ is generated. After
that, the Poisson equation ∇2ψ = 2κ is solved in the lens plane numerically, so the the lens
potential ψ can be determined in every point of the grid in the lens plane. To solve the Poisson
equation numerically one has to write its finite difference form:
ψi+1, j + ψi−1, j + ψi, j+1 + ψi, j−1 − 4ψi, j = 2κi, j. (3.4)
Here we used the standard 5-point formula for the two-dimensional Laplacian. The next step
is the inversion of equation (3.4) using Fourier transforms. After some transformations we
obtain:
ψˆ =
κˆmn
2(cos mpiN1 + cos
npi
N2
− 2) , (3.5)
where N1 and N2 are dimensions of the grid in the lens plane. Now, using the finite difference
technique, we can compute the deflection angle ~α = ∇ψ in each point of the grid in the lens
plane. After computing the deflection angle, we can map the regular grid of points in the lens
plane, via lens equation, onto the source plane. These light rays are then collected in pixels in
the source plane, and the number of rays in one pixel is proportional to the magnification due to
microlensing at this point in the source plane. Due to the relative motion between the observer,
lens and source, the magnification over time will change, and a light curve for a small, pointlike
source can be found by tracing a path across the magnification map.
Apart from the convergence κ and shear γ, another input parameter is size of the microlens-
ing magnification map expressed in units of the Einstein ring radius in the source plane. The
Einstein ring radius in the lens plane It is defined as
ERR =
√
4Gm
c2
DlDls
Ds
, (3.6)
and its projection in the source plane is:
RE =
Ds
Dl
ERR =
√
4Gm
c2
DsDls
Dl
, (3.7)
where G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed of light, m is the microlens mass and Dl, Ds
and Dls are the cosmological angular diameter distances between observer and lens, observer
and source and lens and source, respectively.
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3.2.2 Parameters
Microlensing magnification map
The microlensing magnification map is calculated for typical values of average surface mass
density and shear, κ = γ = 0.4. The map has 1156 RE on a side. For a source fixed at redshift
of zs = 2, and for the lens at zl = 0.05 and 0.5, this is equal to 61.42 and 19.99 pc in the
source plane, respectively. The size of the map is chosen because of the large dimensons of the
dusty torus compared to RE. But this particular value is also chosen for numerical reasons –
the pixel size has to be the same in the images of the torus and the magnification map. Thus,
the size and resolution of the images of the torus and the magnification map cannot be choosen
independently. The mass of microlens is taken to be 1M in all simulations.
The dusty torus
The details of the dusty torus model are given in Chapter 2. Here we will only provide an
overview of the adopted values of the parameters we used in the study of microlensing.
For the bolometric luminosity of the primary source (accretion disk) we adopted the value typi-
cal for quasars, 1012 L (e.g. Davis & Laor, 2011). According to the Eq. (2.5), assuming a dust
sublimation temperature of 1500 K, the corresponding value of the inner radius of the torus
is Rin = 0.8 pc. Recent observations of nearby AGN suggest that the size of tori is likely
restricted to several parsecs (Alonso-Herrero et al., 2011; Ramos Almeida et al., 2011). It is
arguable whether this holds also for the tori in AGNs at much larger redshifts (i.e. quasars).
Preliminary results from a recent study of high redshift quasars by Leipski & Meisenheimer
(2012) suggest that hot dust properties do not change significantly with either redshift or lumi-
nosity. Therefore, for the outer radius of torus we adopted the values of 3 and 10 pc. The half
opening angle of the torus takes values of 30◦, 50◦ and 70◦. For the dust density distribution
parameters we adopted the following values: p = 0, 0.5, 1 and q = 0, 1, 2. The relative clump
size, defined as the ratio of the outer radius of the torus over the clump size, is ξ = 12.5. The
equatorial optical depth (determining also the total amount of dust) is fixed at τ9.7 = 5. We
calculated each model at three inclinations, i = 0◦, 70◦, 90◦, where i = 0◦ corresponds to the
face-on view (type 1 AGN), and i = 90◦ to the edge-on view (type 2 AGN). The emission for
all models is calculated on an equally spaced logarithmic wavelength grid ranging from 0.001
to 1000 µm.
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3.3 Results and discussion
In this section, we first present the microlensing magnification map used in this study and
demonstrate the wavelength dependency of the AGN dusty torus size. Then, the size of the
torus is taken into account by convolving the magnification map with images of torus at different
wavelengths. Finally, we discuss light curves of simulated magnification events, the amplitudes
and timescales of these events, and the influence of different torus parameters. Note that we
always refer to the rest-frame wavelengths.
We calculated microlensing light curves for a source fixed at a redshift of zs = 2, while the
lens galaxy redshift takes values of zl = 0.05 and 0.5. The former value of lens galaxy redshift
(zl = 0.05) roughly replicates the well-known lensed system Q2237+0305 (also known as the
“Einstein cross”), which is particularly susceptible to microlensing. The redshift of the lens
in this system (zl = 0.04) is so low that the apparent angular velocity of the microlenses,
in projection on the plane of the sky, is much higher than in other systems. Moreover, the
Einstein rings of these microlenses have a larger angular diameter, making it more likely that
they are larger than the source (Courbin et al., 2002). The second value chosen for calculation
of magnification map (zl = 0.5) represents a more typical value of lens galaxy redshift in lensed
systems.
The microlensing magnification map shown in Fig. 3.1 is calculated for the case of zl = 0.05
(and other parameters as described in Section 3.2.2). The left panel represents the whole map,
with ∼ 61.42 pc (1156 RE) on a side; for comparison, the sizes of the tori used in this study
(Rout = 3 and 10 pc) are indicated with two white circles. The right panel is a zoom-in of
the region with a side of 12 pc, from which the light curve of the microlensing events is ex-
tracted (vertical white line). The distribution of magnification is highly non-liner, with regions
of low and high magnification and with a maximum magnification along the sharp caustic lines.
Magnification pattern is color coded, with blue, cyan, yellow, orange and red regions corre-
sponding to increasingly higher magnification. When a source crosses a caustic, a large change
in magnification is expected.
3.3.1 Wavelength dependence of the torus size
In the top row of Fig. 3.2 we present images of the torus at different wavelengths. At shorter
wavelengths, it is the radiation from the inner (and hotter) region that dominates. Thus, at the
near-infrared wavelenghts, the torus appears much more compact compared to its physical outer
radius. On the other hand, at longer wavelengths, the emission arises from the colder dust. As
this colder dust is placed further from the centre, all the way to the outer radius, the torus will
appear larger at longer wavelenghts. Therefore, the size of torus is wavelength dependent, as
seen in the top row Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 Left panel: Microlensing magnification map, with 61.42 pc (1156 RE) on a side. The
average surface mass density and shear take value of κ = γ = 0.4. White circles indicate sizes
of torus used in this study (Rout = 3 and 10 pc). Right panel: zoom-in on the square with 12 pc
on a side, from which the light curve of microlensing event is extracted (vertical white line).
The microlensing magnification maps are calculated for point sources. As the dusty torus is
larger than the typical size of microlens RE, they have to be treated as extended sources. To take
this into account, the magnification map shown in Fig. 3.1 is convolved with the images of the
torus at the different wavelenghts. The bottom row of Fig. 3.2 shows the magnification maps
after convolution with the corresponding torus images from the top row.
3.3.2 Simulated microlensing light curves
Wavelength dependence
In Fig. 3.3 we present light curves of magnification events at different wavelengths. The light
curves are extracted from the magnification maps convolved with the corresponding images
of the torus, along the path shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.1 (starting from bottom, going
to the top). The parameters of the torus are the same as taken in Fig. 3.2. The left panel of
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the dependence of the absolute magnification amplitude on wavelength, for
the prominent high magnification events (HMEs), peaking at ∼ 3.3 and ∼ 2.3 pc (indicated with
a dotted line in the left and right panel of Fig. 3.3, respectively). From these figures we see that,
as a consequence of the wavelength dependency of the torus size, the magnification amplitude
of the microlensing events is also wavelength dependent. The magnification is highest at near-
infrared wavelengths, decreasing toward the mid-infrared range, and remains almost constant
in the far-infrared part of the SED. Note that, as the torus size is larger than the typical size of
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1 mμ 2.3 mμ 4.6 mμ 9.7 mμ
Figure 3.2 Top row: images of torus at different wavelengths, face-on view. From left to right,
panels represent model images at 1, 2.3, 4.6, and 9.7 µm. All images are given in the same,
logarithmic color scale. The visible squared structure is due to clumps which in our model are
in the form of cubes. The adopted values of torus model parameters are: optical depth τ9.7 = 5,
dust distribution parameters p = 1 and q = 2, the half opening angle Θ = 50◦, the relative
clump size ξ = 12.5, the inner and outer radius Rin = 0.8 and Rout = 3 pc, respectively. Bottom
row: microlensing magnification maps after convolution with the corresponding images of the
torus from the top row. Maps correspond to the region shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.1. For
clarity, a different scale of coloring for each map is adopted, so that the details of each image
are visible.
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Figure 3.3 Light curves of magnification events at different rest-frame wavelengths (indicated
in the legend), extracted from magnification maps convolved with the corresponding images of
the torus. Left panel: zl = 0.05. Right panel: zl = 0.5. Note the different range of y axis shown
in the two panels. The dotted line in both panels indicates two HMEs referenced throughout the
text. The distance given in the x axis represents the distance crossed by the source, relative to
the caustics, for the given values of the source and lens redshifts. The value “0” corresponds to
the beginning of the path from which the lightcurve was extracted.
microlens RE, its radiation will always be magnified by a certain factor. Therefore, in the right
panel of Fig. 3.4 we also illustrate the amplitudes relative to the minimum, i.e. to the beginning
of a HME.
We note here that, at the near-infrared wavelengths, the accretion disk radiation may still have
a significant contribution to the SED. As the accretion disk is much smaller than the typical
size of RE, it can lead to microlensing events of much higher amplitudes and shorter timescales.
However, in this work we investigate only the long-term variations caused by microlensing of
the dusty torus; microlensing of the accretion disk has been throughly studied in the literature
(e.g Jovanovic´ et al., 2008; Blackburne & Kochanek, 2010; Morgan et al., 2010; Dexter & Agol,
2011)
Dependence on the torus parameters
The parameters that determine the viewing angle, the torus size, the dust distribution and the
primary source luminosity, directly or indirectly, all contribute to the pattern of the torus IR
emission and its apparent size at the given wavelength (Stalevski et al., 2012a). Therefore,
each of these parameters could affect the shape and amplitudes of microlensing light curves.
We adopted a set of parameter values as the standard (p = 1, q = 2,Θ = 50◦, Rout = 3 pc,
L = 1012 L) and then we varied each of these parameters, while keeping the others constant.
The resulting microlensing light curves for simulated magnification events at 1 µm are shown
in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4 Magnification amplitude as a function of rest-frame wavelength, for prominent
HMEs seen in Fig. 3.3. Full squares: HME peaking at ∼ 3.3 pc in left panel of Fig. 3.3
(zl = 0.05). Triangles: HME peaking at ∼ 2.3 pc in the right panel of Fig. 3.3 (zl = 0.5).
Empty squares: the same as for the full squares, but for larger value of torus outer radius. Left
panel: absolute magnification amplitude. Right panel: magnification amplitude relative to the
minimum (beginning of the HME).
The outer radius of the torus has the largest impact on the magnification amplitude (see Fig. 3.4).
Obviously, for smaller torus sizes, the magnification will be higher. The half opening angle
(Θ) is another parameter which defines the size of torus, especially when seen edge-on. As
expected, the tori with smaller opening angle will show larger variations under influence of
microlensing.
It is evident that the viewing angle (inclination i) also has a significant influence. The dust-free
lines of sight (corresponding to the type 1 AGN; i = 0◦) provide a direct view of the innermost
region of very hot dust, which is obscured in the case of dust-intercepting lines of sight (type 2
AGN; i = 70, 90◦). Thus, in the former case, the larger part of the emission we see is originating
from a more compact region than in the latter case. As a result, the amplitudes of magnification
events will be higher in the case of type 1 objects (note that most of the lensed quasars are of
type 1).
The parameters p and q define the spatial distribution of the dust density (see Eq. 2.6). The
larger values correspond to the more compact distribution of the dust. However, from the pan-
els in the bottom row of Fig. 3.5 we see that, although more compact dust configuration tend
to have higher amplitudes, these parameters do not significantly influence microlensing light
curves. This is because, for the adopted value of the primary source luminosity (L = 1012 L,
typical for quasars), radiation is able to penetrate further into the dust, and thus diminish the
difference between the compact and extended dust distributions. In the case of ∼ 10 times
smaller primary source luminosities, we found that the dust distribution parameters do have a
noticeable impact.
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Figure 3.5 Microlensing light curves at 1 µm for the different parameters of the torus model. Up-
per left panel shows dependance on inclination, upper right panel on half opening angle, bottom
panels on dust density distribution parameters. In all panels the black line corresponds to the
most compact dust configuration, green line for the largest, and the red line for the intermediate.
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Timescales of microlensing events
To characterize timescales of high magnification events, we use the rise time – the time interval
between the beginning and the peak of a microlensing event. We estimate the rise time by
measuring the distance traveled by the source, relative to the caustics, from the beginning to the
peak of HME, and divide it by the effective source velocity. The effective source velocity V, i.
e. the velocity of the source relative to the caustics with time measured by the observer is given
by the expression (Kayser et al., 1986)
V =
1
1 + zl
Dls
Dl
vo − 11 + zl
Ds
Dl
vl +
1
1 + zs
vs. (3.8)
The source velocity vs and the lens velocity vl are measured in the source and lens plane,
respectively, they are distance weighted, and, due to the redshifts, translated into the observer’s
frame. The transverse velocity of the observer vo can be determined from the dipole term in
the microwave background radiation. With an amplitude of 387 km/s (e.g., Kogut et al., 1993),
the observer’s motion will be important for some lenses and unimportant for others, depending
on the direction towards the source. For simplicity, we will assume here that the direction of
the observer’s motion is parallel to the direction towards the source, so the first term in the
Eq. (3.8) can be neglected. Assuming that the peculiar velocities of the source and lens, in
their own planes, are of the same order, the last term can be neglected as well. With these
approximations, the effective source velocity is reduced to the expression
V ' 1
1 + zl
Ds
Dl
vl. (3.9)
In the case of lensed system Q2237+0305, several studies found the transverse velocity of
the lens to be in the range between approximately 500 and 2000 km/s (Wyithe et al., 1999;
Kochanek, 2004; Gil-Merino et al., 2005). We adopted three values in this range and calculated
the corresponding effective source velocity and rise times of HMEs. In the Table 3.1, we present
estimated rise times, in years, for the two prominent HMEs indicated in the Fig. 3.3 with a dotted
line, for different values of lens redshift and transverse velocity of the lens. Depending on these
parameters, the obtained rise times are in range from several decades to several hundreds of
years.
Influence on the entire IR SED
In Fig. 3.6 we illustrate the influence of microlensing on the entire dusty torus SED in the 1–
50 µm range. From this figure one can see that there is a significant difference in the amount
of overall flux between the SEDs when microlensing is absent (solid line) and those under the
influence of microlensing (dashed and dotted lines). However, due to the large size, the torus
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Table 3.1 Rise times for HMEs, in years, calculated for different values of lens redshift and
transverse velocity of the lens. Source is fixed at redshift zs = 2.
vl [km/s]
zl 500 1000 2000
0.05 164 82 41
0.5 364 182 91
 1e-12
 1e-11
 1e-10
 1e-09
 1  10
λF
λ 
[W
/m
2 ]
λ [µm]
Not magnified
Min
Max
Figure 3.6 Dusty tori SEDs in 1–50 µm range. Solid line: not magnified. Dashed line: at the
minumum of HME (at ∼ 2.6 pc in the left panel Fig. 3.3). Dotted line: at the maximum of HME
(at ∼ 3.3 pc in the left panel Fig. 3.3). The parameters of the torus are the same as taken in
Fig. 3.2.
will always cover a large area of a microlensing magnification pattern and it will always be
magnified by a certain factor, so the difference between SEDs at the beginning (dashed line)
and the peak (dotted line) of HME is marginal. Also, it is evident that microlensing does not
change the shape of SED significantly.
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3.4 Conclusions
We investigated gravitational microlensing of AGN dusty tori in the case of lensed quasars. We
used our previously developed model of the dusty torus as a clumpy two-phase medium (see
Sec. 2.3). The ray-shooting technique has been used to calculate microlensing magnification
maps. Due to the large dimensions of dusty tori (compared to the Einstein ring radius of the
microlens in the source plane), they must be treated as extended sources. Thus, images of the
tori were convolved with the magnification maps. We simulated microlensing by stars in the
lens galaxy, in the case of lensed quasars, for different configurations of the lensed system and
different values of the torus parameters, in order to estimate (a) amplitudes and timescales of
high magnification events, and (b) the influence of geometrical and physical properties of dusty
tori on light curves in the infrared domain. From our investigation, we conclude the following
(Stalevski et al., 2012b).
(i) Despite their large size, we found that AGNs dusty tori could be significantly magnified
by microlensing in some cases. The amplitude of magnification depends on wavelenght,
torus parameters, and configuration of the lensed system.
(ii) The size of torus is wavelength dependent. As a consequence, the magnification amplitude
of microlensing events is also wavelength dependent. The magnification is the highest
in the near-infrared, decreases rapidly towards the mid-infrared range, and stays almost
constant in the far-infrared part of SED.
(iii) As microlensing is sensitive to the size of the source, parameters determining the geometry
and apparent size of the torus, have a very important role. Tori with Rout . 10 pc could be
appreciably microlensed.
More compact dust configurations (e.g. steeper radial density profiles) result in smaller
tori and thus in higher magnification amplitudes. However, for primary source (accretion
disk) luminosites typical for quasars (1012 L), the influence of dust distribution parame-
ters is diminished, because the radiation is able to penetrate deeper into the dust.
Tori seen at type 1 (dust-free) inclinations, which provide a direct view of the innermost,
hottest region, are more magnified than those at type 2 (dust-intercepting) inclinations.
(iv) Lensed quasar systems with the lens galaxy closer to the observer, will have higher mag-
nification amplitudes, owing to their larger Einstein ring radius projection on the source
plane.
(v) Estimated rise times, between the beginning and the peak of HMEs, are in the range from
several decades to several hundreds of years.
Given such long time-scales, microlensing would hardly prove to be a practical tool to study
and constrain the properties of dusty tori, as it is in the case of AGN accretion disks. However,
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the results presented above should be kept in mind when investigating the flux ratio anomaly of
lensed quasar images in different wavelength bands. In such studies, it is important to determine
the true flux ratios between the images, in the absence of microlensing. In principle, this could
be done by looking at the emission-line, infrared, and radio-emitting regions of quasars, as they
all should be large enough to safely disregard microlensing effects. However, we have shown
that the infrared emission of the dusty tori could be significantly microlensed in some cases,
and thus, it is a less reliable tool for determining the “intrinsic” flux ratios.
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Non-axisymmetric perturbations of the accretion disk
emissivity 4
4.1 Introduction
A huge amount of AGN energy is released through accretion onto a super-massive black hole
in the center of AGN. The emission of the accretion disk is not only in the continuum, but also
in the emission lines, such as Fe Kα line (see e.g. Jovanovic´, 2012), and in low ionization lines,
as e.g. broad Balmer emission lines. The profiles of the broad emission lines are shaped by the
kinematics and dynamics of the line-emitting gas. Sometimes, broad lines appear as double-
peaked, what is regarded as the dynamical signature of an accretion disk, Namely, the line splits
into two peaks because of the doppler shifting, as one side of the disk is approaching while
the other is receding from an observer at a very high velocity (see examples in Fig. 4.1). DP
Balmer lines are found in around 20% of radio loud AGNs at z < 0.4 (Eracleous & Halpern,
1994, 2003) and 4% of the Sloan digital Sky Survey (SDSS) quasars at z < 0.33 (Strateva et al.,
2003).
Broad, double-peaked emission lines of AGNs provide dynamical evidence for presence of an
accretion disk feeding a supermassive black hole in the center of AGN. But in some cases, the
variability of these lines shows certain irregularities which could not be explained solely by
standard model of accretion disk.
The DP line profiles are often used to extract the disk parameters (see e.g. Chen et al., 1989;
Chen & Halpern, 1990; Eracleous & Halpern, 1994, 2003; Strateva et al., 2008; Eracleous et
al., 2009). In a series of papers Dumont & Collin-Souffrin (see Collin-Souffrin, 1987; Collin-
Souffrin & Dumont, 1990; Dumont & Collin-Souffrin, 1990a,b,c, and references therein) inves-
tigated the radial structure and emission of the outer regions of the optically thin accretion disks
in AGNs and calculated detailed grid of photoionisation models in order to predict the relative
strengths of low-ionization lines emitted from the disk. They obtained integrated line intensities
and line profiles emitted at each radius of the disk, for its different physical parameters. They
also studied the influence of the external illumination on the structure of the disk, considering
the point source model, where a compact source of non-thermal radiation located at a given
height illuminates the disk and the diffusion model, where the radiation of a central source is
scattered back towards the disk by a hot diffusing medium. One of the first methods for calcu-
lating profiles of optical emission lines from a relativistic accretion disk was proposed by Chen
et al. (1989). The limitation to this method is that the accretion disk structure required to ex-
plain the variability of the line profiles cannot be axisymmetric because very often it is observed
that the red peak is higher than the blue. This cannot be explained by the circular disk model,
since in this model the blue peak is always Doppler boosted to be stronger than the red peak.
Therefore, Eracleous et al. (1995) adapted the circular accretion disk model to elliptical disks
in order to fit the profiles of double-peaked emitters with a red peak stronger than the blue one.
This model introduced eccentricity and phase angle parameters to the circular model described
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Figure 4.1 Examples of double-peaked emission line profiles (black line) with disk model fits
(red line) superposed (Eracleous & Halpern, 1994).
above, and the pericenter distance of the elliptical orbits (see Eracleous et al., 1995).
Spectroscopic monitoring of double-peaked emitters (see e.g. Shapovalova et al., 2001; Gezari
et al., 2007; Shapovalova et al., 2009, 2010) has revealed that an ubiquitous property of the
double-peaked broad emission lines is variability of their profile shapes on the timescales of
months to years. DP line profiles are observed to vary on timescales of months to years, i.e. on
timescales of the order of the dynamical time or longer (e.g. Veilleux & Zheng, 1991; Zheng et
al., 1991; Marziani et al., 1993; Romano et al., 1998; Sergeev et al., 2000; Shapovalova et al.,
2001; Storchi-Bergmann et al., 2003; Gezari et al., 2007).
This slow, systematic variability of the line profile is on the timescale of dynamical changes in
an accretion disk, and has been shown to be unrelated to the shorter timescale variability seen in
the overall flux in the line, due to reverberation of the variable ionizing continuum. Patterns in
the variability of the broad Balmer lines are often a gradual change and reversal of the relative
strengths of the blue-shifted and red-shifted peaks (see e.g. Newman et al., 1997).
Periodic variability of the red and blue peak strengths has also been attributed to a precessing
elliptical disk, a precessing single-armed spiral (as e.g. 3C 332, 3C 390.3: Gilbert et al., 1999;
NGC 1097: Storchi-Bergmann et al., 2003), and a precessing warp in the disk. For instance,
Wu et al. (2008) computed the profiles of Balmer emission lines from a relativistic, warped
accretion disk in order to explore the certain asymmetries in the double-peaked emission line
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profiles which cannot be explained by a circular Keplerian disk. Elliptical disks and spiral
waves have been detected in cataclysmic variables (Steeghs et al., 1997; Baptista & Catala´n,
2000), and a radiation induced warp has been detected in the large-scale disk of the AGN NGC
4258 (Maloney et al., 1996).
Spiral waves are a physically desirable model since they can be produced by instability in the
vicinity of a black hole. They can play an important role in accretion disks, because they
provide a mechanism for transporting angular momentum outward in the disk, allowing the gas
to flow inwards, towards the central black hole. Long-term profile variability is thus a useful
tool for extracting information about the structure and dynamics of the accretion disk most
likely producing the double-peaked emission lines.
In this chapter, we present an investigation of the disk line variations due to instability in ac-
cretion disk. First we developed a model of emissivity perturbations in a form of a bright spot,
assuming that instability in the accretion disk affects the disk emissivity. This model and some
simulations of expected line profile variability are presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we
compare the model with observations taken from long-term monitoring of 3C 390.3 (Shapoval-
ova et al., 2001) in order to obtain parameters of perturbations. In Section 4.4 we discuss our
results in the light of possible physical mechanisms which could cause such perturbations, and
finally, in Section 4.3 we outline our conclusions. The work presented in this chapter has been
published in Jovanovic´ et al. (2010); Stalevski et al. (2010)
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4.2 The model of the perturbation in the accretion disk
Here we introduce the model and some approximations used in the simulations of accretion disk
perturbation.
4.2.1 Long term variation of double-peaked line profiles: some as-
sumptions and problems
As we mentioned above, the DP line profile variability does not appear to correlate with changes
in the line and/or continuum flux, and consequently one can assume that the changes in line pro-
file are likely caused by changes in the accretion disk structure. There are several examples of
the long-term variability (on timescales of several years) of the DP line profile of some objects
that has been successfully modeled by the precession of a non-axisymmetric accretion disk,
such as an elliptical disk or a disk with a spiral arm (Gezari et al., 2007; Storchi-Bergmann et
al., 2003; Shapovalova et al., 2001; Gilbert et al., 1999, and references therein). These models,
however, fail to explain the long-term variability of some objects and the short-term variability
(on timescales from several months to a year) of all objects (Lewis, 2005; Lewis et al., 2010).
For instance, Lewis et al. (2010) found that the two simple models, an elliptical accretion disk
and a circular disk with a spiral arm, are unable to reproduce all aspects of the observed vari-
ability, although both account for some of the observed behaviors. Therefore, these authors
suggested that many of the observed variability patterns could be reproduced assuming a disk
with one or more fragmented spiral arms.
Other attempts to explain the DP line profile variability through perturbations of the disk struc-
ture introduced bright spots over an axisymmetric accretion disk. As an example Newman et al.
(1997) successfully modeled the variation of the Hα peak intensity ratio of Arp 102B with a sin-
gle spot rotating within the disk, but Gezari et al. (2007) were not able to apply the same model
to the same object at a different time period (but see also Popovic´ et al., 2001 for the discussion
on possibility that the observed variations in Arp 102B are due to gravitational lensing).
In the case of Fe Kα variability Turner et al. (2006) used the spot model to explain the variability
of the iron line profile of Mrk 766 in the X-ray band. Also, Dovcˇiak et al. (2008) studied
variations of the iron line due to an orbiting spot which arises by reflection on the surface of an
accretion disk, following its illumination by an X-ray flare in the form of an off-axis point-like
source just above the accretion disk. Besides spots in the accretion disk, the Fe Kα line of some
AGN could be also significantly affected by highly-ionized fast accretion disk outflows. For
instance, Sim et al. (2010) found that major features in the observed 2 – 10 keV spectrum of
the bright quasar PG1211+143 can be well reproduced by their Monte Carlo radiative transfer
simulations which include a variety of disk wind (outflow) models.
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To explain the short-timescale variability of the DP line profiles Flohic & Eracleous (2008)
constructed stochastically perturbed accretion disk models and calculated Hα line profile series
as the bright spots rotate, shear and decay. They ruled out spot production by star/disk collisions
and favor a scenario where the radius of marginal self-gravity is within the line emitting region,
creating a sharp increase in the radial spot distribution in the outer parts.
4.2.2 The model of a bright spot–like perturbing region
In the standard model of an AGN accretion disk, accretion occurs via an optically thick and
geometrically thin disk. The effective optical depth in the disk is very high and photons are close
to thermal equilibrium with electrons (Jovanovic´ & Popovic´, 2009a). The spectrum of thermal
radiation emitted from the accretion disk surface depends on its structure and temperature, hence
on the distance to the black hole.
An accretion disk around a supermassive black hole at the center of an AGN extends from
the radius of a marginally stable orbit Rms to several thousands of gravitational radii (Rg). On
the basis of radiation emitted in different spectral bands, it can be stratified in several parts
(Jovanovic´ & Popovic´, 2009a): a) an innermost part close to the central black hole that emits
X-rays and extends from the radius of marginally stable orbit Rms to several tens of gravitational
radii; b) a central part ranging from ∼ 100 Rg to ∼ 1000 Rg, which emits UV radiation; and c)
an outer part extending from several hundreds to several thousands Rg, from which the optical
emission orriginates (Eracleous & Halpern, 1994, 2003). Here we consider an optical emission
disk.
We model the emission from an accretion disk using numerical simulations based on ray-tracing
method in Kerr metric (Bao et al., 1994; Bromley et al., 1997; Fanton et al., 1997; Cˇadezˇ et al.,
1998), taking into account only photon trajectories reaching the observer’s sky plane. In this
method the image of the disk on the observer’s sky is divided into a number of small elements
(pixels). For each pixel, the photon trajectory is traced backward from the observer by following
the geodesics in a Kerr space-time, until it crosses the plane of the disk (see Fig. 4.2). Then,
the flux density of the radiation emitted by the disk at that point, as well as the redshift factor
of the photon are calculated. In that way, one can obtain the color images of the accretion
disk which a distant observer would see by a high resolution telescope. The simulated line
profiles can be calculated taking into account intensities and received photon energies of all
pixels of the corresponding disk image. For more details see Jovanovic´ & Popovic´ (2009a) and
references therein. Although this method was developed for studying the X-ray radiation which
originates from the inner parts of the disk close to the central black hole (see e.g. Jovanovic´
& Popovic´, 2008a), it can be also successfully applied for modelling the UV/optical emission
which originates from the outer regions of the disk1.
1 As shown in Jovanovic´ & Popovic´ (2008a), the effects of strong gravitational field and angular momentum of rotat-
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Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of the ray-tracing method in the Kerr metric, showing a light
ray emitted from a certain radius of the accretion disk and observed at a pixel on the disk image
in the observer’s reference frame (Jovanovic´ & Popovic´, 2009a).
Surface emissivity of the disk is usually assumed to vary with radius as a power law (e.g.
Popovic´ et al., 2003): ε(r) = ε0 · ra, where ε0 is emissivity constant and a – emissivity index.
Total observed flux is then given by:
Fobs(Eobs) =
∫
image
ε(r) · g4e
−1
2
Eobs − gE0σ
2
dΞ, (4.1)
where g is the energy shift due to the relativistic effects: g =
νobs
νem
, E0 is the rest energy of the
line, σ is the local turbulent broadening and dΞ is the solid angle subtended by the disk in the
observer’s sky.
We adopted the following modification of the power-law disk emissivity, in order to introduce a
bright spot–like perturbing region in the disk (Jovanovic´ & Popovic´, 2008b, 2009a,b; Stalevski
et al., 2008):
ε1(x, y) = ε(r(x, y))
·
1 + εp · e
−

 x − xpwx
2+
y − ypwy
2

 ,
(4.2)
where ε1(x, y) is the modified disk emissivity at the given position (x, y) expressed in gravita-
tional radii Rg, ε(r(x, y)) is the ordinary power-law disk emissivity at the same position, εp is
ing black hole are significant only in the innermost parts of accretion disk, in vicinity of the central supermassive
black hole, up to the several dozens of gravitational radii. In the outer parts of the disk, such as those where the
Hβ line originates, these effects are negligible and Kerr metric with zero angular momentum, i.e. Schwarzschild
metric, is a very good approximation.
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Figure 4.3 A 3D plot of modified disk emissivity given by Eq. (4.2) for 200 Rg ≤ r(x, y) ≤
1200 Rg, a = −2.5 and for the following parameters of the perturbing region: εp = 5, xp =
700 Rg, yp = −150 Rg and wx = wy = 100 Rg.
emissivity of the perturbing region (i.e. amplitude of the bright spot), (xp, yp) is the position of
perturbing region with respect to the disk center (in Rg) and (wx, wy) are its widths (also in Rg).
A 3D plot of above expression for modified emissivity law is given in Fig. 4.3. This simple
model is suitable for our purpose because it allows us to change amplitude, width and location
of bright spot in respect to the disk center. In that way we are able to simulate displacement of
a bright spot along the disk, its widening and amplitude decrease with time (decay). Moreover,
the above bright spot model can be successfully applied for studying variations of accretion disk
emission in different spectral bands, from X-rays to optical band (see e.g. Jovanovic´ & Popovic´,
2008b, 2009b; Stalevski et al., 2008).
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4.3 Results: model versus observations
4.3.1 Perturbation in the accretion disk: modeled profiles
In order to test how this model with a bright spot affects the Hβ line profile, we performed sev-
eral numerical simulations of perturbed emission of an accretion disk in Kerr metric for different
positions of a bright spot along x and y-axes. For these simulations we adopted the following pa-
rameters of the disk: inclination i = 30o, inner and outer radii Rin = 200 and Rout = 1200 Rg,
power law emissivity with index a = −1, local turbulent broadening σ = 2000 km s−1 and
normalized angular momentum of black hole with value of 0.5. The corresponding results are
presented in Fig. 4.4. As it can be seen from this figure, when the bright spot moves along
the positive direction of x-axis (receding side of the disk) it affects only ”red” wing of the line
(Fig. 4.4, top right), but when it moves along the negative direction of x-axis (approaching side
of the disk) it affects only ”blue” wing of the line (Fig. 4.4, top left). In both cases, the other
wing and the line core stay nearly constant, and therefore almost unaffected by the bright spot.
The situation is quite opposite when the bright spot moves in both directions along the y-axis,
because then it affects only the line core, while the both of its wings stay almost intact (see the
bottom panels of Fig. 4.4).
We also performed the corresponding simulations for different positions of a bright spot which
moves from the inner radius of the accretion disk towards its outer parts along the y = x
direction, and found similar behavior of the simulated line profiles (see Fig. 4.5). As one can
see from Fig. 4.5, for certain positions of the perturbing region along y = x direction we
obtained the line profile with almost symmetrical wings, while in other cases either the ”blue”
peak is brighter than the ”red” one, or the ”red” peak is stronger than the ”blue” one.
The next step in our analysis was to use our numerical simulations for fitting the observed
spectra of 3C 390.3 in order to study the variability of its Hβ spectral line due to emissivity
perturbations in the accretion disk.
4.3.2 A case study of 3C 390.3
Observations
To test the model, we used 22 spectra of 3C 390.3 observed from November 1995 until June
1999 (see Fig. 8 in Shapovalova et al., 2001).
Spectra of 3C 390.3 were taken with the 6 m and 1 m telescopes of the SAO RAS (Russia, 1995–
2001) and at INAOE’s 2.1 m telescope of the “Guillermo Haro Observatory” (GHO) at Cananea,
Sonora, Me´xico (1998–1999) in the monitoring regime in 1995-1999. They were obtained with
long slit spectrographs, equipped with CCD detector arrays. The typical wavelength interval
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Figure 4.4 Shapes of perturbed emissivity of an accretion disk in Kerr metric and the corre-
sponding perturbed (dashed line) and unperturbed (solid line) Hβ line profiles for the following
parameters of perturbing region: εp = 5, wx = wy = 200 Rg. The positions of perturbing
region are: xp = −700 Rg and yp = 0 (top left), xp = 700 Rg and yp = 0 (top right), xp = 0
and yp = −700 Rg (bottom left) and xp = 0 and yp = 700 Rg (bottom right).
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Figure 4.5 Variations of the perturbed Hβ line profile for different positions of the bright spot
along the y = x direction. Disk parameters are the same as used in examples in Fig. 4.4. Left
panel corresponds to the positions of the bright spot on approaching side of the disk, while the
right panel corresponds to the receding side of the disk. In both cases, the positions of the bright
spot were varied from the inner radius (bottom profiles) of the disk towards its outer radius (top
profiles).
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covered was that from 4000 A˚ to 7500 A˚, the spectral resolution varied between 5 and 15 A˚ and
the S/N ratio was > 50 in the continuum near Hα and Hβ. The details on the data reduction can
be found in Shapovalova et al. (2001) and Shapovalova et al. (2010).
Perturbation in the accretion disk of 3C 390.3
Radial velocities of the blue and red peaks of the Hβ and Hα broad lines of 3C 390.3 vary with
time (see e.g. Gaskell, 1996; Eracleous et al., 1997; Shapovalova et al., 2010). Shapovalova et al.
(2010) obtained the Hβ difference profiles by subtracting the average spectrum corresponding
to the minimum activity state (September 9, 1997) from the individual spectra (see their Fig.
11). These authors found (see their Table 7) that the radial velocity of the blue peak increased
from -3200 km s−1 in 1995-1996 to -5200 km s−1 in 1999. At the same time the radial velocity
of the red peak increased from +4900 km s−1 in 1995-1996 to +7000 km s−1 in 1999. Here
we analyze the possibility that the velocities, corresponding to the peak shifts in the Hβ integral
and difference profiles, vary with time due to perturbations in the disk emissivity.
In order to fit the spectral Hβ line shapes of 3C 390.3, we first estimated the disk parameters
from several profiles. We found following parameters of the disk: inclination i = 20o, inner
and outer radii Rin = 100 and Rout = 1300 Rg, broken power law emissivity with index a = −1
for Rin < r < Rbr and a = −3 for Rbr < r < Rout, radius at which slope of emissivity
changes Rbr = 500 Rg, emissivity of perturbing region εp = 1, local turbulent broadening
σ = 2000 km s−1 and normalized angular momentum of black hole a = 0.5. These values
of parameters are in accordance with the corresponding parameters for 3C 390.3 obtained by
Flohic & Eracleous (2008), who found the following values: i = 27o, Rin = 450, Rout =
1400 Rg and σ = 1300 km s−1. In all our simulations we fixed the emissivity of perturbing
region at εp = 1, but nevertheless, the brightness of perturbing region varies with time due
to its changeable area (i.e. its widths are taken as free parameters which vary in time), as
well as due to the power law emissivity of the disk which decreases with radius. We studied
the stationary and moving perturbing regions, and in the latter case their coordinates are also
assumed as free parameters.
The fitting of the observed Hβ line shapes of 3C 390.3 is performed separately in the case of
moving and stationary perturbing regions in the following three steps: (i) the simulated Hβ line
profiles are calculated for some initial set of values of free parameters; (ii) the corresponding
root mean square (RMS) of residuals between the observed and simulated line profiles is cal-
culated; (iii) the values of free parameters are varied and the procedure (i)-(iii) is repeated until
the RMS deviations (RMSD) between the observed and fitted Hβ profiles become as small as
possible.
Fig. 4.6. shows comparisons between all 22 observed spectra (black solid line) and the obtained
best fits assuming the moving (red solid line) and stationary (blue dashed line) perturbing re-
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Figure 4.6 Comparisons between the observed Hβ line profiles of quasar 3C 390.3 (black solid
line) and the corresponding simulated profiles due to two successive bright spots. The red solid
line represents the simulated profiles due to the moving bright spots which estimated positions
are presented in Fig. 4.7 and widths in Table 4.1. The blue dashed line corresponds to the
simulated profiles due to the stationary bright spots, positioned at x = −100 Rg, y = 220 Rg
during the first outburst and at x = −220 Rg, y = 125 Rg during the second outburst.
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Figure 4.6 (continued)
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Figure 4.7 Positions of moving perturbing region along the accretion disk corresponding to two
observed amplitude outbursts: October 1994 – July 1997 outburst (squares) and July 1997 –
June 1999 outburst (triangles). In both cases, the moving perturbation originates in the inner
regions of the disk and spirals away towards its outer parts. For the average speed of the first
perturbation we obtained value of 7298 km s−1 and for the second one 6575 km s−1. Positions
of the stationary perturbing region (denoted by crosses in the right panel) are: x = −100 Rg,
y = 220 Rg during the first outburst and x = −220 Rg, y = 125 Rg during the second outburst.
gions, while the corresponding positions of the perturbing regions are presented in Fig. 4.7.
As it can be seen from Fig. 4.7, the obtained positions of the moving perturbing regions are
distributed in the form of two spiral arms, indicating that these perturbations originate in the
inner regions of the disk and spiral away towards its outer parts, moving faster in the azimuthal
direction as they get further away from the center of the disk. Table 4.1. contains the obtained
values of the fitted parameters, as well as the corresponding RMSD in the case of both, moving
and stationary perturbing regions. We first studied the moving perturbations, but after examin-
ing the obtained results we found that, during a period of a few years, such perturbations move
only by small distances which are comparable to their widths (see Table 4.1). Therefore, in
order to test whether the obtained displacements are reliable, we repeated the fitting, but this
time assuming the stationary perturbing regions with variable widths. In this case we obtained
the best fits for two perturbations positioned at x = −100 Rg, y = 220 Rg and at x = −220 Rg,
y = 125 Rg, respectively (denoted by crosses in Fig. 4.7). As one can see from Fig. 4.6. and
Table 4.1, regardless the significant variations of the Hβ line profile during the analyzed period,
both models of perturbing region resulted in similar fits for the most of these spectra, except for
the spectra observed during 1999, where the moving perturbing region achieved better fits. The
latter result should be taken with caution because the observations from 1999 were performed
after a large gap of ≈ 1 year. Therefore, the displacements of the perturbing regions cannot be
considered as indisputably confirmed, but on the contrary, their widths almost certainly vary
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with time. The last conclusion is valid for both, moving and stationary perturbing regions, since
neither of them can provide satisfactory fits with fixed widths.
The obtained best fit positions of both, moving and stationary perturbations are located on
the approaching side of the accretion disk (see Fig. 4.7) and these perturbations can be most
likely attributed to successive occurrences of two different bright spots. This assumption is in
good agreement with observations, since two large amplitude outbursts of Hβ line are observed
during the analyzed period (Shapovalova et al., 2001), and therefore each bright spot can be
assigned to one of them: the bright spot which positions are denoted by squares corresponds
to October 1994 - July 1997 outburst while the other one, which positions are denoted by
triangles, corresponds to July 1997 - June 1999 outburst. Using the time differences between
two successive observed spectra we were able to estimate the speeds of both moving bright spots
(see Table 4.1). For an average velocity of the first bright spot we obtained the value of 7298
km s−1 and for the second one 6575 km s−1. As it can be seen from Table 4.1, widths of bright
spots are increasing with time, indicating that they decay until they completely disappear. It
should be noted that, inevitably, there is a certain degree of degeneracy in the parameter space,
since similar results could be obtained with somewhat different combinations of perturbing
region positions and widths.
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Table 4.1 Parameters of perturbing region obtained by fitting the observed spectra.
Date JD (2400000+) x[Rg] y[Rg] w[Rg] d[Rg] v[km s−1] RMSD
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
The First Outburst
1995 Nov 17 50039.156 -30 175 100 100 0.09730 0.09460
1996 Feb 14 50127.602 -40 200 105 130 26.93 5203.24 0.09680 0.09900
1996 Mar 20 50162.580 -50 208 106.5 140 12.81 6257.63 0.08476 0.09138
1996 Jul 12 50276.567 -75 230 110 180 33.3 4993.36 0.08518 0.08178
1996 Jul 17 50281.434 -76.3 231.3 110 180 1.84 6456.24 0.08820 0.08249
1996 Aug 10 50305.489 -90 235 112 190 14.19 10082.9 0.09435 0.09201
1996 Sep 11 50338.309 -115 238 120.5 200 25.18 13112.6 0.12337 0.12426
1997 Mar 04 50511.622 -165 245 130 260 50.49 4978.94 0.11448 0.12082
The Second Outburst
1997 Aug 30 50691.463 -160 100 100 100 0.13717 0.13593
1997 Sep 10 50701.576 -165 105 105 110 7.07 11950.55 0.12034 0.11905
1997 Dec 30 50813.195 -205 120 145 175 42.72 6541.48 0.09499 0.09398
1998 Jan 22 50835.631 -215 122.5 155 195 10.31 7852.39 0.10690 0.10949
1998 Feb 23 50867.560 -225 125 165 215 10.31 5517.75 0.09825 0.09618
1998 May 06 50940.354 -245 129 185 265 20.40 4788.88 0.08867 0.08965
1998 Jun 25 50990.302 -265 132 205 285 20.22 6920.32 0.07229 0.07387
1998 Jul 16 51010.719 -275 134 210 295 10.20 8537.04 0.06809 0.07141
1998 Jul 25 51019.723 -278 134.5 212 300 3.04 5773.22 0.06548 0.06615
1998 Aug 30 51055.551 -285 135.5 215 320 7.07 3373.22 0.07590 0.07638
1998 Sep 26 51082.429 -293 136 218 340 8.01 5097.09 0.07948 0.07788
1999 Aug 19 51410.309 -500 140 250 400 207.04 10792.43 0.10645 0.11163
1999 Sep 04 51426.208 -505 140 252 400 5 5375.06 0.09147 0.09232
1999 Oct 03 51455.172 -510 140 254 400 5 2950.49 0.09977 0.10270
Note. — Col. (1): date of observation; Col. (2): epoch of observation (in JD); Cols. (3-4): x and y coordinates
of the moving bright spots; Col. (5): widths (w = wx = wy) of the moving bright spots; Col. (6): widths
(w = wx = wy) of the stationary bright spots, positioned at x = −100 Rg, y = 220 Rg during the first outburst
and at x = −220 Rg, y = 125 Rg during the second outburst; Col. (7): linear distance crossed by the moving
bright spots between two successive observations; Col. (8): average speed of the moving bright spots between two
successive observations; Col. (9): root mean square deviation between the observed and fitted Hβ line profiles in
the case of the moving bright spots; Col. (10): the same as Col. (9), but in the case of the stationary bright spots.
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4.4 Discussion
Several physical mechanisms could be responsible for perturbations in the accretion disk emis-
sivity, i.e. for bright spot formations. The most plausible candidates for such mechanisms are:
disk self-gravity, baroclinic vorticity, disk-star collisions (Flohic & Eracleous, 2008, and refer-
ences therein), tidal disruptions of stars by central black hole (Strubbe & Quataert, 2009, and
references therein) and fragmented spiral arms (Lewis et al., 2010, and references therein).
The disk self-gravity, driven by Jeans instability, could cause production of clumps in the disk
which have typical sizes in the range from 10 to 1000 gravitational radii for a 108 M central
black hole. Such clumps do not shear with differential rotation and they have high brightness
that varies very little over time. Since the obtained results indicate that bright spots decay in
time and spiral along the disk, it is not likely that these bright spots could be identified as clumps
created by self-gravity, although their sizes are comparable.
Baroclinic vorticity appears in the accretion disk due to its differential rotation in combination
with the radial temperature gradient, causing the material in the disk to spiral around the center
of vortex. Such a vortex would have a higher density, and hence a higher brightness, caus-
ing the formation of a bright spot. The typical sizes of such spots, as well as their shearing
with differential rotation of the disk, are still unknown since different numerical simulations
gave contradictory results (for more details see e.g. Flohic & Eracleous, 2008, and references
therein). Therefore, in the case of 3C 390.3, this mechanism still cannot be neither ruled out,
nor accepted.
Disk-star collisions are assumed to be very frequent events which happen on daily timescales
and which could increase the disk surface temperature in the region of collision, and thus,
create a bright spot. Such bright spots shear with differential rotation of the disk and decay as
the material cools down. However, the typical size of a such bright spot immediately after a
collision is close to the size of a star, which is very small when expressed in gravitational radii.
Therefore, neither this mechanism could be accepted as a potential cause of two bright spots,
detected in the case of quasar 3C 390.3.
The tidal disruption of stars by central black hole (Strubbe & Quataert, 2009, and references
therein) happens when a star passes the tidal radius of the black hole, i.e. when the black
hole’s tidal gravity exceeds the star’s self-gravity. Gas of a disrupted star falls back to the black
hole at a super-Eddington rate, releasing a flare of energy which then blows away a significant
fraction of the falling gas as an outflow. Such super-Eddington flares and outflows could induce
instabilities in accretion disk in form of bright spots. However, this mechanism is an unlikely
candidate for a potential cause of the bright spots in the case of 3C 390.3 due to the following
weaknesses: (i) super-Eddington outflows are short living (∼ 10 days); (ii) frequency of star
disruptions in a typical elliptical galaxy is very low, between 10−5 and 10−4 per year, and in the
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case of the black hole of 3C 390.3 which mass is ∼ 5× 108M (Lewis & Eracleous, 2006), it is
near the low end of this range (see e.g. Magorrian & Tremaine, 1999; Wang & Merritt, 2004);
(iii) any stellar debris could be hardly released in the case of 3C 390.3 since main sequence
stars are disrupted within the innermost stable orbit around a non-rotating black hole as massive
as that in 3C 390.3; (iv) it is unclear how the bright spots produced by this mechanism should
evolve with time.
Spiral arms in AGN disks could be formed spontaneously due to self-gravity instabilities (see
e.g. Flohic & Eracleous, 2008, and references therein) or could be triggered by a close passage
of massive object such as another supermassive black hole or a star cluster (see e.g. Lewis et al.,
2010, and references therein). Spiral arms increase the flux variability of AGN on timescales
of a year to several years, but as noted before, they are unable to reproduce all aspects of the
observed variability. However, they are also subjected to fragmentation, causing small vari-
ations in the flux on timescales of several months. The fragments in spiral arms can be due
to sub-structures in a non-uniform accretion disk, such as isolated clumps which could pass
through the arm and dominate in its emissivity, causing the discrete ”lumps” of excess emission
(Lewis et al., 2010). The observed variability on timescales from a few months to several years
in the difference spectra of some AGNs is probably caused by such lumps. It is quite possible
that some of these lumps are long-living and that they do not vary significantly in strength,
shape, or position over a period of several years (Lewis et al., 2010). As the obtained results
show, it is the same case with the large bright spots which are responsible for amplitude out-
bursts of the 3C 390.3 Hβ line, because they have a constant emissivity and they are either
stationary or spiralling over small distances during the period of several years. The only feature
which significantly varies with time is their width. Therefore, these bright spots could be most
likely explained by the emissivity lumps, caused by fragments in spiral arms of the accretion
disk.
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4.5 Conclusions
We developed a model of the disk perturbing region in the form of a single bright spot (or flare)
by a modification of the power law disk emissivity and used this model to simulate the disk line
profiles. This model has been used to fit the observed Hβ line of 3C 390.3 observed from 1995
to 1999. From this investigation we can point out the following results (Jovanovic´ et al., 2010;
Stalevski et al., 2010):
(i) The model which includes a perturbation (bright spot) in the accretion disk can success-
fully explain difference in double peaked line profiles, as e.g. higher red peak even if
we have the standard circular disk. The position of a bright spot has a stronger influence
on one particular part of spectral line profiles (such as e.g. its core if the spot is in the
central part of the disk, or “red” and “blue” wings if the spot is located on receding and
approaching part, respectively).
(ii) Using the model with a perturbing region we were able to successfully model and repro-
duce the observed variations of the Hβ line profile in the case of 3C 390.3, including the
two large amplitude outbursts observed during the analyzed period. Therefore, the ob-
served variations of the 3C 390.3 Hβ line could be caused by perturbations in the disk
emissivity.
(iii) We found that two outbursts referred by Shapovalova et al. (2001) could be explained by
successive occurrences of two different bright spots on approaching side of the disk which
are either moving, originating in the inner regions of the disk and spiralling outwards, or
stationary. Both bright spots decay in time until they completely disappear.
(iv) Our results support hypothesis that the perturbations in the accretion disk emissivity are
probably caused by fragments in the spiral arms of the disk.
The results presented above show that a circular disk with perturbations (bright spots) can be ap-
plied to explain different double peaked line profiles, and can be also used to trace perturbations
(as well as their characteristics) from the broad double peaked line shapes.
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Photocentric variability of quasars caused by variations
in their inner structure 5
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we presented the developed models of the dusty torus and accretion disk
with perturbing region. We used both of these models to study variations of quasar photocenters,
caused by an outburst in the accretion disk luminosity and changes in the torus structure of torus,
in the context of the future Gaia mission. Gaia is a global astrometric interferometer mission that
aims to determine high-precision astrometric parameters for one billion objects with apparent
magnitudes in the range 5.6 ≤ V ≤ 20 (see e.g. Perryman et al., 2001; Lindegren, 2008). It is
foreseen that around 500 000 quasars will be among these objects. These quasars will be used to
construct a dense optical quasar-based celestial reference frame (see Bourda et al., 2010). The
relevance of quasars to the celestial frames compliant to the International Celestial Reference
System (ICRS), such as the current International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF2) or the
Gaia celestial reference frame, relies on a photocenter position stability at the sub-mas level.
Sub-mas accuracy in the measured positions is the goal of Gaia, namely for objects of 12 mag
around 0.003 mas, of 15 mag 0.01 mas and 20 mag 0.2 mas (Perryman et al., 2001).
However, in central regions of quasars different physical processes occur that may cause a vari-
ation in the photometric center of objects. A well known property of AGNs is their flux variabil-
ity, which may have multiple origins such as variation in the accretion rate, instabilities of the
accretion disk around the central black hole, supernova bursts, jet instabilities, and gravitational
microlensing (see e.g. Andrei et al., 2009; Shields et al., 2010; Popovic´ et al., 2011).
Taris et al. (2011) reported on the possibility of a correlation between the flux variability and
photocenter motion in quasars, which is a very relevant subject for missions such as Gaia.
There are different sources of photocenter variation. It is well-known that the main output of
the different structures of an AGN (such as accretion disk, jets, line-emitting regions, torus, etc)
differs in energy. Consequently the sizes and position of the emitting regions are “wavelength
dependent”. Opacity effects also explain the frequency-dependent core-shifts in the radio syn-
chrotron emission at the base of relativistic jets (Porcas, 2009), and core shifts (between two
radio wavelengths) of up to 1.4 mas have been reported by Kovalev et al. (2008).
AGNs have a complex structure, and one can expect that the origin of this photocenter variation
is caused by changes in their inner structure. As for instance, a dusty torus, illuminated by
a varying central continuum, or variable processes occurring in the accretion disk, such as
outburst, and perturbations (see e.g. Jovanovic´ et al., 2010; Popovic´ et al., 2011) may contribute
to photocenter variation.
In this chapter, we investigate the photocentric variability of quasars caused by changes in
their inner structure. We consider: (a) a perturbation in a accretion disk around a SMBH,
and (b) changes in the pattern of radiation scattered by the dust particles in the surrounding
torus caused by variations in the accretion disk luminosity and resulting change of the dust
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sublimation radius.
Our aims are: (a) to show how much these effects may contribute to the variability of the
photocenter, i.e. to quantify “noise“ and more accurately characterize any resulting error in the
position determination; (b) to estimate the possibility of detecting this effect with Gaia mission;
and (c) to identify in which quasars these effects may be dominant.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present the parameters and relevant
properties of the models of accretion disk and dusty torus. Results of our calculations of pho-
tocenter variability for different parameters of the disk and torus are given in Section 5.3. In
Section 5.4, we consider the properties of two quasars in the context of obtained results from
our simulations and discuss possible scenarios of observed variations of photocenter. In Sec-
tion 5.5, we outline our conclusions. The work presented in this chapter has been published in
Popovic´ et al. (2012).
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5.2 Modeling the photocenter offset
We used the dusty torus model described in Section 2.3 and the accretion disk model with bright
spot–like perturbing region described in Section 4.2. We refer the reader to those sections for
details; here we will only give an overview of models’ parameters and discuss some properties
relevant for this study.
5.2.1 Photocenter offset
The observed photocenter (Xpc, Ypc) of the source can be modeled as a centroid of observed flux
F over the source image (accretion disk or dusty torus), i.e. as the mean of impact parameters
(x, y) of all pixels along the image, weighted by F
Xpc =
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1 F(i, j) · x(i, j)∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1 F(i, j)
,
Ypc =
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1 F(i, j) · y(i, j)∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1 F(i, j)
, (5.1)
where (i, j) is a point on a N × N grid of the source image pixels.
When considering photocenter offset of the accretion disk, we include a perturbation (a bright
spot) at a certain part of the disk, for different values of the spot brightness, and calculate the
photocenter and its offset according to the Eq. 5.1.
Variations in the accretion disk emission may also cause a photocenter offset due to another
effect. According to Eq. (2.5) the dust sublimation radius (i.e. inner radius of torus) depends on
the total bolometric luminosity of the central source (i.e. accretion disk):
Rin ' 1.3 ·
√
LAGN46 · T−2.81500 [pc]
Thus, with increasing luminosity of accretion disk, the inner radius of torus also increases. This
means that (a) the innermost structure of the torus changes and (b) the radiation from accretion
disk is able to penetrate further into the torus. These two effects will change the illumination of
clumps and the pattern of the scattered radiation, which may lead to variations in the photocenter
position. The photocenter of dusty torus is calculated in the same way as for the accretion disk
(Eq. 5.1).
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5.2.2 Parameters of the accretion disk and perturbing region
In the model, we are able to change the parameters of the accretion disk (dimension, emissivity,
inner and outer radius, inclination) and the parameters of the perturbation (size, position, and
brightness). Taking into account the results of previous studies, one can expect the dimensions
of the accretion disk to be several thousands of gravitational radii (see e.g. Eracleous & Halpern,
1994, 2003; Popovic´ et al., 2011), hence here we assumed an accretion disk with the inner
and outer radius of Rinn = 100 Rg and Rout = 3000 Rg, respectively. In our simulations, we
consider a low-inclined (i = 5◦) or near face-on disk, because a near face-on disk is preferred
from investigations of the broad line shapes (see e.g. Popovic´ et al., 2004; Bon et al., 2009b).
Although the adopted inclination angle is small, it is sufficient to induce Doppler and relativistic
beaming effects (see e.g. Fig. 9 in Reynolds & Nowak, 2003, and the corresponding discussion
below). As shown in Reynolds & Nowak (2003), even in the case of a nearly face-on disk, these
effects can still produce rather broad emission lines, unlike in the case of a face-on Newtonian
disk, which would display very narrow lines. In addition, for a steep disk emissivity where
a < −2, the line emission of the disk is dominated by its inner regions Rout < 50 Rg. However,
for the disk emissivity where a > −2, the bulk of the line emission comes from the outer regions
of the disk, thus both Doppler and relativistic beaming effects cannot be neglected even at such
relatively large distances from the central black hole. Since the most realistic values for the
emissivity of the disk are probably between 0 and −2 (see e.g. Eracleous & Halpern, 1994,
2003; Popovic´ et al., 2004; Bon et al., 2009a), we modeled the disk emissivity index as a = 0,
a = −1, and a = −2.
In our simulation, the dimensions of the perturbation (bright spot) is around 100 – 300 gravita-
tional radii (see Jovanovic´ et al., 2010), taking different values for the brightness and position
along the disk.
5.2.3 Parameters of the dusty torus
Although we discussed in detail properties of IR emission of the dust torus in Section 2.4, here
we will once again examine typical SEDs, focusing on the properties relevant for investigation
of photocenter variations. The parameter that has a very prominent effect on the emission of
a torus is the inclination, with i = 0◦ corresponding to a face-on (type 1) AGN and i = 90◦
an edge-on (type 2) AGN. In Fig. 5.1, we present the total SED and its thermal and scattered
components, along with primary source SED, for these two inclinations. As it can be seen from
this figure, there is a clear distinction between the cases of a dust-free line of sight (i = 0◦;
left panel) and those that pass through the torus (i = 90◦, right panel). In the case of dust-
free lines of sight, we can directly see the radiation coming from the accretion disk, while in
the case of dust-intercepting paths most of the radiation is absorbed and re-emitted at different
wavelengths. From the figure, one can also see that the thermal component predominates the
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Figure 5.1 The total (solid line), thermal (dotted line), scattered (dashed line), and primary
source (dash-dotted line) emission are plotted. The left panel is a type 1 inclination (i = 0◦), the
right panel a type 2 inclination (i = 90◦). The two vertical lines indicate the central wavelengths
of the two dispersing prisms of the Gaia photometric instrument (integrated with the astrometric
instrument), at 0.50 and 0.82 µm. Luminosity of the central continuum source is L = 1011L
and the rest of torus parameters are the same as described in Section 5.2.3.
0.8 mμ 4 mμ 9.3 mμ 17.6 mμ
Figure 5.2 Images of the torus at different wavelengths. From left to right, panels represent
model images at 0.83, 3.98, 9.31, and 17.6 µm. Images are in logarithmic color scale. The
visible squared structure is due to the clumps which in our model are in the form of cubes. The
inclination is i = 50◦; the values of other parameters are the same as taken in Fig. 5.1.
mid- and far-infrared parts of the SED and its overall shape is similar for both the face-on
and edge-on orientations. However, the shape and amount of the scattered component is quite
different; in the edge-on view, it determines the total SED shortward of 1 µm, while in the face-
on view it is negligible compared to the primary source emission. We illustrate this further in
Fig. 5.2, where images of the torus at different wavelengths are presented. Shortward of 1 µm
(first panel), the thermal component is negligible and only the scattered component that arises
randomly from the entire torus is present. In the near- and mid-infrared domain (second and
third panel), the thermal radiation from the inner (and hotter) region predominates. At longer
wavelengths (forth panel), emission arises from the dust placed further away.
Since in the wavelength range relevant to this work (< 1 µm), the scattered component of
the dust emission is dominant, the other parameters, (e.g. those defining geometry and dust
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distribution) have only a marginal influence on images of the torus. Therefore, we fixed the
following values of torus parameters: optical depth τ9.7 = 5; dust distribution parameters (see
Eq 2.6) p = 1 and q = 0; half opening angle θ = 50◦; and outer radius Rout = 15 pc; For
the filling factor we adopted the value of 0.25, and for the size of clumps the value of 1.2 pc,
allowing single clumps as well as clusters of several merged clumps to appear. We calculated
models at two inclinations, i = 30◦ (dust-free line of sight) and i = 50◦ (line of sight that
passes through the torus). For the total bolometric luminosity of the central continuum source,
we adopt the values of L = 1, 3, 6, 10 × 1011 L. According to Eq. 2.5 (assuming the dust
sublimation temperature of 1200 K), the corresponding values of the inner radius of torus are
Rin = 0.5, 0.82, 1.16, 1.5 pc, respectively.
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5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Photocenter offset caused by a perturbation in the accretion disk
We performed simulations for different emissivities and different positions of the bright spot
on the disk. As an example, we present three simulations of the photocenter offset due to a
perturbation in the disk for three different values of its emissivity index. Fig. 5.3, shows the
simulations of the accretion disk without (top left panel) and with a perturbation (other three
panels), i.e. the disk images (for a quasar with a SMBH of 1010 M at z = 0.01) for three
different values of the emissivity index a = 0 (top right), a = −1 (bottom left), and a = −2
(bottom right). Photocenter positions are denoted by crosses. The inner and outer radii of the
disk are taken to be 100 and 3000 Rg, respectively. The emissivity of the bright spot1 is εp = 10,
the position is Xp = 2500 Rg, Yp = 0 Rg, and the dimension of the bright spot is taken to be
wp = 300 Rg. As can be seen from Fig. 5.3, the offset of the photocenter depends on the disk
emissivity and it is the most prominent in a disk with flat emission (a = 0): the corresponding
offsets are smaller for steeper emissivity laws and vice versa. We also note here that we take
a very strong perturbation at the disk edge, and that the maximum emissivity of the perturbing
region is taken to be ten times greater than emissivity of the disk disk center.
Occurrences of perturbations in the accretion disk emissivity could be caused by several physi-
cal mechanisms, such as disk self-gravity, baroclinic vorticity, disk-star collisions, tidal disrup-
tions of stars by a central black hole, and fragmented spiral arms of the disk (see e.g. Jovanovic´
et al., 2010, and references therein). All these phenomena appear and last at different fre-
quencies and timescales, and could cause perturbations of different strengths, proportions and
characteristics. In particular, perturbations of the accretion disk emissivity in the form of flares
with high amplitudes are of great significance because they could provide information about
accretion physics under extreme conditions. Flares with the highest amplitudes are usually in-
terpreted in terms of tidal disruptions of stars by supermassive black holes (see e.g. Komossa
et al., 2008, and references therein). Stars approaching a SMBH will be tidally disrupted once
the tidal forces of the SMBH exceed the star’s self-gravity, and part of the stellar debris will
be accreted, producing a luminous flare of radiation that persists on a timescale of between
months and years. This flare is expected to occur in the outer part of the disk (similar to our
simulations).
Although, the frequency of these events in a typical elliptical galaxy is very low, between 10−5
and 10−4 per year (see e.g. Jovanovic´ et al., 2010, and references therein), Komossa et al.
(2008) reported the discovery of an X-ray outburst of a large amplitude in the galaxy SDSS
1 Note here that in the case of tidal disruptions of stars by a supermassive black hole the amplification in the total
optical brightness can increase around two times (see Komossa et al., 2008, and discussion below), therefore the
small bright spot should have a significantly (around one order) higher emissivity than the disk
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Figure 5.3 Simulations of the accretion disk without (top left) and with perturbation for three
different values of the emissivity index: a = 0 (top right), a = −1 (bottom left), and a = −2
(bottom right). The photocenter positions are denoted by crosses. In the top left panel, color
represents the energy shift due to relativistic effects (i.e. ratio of the observed to emitted energy),
while in the other three panels it represents the observed flux (in arbitrary units). The parameters
of the disk and perturbing region are 100 Rg ≤ r(x, y) ≤ 3000 Rg, εp = 10, xp = 2500 Rg,
yp = 0 Rg, and wp = 300 Rg. The maximum emissivity of the perturbing region is taken
to be ten times greater than the emissivity of the disk at its inner radius. Linear distances
are converted to angular units along the x and y axes assuming an accretion disk located at
cosmological redshift z = 0.01 around the central black hole with mass of 1010 M.
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Table 5.1 The simulated offsets of photocenter (in mas) caused by perturbation in the accre-
tion disk emissivity for different values of its redshift and mass of a central black hole. Other
parameters correspond to the bottom left panel of Fig. 5.3.
MBH z
(M) 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
108 0.036 0.007 0.004 0.003 0.002
109 0.355 0.074 0.039 0.028 0.022
1010 3.550 0.744 0.394 0.278 0.220
J095209.56+214313.3, which was probably caused by the tidal disruption of a star by a super-
massive black hole. Although this was a high-energy (EUV, X-ray) outburst, its low-energy
(NUV, optical, NIR) echo was also detected.
In general, we found that in the case of luminous bright spot (smaller than the emission in
the central source) the offset of the photocenter will be negligible, especially if the bright spot
appears close to the center. In addition, when there is high emissivity in the bright spot close to
the central source, the effect is small. Only a luminous bright spot located relatively far from
the central source can be a good candidate to be observed with Gaia. To estimate whether the
offset of the photocenter can be observed we give numerical values of the photocenter offsets
(in mas) for different redshifts and black hole masses in Table 5.1. The parameters for the disk
and perturbation are taken as given above, for the emissivity index of a = −1.
As can be seen from Table 5.1, the largest photocenter offsets (∼ several mas) found at the
lowest redshifts (z ∼ 0.01) and the most massive black holes (MBH ∼ 1010 M), where we can
expect to find the accretion disk with the larger dimensions.
5.3.2 Photocenter offset due to the variations in the disk luminosity
and changes of the torus structure
As explained in Section 5.2.1, an increase in the accretion disk luminosity may cause varia-
tions in the photocenter position. Therefore, for the adopted values of torus parameters (see
Section 5.2.3) we generated a set of models for different luminosities and corresponding inner
radii (i.e. dust sublimation radii), i.e. L = 1, 3, 6, 10 × 1011 L and Rin = 0.5, 0.82, 1.16, 1.5
pc, respectively. We calculated models at two inclinations, i = 30◦ (dust-free line of sight)
and i = 50◦ (line of sight that passes through the torus). For each model, we calculated the
photocenter position and its offset from the one in the starting model (L = 1011L).
We found that when the central source is unobscured (i = 30◦), the brightness of the source
is dominant and the photocenter offset is negligible. In Table 5.2, we present values of the
photocenter offset in the case of i = 50◦ and for different accretion disk luminosities and
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Figure 5.4 Images of the torus at 0.51 µm for two different luminosities and corresponding
inner radii, 1011L and Rin = 0.5 pc (left panel) and 6 × 1011L and Rin = 1.16 pc (right)
panel. Photocenter in both panels is denoted with a white cross; black hole in both panels is at
the center of the images, denoted with ’x’ The photocenter offset between the images is 8.4 mas.
The values of other torus parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.2. Images are in a logarithmic
color scale.
cosmological redshifts. As can be seen from this table, the photocenter offset is larger for lower
cosmological redshifts and bigger luminosity outbursts. In Fig. 5.4, we present images of the
torus in the case of the largest photocenter offset (8.4 mas), at z = 0.01, for the central source
luminosities of 1011 L (left panel) and 6 × 1011 L (right panel).
As can be seen from Table 5.2, a large jump in the photocenter offset between the luminosities
of 3 and 6 × 1011 L is present. This is caused by the change in the illumination of the torus.
As the luminosity of the central source increases, the inner radius of the torus increases as
well (the inner structure changes), and the group of clumps farther away from the center may
be illuminated (see Fig. 5.4, right panel). However, a further increase in the central source
luminosity does not change the illumination pattern of clumps significantly (depending on the
actual distribution of clumps) hence the value of the photocenter offset remains nearly the same.
In addition, as the central source luminosity continues to increas, the brightness of the central
source begins to dominate, and the photocenter gets closer to the central source.
5.3.3 Photocenter position versus flux variation
For one object Taris et al. (2011) found that a relationship between the astrometric and pho-
tometric variability exists. We also modeled the expected flux variation with brightness of the
perturbed region, and found that the offset of the photocenter in principle can be a function of
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Table 5.2 The simulated offsets of photocenter (in mas) for different values of redshift and accre-
tion disk luminosity, calculated for the two photometric instruments with central wavelengths
at 0.50 µm and 0.82 µm. The values of torus parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.2.
L z
(1011L) 0.01 0.05 0.10
0.50 µm
3 1.579 0.208 0.039
6 8.400 1.886 0.860
10 8.170 1.353 0.693
0.82 µm
3 0.814 0.252 0.135
6 7.120 1.422 0.990
10 7.978 1.466 0.843
the flux variation only in special cases where there is a perturbation located at the same place
and the brightness changes with time. In general, there are many possible locations of the
perturbations and possible values of their emissivities with respect to the central source. The
photocenter position varies in terms of both the accretion disk brightness (that may show vari-
ability) and the emissivity of the bright spot, hence the relationship between the astrometric and
photometric variability cannot be assumed as the general rule, although it may exist particularly
in the µas astrometric regime.
On the other hand, in the case of the changes in the torus structure, as can be seen from Table 5.2,
there is a partial correlation between the photometric and astrometric variability, but it is not a
rule, especially when illumination stays higher.
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5.4 Observations versus simulations
The amplitudes of the flux variations in quasars, at certain redshifts, indicate that an enormous
amount of energy is produced. The rapid flux variations often seen are convincing evidence of
the compactness of the emitting region. Thus, in this case a correlation between astrometric and
photometric variability will either not exist or be discerned only with an astrometric precision
far higher than the mas level. At the same time, since longer, year-long, and large amplitude
variations are also recorded, the same logic would imply that the other quasars elements are not
at a standstill, as discussed. The specific causes can be studied when and if an observed long-
term, large-amplitude optical variability is related to the astrometric variability of the quasar
photocenter (Johnston et al., 2003). In addition, if this were verified, the relationship could indi-
cate that a large photometric variation would make a given quasar less apt to materialize a stable
extragalactic reference frame, such as the one from the Gaia mission. The long-term program
required to monitor optical fluctuations in long cycles can only be established by ground-based
observations. Therefore, the astrometric limit should be on the level of few mas, which, in turn,
requires high quality seeing, telescope imaging, and relative astrometry.
We now discuss the possibility that the observed photocenter variability of two observed objects
was caused by changes in the inner structure of the AGN.
5.4.1 Observations
To maximize the chances of the photocenter variability being detected on a mas scale, 20
quasars were selected based on their long variability timescales and large photo-variability.
Most objects were collected from Teerikorpi et al. (2000), as well as Maccacaro et al. (1987)
and inspections of light curves in Smith et al. (1993). The observations were performed under
the Observato´rio Nacional/MCT, Brasil, telescope time contracted to ESO at the Max Planck
2.2 m telescope at La Silla, Chile. The program started on April 2007 and lasted until July 2009,
with observations taking place about every two months.
The observing method and the error analysis can be found in Andrei et al. (2009), and some
aspects of relative astrometry used to derive mas-level variations are presented in Andrei et al.
(2011). A full analysis of the program itself can be found in Andrei et al. (2011). Here we
present the results regarding the two selected sources we considered in this study.
Table 5.3 presents the timeline variation in position and magnitude for quasars J121855.80+020002.1
(z = 0.327, 18m.1) and J162011.28+172427.5 (Mrk 877, z = 0.112438, 16m.2), and Fig. 5.5
illustrates the observed astrometric variability of the photocenter.
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Table 5.3 The summary of the measurements of the offset of photocenter: Col. 1 - the mean
epoch of observation; Col. 2 - the time interval in days between each measurement; Col. 3 - the
X-direction (basically RA) astrometric variation in mas from the previous measurement ; Col. 4
- the Y-direction (basically DEC) astrometric variation in mas from the previous measurement;
Col. 5 - the magnitude variation given in tenths of magnitude from the previous measurement.
In the first lines, the values correspond to the offsets to the nominal CDS references. In the sub-
sequent lines, we present the offsets to the previous line values. The combined corresponding
errors (σ) are given.
SDSS J121855.80+020002.1, z = 0.327, MAGR = 18m.1
DATE DAYs ∆RA±σ ∆DE±σ ∆MAGR ±σ
(mas) (mas) (10−1)
2008.016 0.0 -11±3 - 3±2 -0.420±0.009
2008.163 53.4 +15±3 + 4±2 +0.134±0.007
2008.263 36.8 + 6±2 - 3±1 -0.917±0.011
2008.415 55.4 - 4±1 + 1±1 +1.774±0.012
2008.970 202.7 - 8±1 + 4±1 -1.773±0.007
2009.382 150.5 0±4 - 3±2 +2.070±0.011
SDSS J162011.28+172427.5, z = 0.112, MAGR = 16m.2
DATE DAYs ∆RA±σ ∆DE±σ ∆MAGR ±σ
(mas) (mas) (10−1)
2007.277 0.0 -17±10 +24±22 -0.136±0.007
2007.430 58.8 + 2±9 0±24 +0.032±0.007
2008.415 356.9 +14±6 + 4±21 +0.021±0.006
2008.647 84.9 -23±8 -59±16 +0.002±0.005
2009.181 195.1 +76±19 +36±15 +0.550±0.023
2009.382 73.3 -47 ±18 -58±22 -0.560±0.023
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Figure 5.5 Observed astrometric variability of the photocenter, measured for SDSS
J121855.80+020002.1 at z = 0.327 (left) and SDSS J162011.28+172427.5 at z = 0.112438
(right), during the period 2007-2009 (see Table 5.3). The straight solid lines in the panels rep-
resent linear fits through the observed positions. Notations of points from 1 to 5 correspond to
the observational epochs from first to the last as given in Table 5.3.
5.4.2 Comparison between the simulated and the observed variations
Both observed objects have broad lines (i.e. they are type 1 AGN). In our simulations of dusty
torus, we found that the photocenter offset is significant only when the central source is partly
obscured by the dust. Therefore, there is a small chance that the observed variations are caused
by changes in the torus structure.
To explore whether the observed variations in SDSS J121855.80+020002.1 and SDSS J162011.28
+172427.5 are caused by perturbations in the accretion disk, we first estimated the masses
of the black holes (MBH) for these two objects. We used spectra observed with HST (for
SDSS J121855.80+020002.1) and from SDSS database (for SDSS J162011.28+172427.5). Af-
ter measuring the full width at half maximum (FWHM), we used the three estimators MS ,
MV and MN , given by Shields et al. (2003), Vestergaard & Peterson (2006), and Netzer &
Trakhtenbrot (2007), respectively. The estimated masses for SDSS J121855.80+020002.1 are:
MS = 9.18 × 108 M, MV = 1.37 × 109 M, and MN = 1.10 × 109 M, or on average
MBH = (1.13 ± 0.23) × 109 M. In the same way, we estimated the black hole masses of
SDSS J162011.28+172427.5 to be MS = 3.51 × 108 M, MV = 5.25 × 108 M, MN =
3.72 × 108 M, or on average MBH = (4.16 ± 0.95) × 108 M. For these values of MBH the
predicted values of the photocenter offset due to the perturbations in accretion disk are below
mas (Table 5.1). Therefore, changes in accretion disk are not a likely cause of the observed
variations.
To further estimate the possibility that the photocenter variability is caused by perturbation in
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the disk, or in the BLR, we calculated dimensions of the BLR of these two objects, using the
relation between the BLR radius and luminosity at 5100 A˚ (see e.g. Vestergaard & Peterson,
2006). We estimated the BLR sizes for SDSS J121855.80+020002.1 to be around 113 light
days (that is ∼ 0.02 mas) and for SDSS J162011.28 +172427.5 10 light days (∼ 0.004 mas).
Therefore, the observed photocenter variability cannot be explained by the perturbation in the
BLR.
5.4.3 Possible explanation of the photocenter variability
As shown, a perturbation in the accretion disk cannot explain the photocenter jitter observed in
the two quasars. Moreover, we have estimated that the BLR in both objects is very compact,
around 10−5 − 10−6 arcsec (that translates into light day to several hundred light day scale),
which is inconsistent with the photocenter variations. We note that these compact regions cannot
be resolved by Gaia, as its PSF will be ∼ 200 mas.
For objects that are partially obscured by dust, a variation in both the central luminosity and the
dust sublimation radius may produce an offset in the photocenter (at z = 0.1, see Table 5.2), of
about one milli-arcsec. However it cannot explain the photocenter variations of the two quasars
under study, as the jitter is smaller, and they both exhibit broad emission lines, which implies
that they have a geometry where obscuration is very small or nonexistent.
Another possible source of photocenter variability are “nuclear” super-novae. Several studies
(see e.g. Cid Fernandes et al., 2004; Davies et al., 2007; Popovic´ et al., 2009, etc.) demonstrate
that AGN may be associated with star formation regions. For instance Davies et al. (2007) found
that on kpc (or pc) scales (corresponding to the observed photocenter variation in our objects)
the luminosity of the starburst component may be comparable to that of the AGN.
For the (U)LIRGs (ultra luminous infrared galaxies), the expected supernova rate is very high,
as high as 2.4 yr−1, if the infrared luminosity is produced entirely by starbursts (see Mannucci
et al., 2003). In the extreme case of this kind of objects, a large supernova rate (SNr) may
have influence on the stability of the photocenter. We estimate the SNr, considering the relation
given in Mattila & Meikle (2001), and assuming that the SNr and the star formation rate (SFR)
are correlated (Mannucci et al., 2003), the latter calculated using the luminosity of the Hα line
(Calzetti et al., 2007). We could only calculate the SNr for SDSS J121855.80+020002, because
we do not have Hα spectral data for J162011.28+172427.5. We obtained SFR ≈ 14.7 yr−1 and
a corresponding SNr ≈ 0.1 yr−1 (i.e. one SN every ten years) for SDSS J121855.80+020002.
We conclude that it is unlikely that supernovae are responsible for the photocenter shift of this
object.
We now discuss a scenario where the photocenter jitter might be related to the jet emission.
In terms of radio loudness (Kellermann et al., 1989), i.e. R = F5GHz/FBband > 10, SDSS
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J121855.80+020002.1 has a value of R ∼ 1.1 (Rafter et al., 2009), and J162011.28+172427.5
has R ∼ 0.41 (Sikora et al., 2007), very far from the values shown by radio loud quasars, which
tend to have relativistic jets. Radio-quiet objects can have jet emission (e.g. Mrk 348, see Anton
et al., 2002), though their radio-brightness can be significantly higher (Anton et al., 2002) than
that of the objects under study. There are VLA 1.4 GHz maps at the position of our sources. The
FIRST map of SDSS J121855.80+020002 shows a faint core-morphology on the 1 mJy level,
and in the case of J162011.28+172427.5 there is no detection with NRAO VLA Sky Survey
(NVSS) at the position of the optical source. We conclude that there is no evidence that the jet
plays a role in the photocentric variation of these objects.
It is interesting that in the both objects (see Fig. 5.5) the photocenter offset is almost aligned, es-
pecially in SDSS J121855.80+020002, with a straight line. These aligned positions of the pho-
tocenter offset may correspond to two variable sources close to each other, with the photocenter
always shifting towards the brighter of the two. A speculative possibility is a binary supermas-
sive black-hole system (of the type discussed in e.g., Lauer & Boroson, 2009; Bogdanovic´ et
al., 2009; Shields et al., 2010; Barrows, 2011; Popovic´, 2012), based on the observations of
double-peaked narrow and broad lines. We note that the broad-line shapes of the objects under
study are complex and can be properly fitted with two broad Gaussians that are shifted (toward
either the blue or red) with respect to the central narrow component (see Fig. 7. in Popovic´
et al., 2012). In Popovic´ et al. (2000) and Shen & Leob (2010), a binary broad emission-line
region has been investigated, and the line profiles of this system have been discussed. To detect
two peaks in the broad line profile, it is necessary to be able to resolve the two BLRs, and the
plane of the orbit must be edge-on with respect to the line of observation. An asymmetric line
profile might result solely from a system where the two BLRs have different dimensions and
luminosities (see Figs. 4-8 in Popovic´ et al., 2000). Such a system might exist at the center of
our two observed quasars, and may be the cause of their photocenter variability.
We note that in addition to the binary black hole scenario, the superposition of two visually
close and variable sources (see the several examples presented in Popovic´, 2012) can explain an
aligned variability. All of these scenarios should be considered in future investigations.
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5.5 Conclusions
We have simulated the perturbation in the inner structure of quasars (bright spots in the accre-
tion disk and changes in the dusty torus structure), to find how much these effects can offset their
photocenters, and try to determine whether it will be observable with future Gaia mission. We
have considered two quasars which photocenter variations have been observed, in order to com-
pare them with our simulations. From our investigations, we draw the following conclusions
(Popovic´ et al., 2012):
(i) Perturbations (or bright spots) in an accretion disk may cause an offset of the photocenter,
and this effect has a good chance of being detected by the Gaia mission. The most likely
candidates are low-redshifted AGNs with massive black holes (109-1010) that are in prin-
ciple very bright objects. One can expect a maximal offset of the center (in the case of a
bright spot located at the edge of the disk) on the order of a few mas.
(ii) A photocenter offset can be caused by changes in the torus structure due to different illu-
minations of the torus when the central source is obscured by the dust. A maximal offset
can be several mas, which will also be detectable with Gaia.
(iii) A photocenter offset caused by both effects is connected to the photometric variation in
the quasars, but there is a small probability of a correlation between astrometric and pho-
tometric variations. We note here that quasars with a high photometric variability are not
good objects for constructing the optical reference frame.
(iv) To exclude the possibility of the photocenter variation being caused by a perturbation in
the accretion disk, or in the BLR, one may estimate the dimensions of the BLR and choose
objects with a compact BLR. However, to avoid any variation in the photocenter caused
by filaments in the torus, it is preferable to choose quasars with face-on oriented tori.
(v) The observed photocenter variability of two quasars cannot be explained by the variation
in their inner structure (accretion disk and torus). It seems that the observed photocenter
variation can be reproduced very well by a scenario with double variable sources at the
center of these objects. It may indicate (as well as complex broad line shapes) that these
objects are good candidates for binary black hole systems.
At the end, we conclude that Gaia, in addition to providing astrometrical measurements, may be
very useful for an astronomical investigation of the inner quasar structure (physical processes),
especially in low redshift variable sources.
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Summary 6
6.1 Active galactic nuclei
Nowadays it is widely accepted that every massive galaxy harbors a supermassive black hole
(SMBH) at its center. A number of apparent correlations between SMBH mass and host galaxy
structural and dynamical properties have been observed. The correlation between the masses of
SMBHs and the bulges of their host galaxies suggests a link between their growth (Kormendy &
Richstone, 1995; Kormendy & Gebhardt, 2001). An active galactic nucleus (AGN) represents
a phase in the life of a galaxy, during which the SMBH growth is directly observable. The term
AGN encompasses a variety of energetic phenomena in galactic centers, triggered by matter
spiralling into a SMBH at a relatively high rate.
The radiation coming from AGNs originates in the conversion of gravitational potential energy
into thermal energy, as matter spirals towards the SMBH through an accretion disk (Lynden-
Bell, 1969). Their luminosity can be up to 10,000 greater than the total luminosity of a normal
galaxy. The radiated AGN continuum covers a broad spectrum, from the X-ray to the radio do-
main, it is partially polarized and variable in time. Radiation from the central engine is ionizing
the surrounding medium, creating conditions for a strong emission line spectrum, superimposed
on the continuum. Sometimes, highly collimated and fast outflows (“jets”) emerge perpendicu-
lar to the accretion disk.
Since the discovery by Keel (1980) that the orientation of Seyfert 1 galaxies is not random, it
has been recognized that the appearance of an AGN varies with the viewing angle. This has led
to the picture of “orientation unification” (see Antonucci, 1993; Urry & Padovani, 1995) where
the structure of AGNs is believed to be basically similar but what we see is a strong function
of orientation (see Fig. 6.1). In this unified model, the central black hole is surrounded by a
geometrically-thin accretion disk that is the source of the strong X-ray emission and UV/optical
continuum (see Jovanovic´, 2012, and references therein). Above and below the disk is the
broad-line region (BLR), a turbulent, rapidly-moving, and dense emission-line gas orbiting the
black hole (see Gaskell, 2009, for a review). Both the accretion disk and the BLR are surrounded
by a geometrically- and optically-thick, roughly toroidal structure of dust and gas (the “dusty
torus”), which is absorbing the incoming radiation and re-emitting it in the infrared (IR). In
addition to these components, there is lower density, more slowly moving gas present on a
scale similar to or significantly larger than that of the torus. This gas can be seen when it is
illuminated by the cone of ionizing radiation emanating from inside the torus. It is a source of
narrow emission lines and thus is know as the “narrow-line region” (NLR). The broad emission
lines and the thermal continuum emission can only be seen when the torus is close to face-on and
thus, such an object appears as a type 1 active galaxy. When the orientation is close to edge-on,
the dusty torus blocks the radiation coming from the accretion disk and the BLR. In this case, the
UV/optical bump and broad emission lines are absent and the object appears as a type 2 active
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Figure 6.1 The standard AGN unification scheme. Depending on the orientation, an observer
will see different emitting regions and thus, an intrinsically same objects would appear to him
as different type of AGN (M. Polletta, adapted from Urry & Padovani, 1995).
galaxy. If a jet of matter, ejected perpendicular to the accretion disk is present, then viewing
such an object along the jet would exhibit strong non-thermal, polarized and rapidly variable
continuum (see Antonucci, 2012 for an in-depth discussion on different types of AGN).
The masses of SMBHs can be readily estimated in some types of AGN, (Dibai, 1977) and AGNs
are currently our only way of studying the evolution of SMBHs over cosmic time. Furthermore,
the brightest AGNs are the most luminous quasi-steady compact sources of radiation in the
universe, and hence they are valuable probes of cosmic evolution up to very high redshifts. In
order to understand black hole growth across cosmic time and the connection between galaxies
and black holes, we need to understand how AGNs work. We need to test the basic picture
outlined above, and, in particular, to be able to explain observations which presently challenge
this picture and might force modifications of it.
The scope of this thesis The aim of this thesis was to take a step forward towards a better
understanding of the AGN structure, focusing on the dusty torus. This dusty torus has a major
effect on the appearance of an AGN. The matter that is feeding a SMBH through an accretion
disk comes from the dusty torus. Although the torus is a vital component of an AGN, it is still
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not understood well enough. The basic picture has been clear for some time, but there are still
many unresolved issues. The intensity and shape of the observed silicate features, at 10 and
18 µm, which represent an unique window into the dust distribution and chemical composition,
do not match the theoretical expectations. Another common problem reported in many works
is the lack of near-IR emission when trying to apply the state-of-the art models of torus to the
observed infrared spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of AGNs. Other unresolved questions
include the origin and formation of the torus, and the question how the required scale height is
maintained. Although the main focus of this research was on modeling and analyzing the dusty
torus, we also investigated some related phenomena, such as perturbations in accretion disk.
We have applied the developed models of the torus and disk in the investigation of microlensing
effects and photometric variability of quasars. Here we present a brief summary of the research
for this thesis and outline the most important conclusions.
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6.2 Conclusions
The dusty torus We introduced a new, physically-motivated model for the dusty torus as a
clumpy two-phase medium, with high-density clumps and low-density medium filling the space
between them. We used the 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer code skirt (Baes et al., 2003,
2011) to obtain SEDs and images of the torus at different wavelengths. We calculated a grid of
models for different parameters, analyzed the properties of IR emission and compared them to
the properties of the corresponding sets of clumps-only models and models with a smooth dust
distribution. From our analysis, we found the following (Stalevski et al., 2011, 2012a):
(i) The shape and amount of near- and mid-infrared emission are determined by the condi-
tions of the dust in the innermost region of the torus: different random distributions of the
clumps may result in the very different SEDs in otherwise identical models.
(ii) The dust distribution, the optical depth, the clump size and the actual arrangement of the
clumps in the innermost region all have an impact on the appearance of the 10 µm silicate
feature. The silicate feature is naturally suppressed in clumpy models, but models with a
smooth dust distribution are also able to produce a wide range of silicate feature strengths.
(iii) Low-density dust, distributed smoothly between clumps, significantly contributes to the
near-infrared emission. Therefore, having the dust distributed in such a two-phase medium
might offer a natural solution to the problem reported in many papers – the lack of emis-
sion in the near-infrared when fitting observed SEDs with other clumpy models from the
literature.
A different behavior of near- and mid-infrared emission in the two-phase, clumps-only and
smooth models is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of the smooth, two-phase and clumps-only model SEDs for typical torus
parameters. Full solid line represents smooth model, dashed line two-phase model and dotted
line clumps-only model. Left panel: face-on view; right panel: edge-on view.
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The influence of microlensing Gravitationally lensed systems with multiple images represent
a powerful tool to study the size and structure of both the galaxy which acts as the lens and the
background source. However, in a number of lensed systems in which a quasar is the source,
the flux ratios between the lensed quasar images deviate from those predicted by simple lens
models. When investigating this flux ratio anomaly, it is important to determine the true flux
ratios between the images, in the absence of microlensing. In principle, this could be done
by looking at the emission-line, infrared, and radio-emitting regions of quasars, as they all
should be large enough to safely disregard microlensing effects. However, none of the works
presented in the literature so far, has exploited a realistic torus model in microlensing studies.
We have used our two-phase models of dusty tori as sources, generated magnification maps
and simulated microlensing by stars in the lens galaxy, in order to estimate if microlensing can
significantly affect the infrared emission. From our investigation, we conclude the following
(Stalevski et al., 2012b):
(i) Despite their large size, AGN dusty tori could be significantly magnified by microlensing
in some cases. As the size of torus is wavelength dependent, the amplitude of magnifi-
cation strongly depends on wavelenght as well (see Fig. 6.3). The magnification is the
highest in the near-infrared, decreases rapidly towards the mid-infrared range, and stays
almost constant in the far-infrared part of SED.
(ii) As microlensing is sensitive to the size of the source, parameters determining the geometry
and the apparent size of the torus have a very important role. Tori with Rout . 10 pc could
be appreciably microlensed.
(iii) Estimated rise times, between the beginning and the peak of high magnification events,
range from several decades to several hundreds of years.
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Figure 6.3 Simulated microlensing light curves for different rest-frame wavelengths (indicated
in the legend), for lens galaxy at redshift of 0.05 (left panel) and 0.5 (right panel). Note the
different range of y axis shown in the two panels.
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Given such long time-scales, microlensing would hardly prove to be a practical tool to study
and constrain the properties of dusty tori, as it is in the case of AGN accretion disks. However,
the results of our study should be kept in mind when investigating the flux ratio anomaly of
lensed quasar images in different wavelength bands. We have shown that the infrared emission
of dusty tori could be significantly microlensed in some cases, and thus, it is a less reliable tool
for determining the “intrinsic” flux ratios.
Perturbations in the accretion disk Some physical considerations indicate that the variabil-
ity of the accretion disk has to be highly non-axisymmetric. A wide range of AGN puzzles
can be solved by a non-axisymmetric variability. If off-axis variability is important, this has
significant implications for using reverberation mapping to probe the structure of AGNs, and
for searches for binary SMBHs. We have modeled such non-axisymmetric emissivity pertur-
bations in the form of a bright spot in the accretion disk. The developed model was applied to
the observed Hβ line profiles of the quasar 3C 390.3. From this investigation we point out the
following results (Jovanovic´ et al., 2010; Stalevski et al., 2010):
Figure 6.4 Shapes of perturbed emissivity of an accretion disk and the corresponding perturbed
(dashed line) and unperturbed (solid line) Hβ line profiles. Depending on the position of a bright
spot, it affects only one of the wings of the line, or the line core.
(i) The model of emissivity perturbations as a bright spot in the accretion disk can success-
fully explain the different shapes and the variability of double peaked line profiles (see
Fig. 6.4).
(ii) Using this model of a perturbing region, we were able to successfully model and reproduce
the observed variations of the Hβ line profile in the case of 3C 390.3, including the two
large amplitude outbursts observed during the analyzed period.
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(iii) Our results support the hypothesis that perturbations in the accretion disk emissivity are
probably caused by fragments in the spiral arms of the disk.
Photocentric variability of quasars We have used the developed models of the dusty torus
and accretion disk with a perturbing region to study variations of quasar photocenters, caused
by an outburst of accretion disk luminosity and changes in the torus structure of torus, in the
context of the future Gaia mission. Gaia is a global astrometric interferometric mission that
aims to determine high-precision astrometric parameters for one billion objects. It is foreseen
that 500,000 quasars will be among these objects. These quasars will be used to construct
a dense, optical quasar-based celestial reference frame. We have considered perturbations in
the accretion disk and changes in the pattern of radiation scattered by the dust particles in the
surrounding torus. We estimated how much these effects may contribute to the variability of
the photocenter and the possibility of detecting this effect with the Gaia mission. From our
investigation, we drew the following conclusions (Popovic´ et al., 2012):
(i) Perturbations in the accretion disk may cause an offset of the photocenter, and this effect
has a good chance of being detected by the Gaia mission. The expected maximal offset of
the center (in the case of a bright spot located at the edge of the disk) is on the order of a
few mas.
(ii) A photocenter offset can be caused by changes in the torus structure due to different illu-
minations of the torus when the central source is obscured by the dust. A maximal offset
can be several mas, which will also be detectable with Gaia.
(iii) The observed photocenter variability of two observed quasars cannot be explained by the
variation in their inner structure (accretion disk and torus). It seems that the observed
photocenter variation can be reproduced very well by a scenario with double variable
sources at the center of these objects. This may indicate (as well as the complex broad
line shapes) that these objects are good candidates for binary black hole systems.
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6.3 Future work
The research conducted in the scope of this thesis is a part of an on-going investigation, which
will be continued along the lines presented below.
Radiative transfer modeling of the dusty torus. We have shown that treating the dusty torus
as a multiphase medium represents a step forward towards a solution of some issues, such as the
lack of the near-infrared emission. To further validate this, more detailed models are needed.
Also, although current modeling is able to reproduce a wide range of the silicate feature inten-
sities, its exact shape and position in a number of observed objects still remains unexplained
and deserves further investigation. Therefore, we will continue and expand the work on mod-
eling of the dusty torus. The radiative transfer code skirt is being very actively developed, led
by Prof. Maarten Baes and his group (Ghent University, Belgium). The improvements being
implemented will enable us to produce more detailed models of the dusty torus. Among other
improvements, an adaptive grid for the dust cells will guarantee that all the dust cells are opti-
cally thin. This will, in turn, ensure that the temperature is properly sampled and consequently,
that the shape and intensity of the silicate feature, which drastically depends on the tempera-
ture, are correctly reproduced. A large grid of models will be calculated. The analysis of the
model properties and comparison with observed infrared SEDs will allow a deeper insight into
the structure of the torus. The database of models will be continually updated and will be made
publicly available for other interested researchers.
Modeling complex dust distributions and geometries. Wada & Norman (2002), with model
update in Wada et al. (2009) and Wada (2012), performed 3D hydrodynamical simulations of
the interstellar medium around an AGN, taking into account self-gravity of the gas, radiative
cooling and heating due to supernovae. They found that such a turbulent medium would produce
a multi-phase filamentary (sponge-like) structure. In a collaboration with this group, we will
use these results to calculate the corresponding dust density distributions. The goal is to analyze
and compare properties of SEDs and images in the infrared of such a realistic dust distributions
in AGNs. Since the simulations of Wada et al. are on the scale of up to several hundreds of
parsecs, we could also analyze contribution of other regions, placed further away (e.g., star
forming regions), to the IR SEDs of AGNs.
Gravitationally-lensed quasars. When investigating the flux ratio anomaly of lensed quasars,
it is important to determine the true magnification ratios between the images, in the absence of
other effects which might contaminate it. Therefore, we will continue and expand the presented
microlensing study with investigation of milli- and strong-lensing effects, using updated models
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of the dusty torus. To date, there have been only limited efforts, with simple or toy models, to
study the source size effects in millilensing. Thus, using realistic and physically motivated mod-
els of the dusty torus, which are demonstrating wavelength dependency of the size, will present
a significant improvement of our understanding of the flux ratio anomaly. Consequently, it will
allow us to constrain the size and mass of the lens substructure better, and thus to further eval-
uate the hypothesis that the substructure inferred from the flux ratio anomalies is actually the
substructure predicted by ΛCDM cosmological model.
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